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INTRODUCTION
I'm glad you are doing a presentation on my work and I wish you every 
success with it. I  would say that one thing that I hope comes across is the 
fact that every human individual really matters — no one is unimportant 
and that we must try to understand the reality o f  others. ^'Laurence's 
letter to Linda Van Vossenberg)
English Canadian Literature is not so often identified with post colonialism as its 
French counterpart. According to Silvia Sôderlind, "Post-Colonial endeavor is both more 
relevant and more visible in the Québécois texts with their emphasis on the 'recuperative 
work' on the level of language which is inevitably reflected in territorial strategies" 
(Margin/'Alias 228). Although this is undeniable, one can perceive indication of anti­
imperialism in some English Canadian writers, as in the work of Margaret Laurence. But 
though Laurence treats the problem of imperialism and of colonialism in several of her 
works, there are not (as far as I know) many critics who write about Laurence's 
preoccupation with imperialism. .4mong the few who do are : Chantai Zabus, who, in her 
article "A CaJibanic Tempest in Anglophone & Francophone New World ", compares 
Laurence's anti-imperialism outlook with that of Frantz Fanon; Margaret Osachofif, who, in 
"Colonialism in the fiction of Margaret Laurence " gives a general view of colonialism in 
the work of Laurence; Kenneth James Hughes, who, in 'Tolitics and A Jest of God shows 
how A Jest of God can be read as a political text ; Barbara Godard, who, in "Caliban's 
Revolt: The Discourse of the (M)other", shows how The Diviners is a parodie rewriting of
canonical texts and a subversion of the dominant discourse, and Coral Ann Howells, with 
her article "Weaving Fabrications : Women's NaiTatives in A Jest of God and Hie Fire- 
Dwellers.” It seems to me that, in general, Canadian critics tend to ignore the socio­
political concerns revealed in Margaret Laurence's writing. As a Brazilian reader, I was 
attracted to Laurence's work for its attention to the dispossessed people who belong to 
marginalized groups; Third-World people (like the Africans under British domination ), 
the Metis and the Ukrainians in Canada, and women in general. Laurence's political 
concern struck me when I started reading her works. Her sympathy for the marginalized 
people was confirmed through each new reading of her writings not only in fiction but also 
in her travel-book and her essays and articles. Hius, althou^ my woric is on her adult 
fiction and on her travel nan’ative, other pieces of writing maintain her political feature. In 
fact, on more than one occasion, Laurence herself confirms that her writings are political 
and should be read as such.
Researching in Canada, at the same time that I faced some disagreement with my 
political reading of Laurence's work, I received the important support of Linda Hutcheon, 
Barbara Godard and Diana Brydon. These critics assured me that little had been written 
about Laurence's works as anti-colonial texts and guided me in my investigation. They 
helped me to find connections between Laurence's writing and her environment, the 
Canadian West where she was bom and educated, allowing me to perceive that much of 
Laurence's resistance to imperialist ideas and practices emerged from her experience in 
the Canadian West and in Canada as a whole, which she believed to be colonial in some 
ways. Tlius researching Canada's histoiy and culture, I could realize how the colonial 
condition of Canada affected Laurence's political ideas. Her experience in Africa would 
just ratify her thou^t that imperialism degrades ail kinds of people. Tliis idea is perceived 
both in Laurence's African and Canadian writing.
In tliis work I argue that Laurence's works can be read as texts which both denounce 
and present resistance to colonialism. In the first chapter I present the condition of Canada
as a colony, although different from any other colony, and theories which support a reading 
of Canadian literature as post-colonial literature. I base my argument mainly on the works 
of Frantz Fanon, Edward Said, Mary Louise Pratt and Homi Bhabha without foi^etting , 
however, that Mannoni's work was relevant to Laurence's awareness of the problem of 
colonialism. The influence of Mannoni in her woriis has been emphasized many times 
because Laurence herself confessed such influence. I believe, however, that the presence of 
Fanon's ideas in her worics is even more clearly perceptible than the author herself 
perceived. The existence of Fanon's works in a section of C. P. Traill College library in 
Peterborough, a library which belonged to Laurence, makes me believe that Fanon's worli 
was among the books about colonialism which she read Some concepts of colonialism and 
strategies of decolonization presented in Fanon's theory are mirrored in M a r^ ’et 
Laurence's writing especially in her use of the past with the intention of opening the future. 
Other theorists of colonialism offer different perspectives for the analysis of Laurence's 
work. Edward Said's theory of the existence of a discursive power to justify and preserv'e 
colonialism is also visible in Laurence's work. Said contends that the discourse of the 
colonizers (Western) on the colonized (Eastern ) is a strategy to keep the presence of the 
colonizer in tlie colony. The knowledge about the colonized is related to the power of the 
dominant people who produce the discourse. Like Edward Said, Mary Louise Pratt 
comments on the way Europeans like to classify and systematize "the other" in order to 
keep dominating the subaitem. She suggests that people who are always observ'ed and 
classified should also be heard Another critic who emphasizes the discursive practices is 
Homi Bhabha While for Fanon mimicry is the result of a colonial indoctrination process, 
for Bhabha mimicry may be a discursive operation which serv'es to undermine the authority 
of the dominant discourse. Bhabha's theory is also important for understanding Laurence's 
work.
After presenting these theories and arguing about Canada's colonial status, I present 
a brief summary of Margaret Laurence's biography which illustratesand explains her anti-
imperialist thought and attitudes. Her background in tlie Canadian West, her involvement 
with the Canadian Left, her experience in Afi’icahelped to characterize her writing as anti- 
colonial. Her participation in many groups whi ch stni^led for social justice ratify the anti- 
coloniaJ character of Laurence's life and worii.
In chapter DI, I investigate how the "African Writings" of Margaret Laurence 
reveal anti-colonial ideas. Of course the political concern is not all Laurence's writings 
accomplish: the author reveals a great skill in art and craft, and offers a multiplicity of 
themes. Not only her experience in Africa but also her contact with African writers such as 
Chinua Achebe help to form the anti-imperialist characteristic ofLaurence's writings.
Hiis characteristic is visible in her Canadian writings which I analyze in the fourth 
chapter of my thesis. Laurence's woriis set in Canaila, known as the "Manawaka cycle," 
present an imperial society characterized by severe class divisions where Anglo-Scots are 
privileged and the Metis suffer deprivation. The social and racial prejudice perceived in 
Manawaka reflects a Canadian tenilency to privilege Scots-Bridsh colonizers while 
degrailing others. I read the Manawaka works as a unity, analyzing how' ttie theme of 
imperialism receives increasing attention from The Stone Angel to The Diviners. 
Laurence's last work is the culmination of the author's concern with colonialism and with 
forms of resistance to it One perceives that the strategies of resistance presented by 
Laurence's characters are not rigid Reci^eration of memory and valorization of the 
oppressed peoples, however, are constant in Laurence's strategies to change the order of 
the imperial world. Hie multiplicity of voices she incorporates in her fiction allows the 
reader to listen to the voices of the oppressed people in Canada, who have often had their 
history deleted from many wor^s of literature and from official Hi&'tory.
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CHAPTER I
Margaret Laurence : A White Canadian 
Writing a Post- Colonial Text
We are citizens not only o f  our own country but o f  the v/orhi... 
We rrmst sti'uggle in the causes o f  peace and social justice
(Convocation Addi'ess, Univei’sity of Manitoba)
According to die audioi-s of Tlie Enyire Writes Baclc ( B. Ashci'oft, O. GriflStiis, 
and Helen Tiftin), post-colonial litet'atui'e is die Hteiatuie produced by tiiose people 
fbraiei’ly colonized by British and otliei’ European entires. Hie aufliors state tiiat die tenn 
post-colonial coveis "all tlie cultures affected by tfie inipei'ial process from flie moment of 
colonization to tlie }>i-eseiii d i^ ' (2). Furtfieniiore, post-colonial literatui'es ai’e tiiose
written by people affected by colonialism or by "cultures which suffered the experience of 
colonization" and had to f i^ t  against imperial dependence. iTius they believe that it is 
possible to study Canatiian literature within i post-colonial context However, this concept 
appears to me to be too general and too loosi '. One has to be aware of the particularities of 
Canada as a colony when referring to the post-colonial there. One may even ask whether 
Canada has much in common with other post-colonial nations.
In general, critics from diverse fields of stuify agree that althou^ occupying a 
position of relative power nowadays, Canada was once, indisputably, a colony. However, 
from this assertion, several questions arise. For example, to what extent has the country 
escaped the colonialism by which it was affected? What evidence exists to show that 
Canada has not completely thrown off Ihe shackles of colonialism? Once a  colony, 
coiintries usually take a long time to escape the burden of colonialism: is this the case with 
Canada? And, finally, is or is not Canada still a colony ? Perhaps, for the purpose of this 
discussion, it would be expedient to consider briefly the term "colony" and some theories 
of colonialism.
According to Albert Memmi, a colony is "a place where one earns more and 
spends less. You go to a colony because jobs are guaranteed, wages h i^ , career more 
rapid and business more profitable" (4). Tlie colonized, on the other hantl, are the 
disadv'antaged. If the colonizers' living standards are high it is "because those of the 
colonized are low ". If there is one who profits, there will invariably be the "other'* who 
is exploited and whose rights are ignored. People who live in a colony are imder the 
control of a "mother" country, whose dictates rule their decisions. Colonialism would be, 
then, tlie maintenance of the colony, that is, the control of other people's land or teiritory. 
David Spurr explains that the word colony like culture has its origin in the Latin word 
coiere which means "to cultivate, to inhabit, to take care of a place The word colonia, 
for the Romans, desij^ated a settlement "in a hostile or new conquered country" and 
cultura referred "both to tilling the soil and to refinement in education and civilization"
(5). Colonial situation, then, would be characterized by the domination imposed by a 
foreign people over a racially and culturally different one in the name of racial and 
cultural superiority. ITie supposed difference, or rather, superiority o f the colonizer 
becomes an important question in the process of establishing and legitimis ing authority 
over the colonized territoiy.
Octave Mannoni, whose Prospero and Caliban : The Psvchology of Colonization 
was important for Laurence to comprehend Canada and Africa, says that in the colony the 
colonizer is not looking for profit only but also for other psychological sarisfactions, which 
in his view "is much more dangerous "(33). Mannoni claims that in a colonial situation 
there always occurs the "dependence complex." The colonized needs something to depend 
on, and this complex meets the need of the colonizer who, in turn, needs to be surrounded 
by dependents.
Both Aimé Cesaire and Frantz Fanon agree with some aspects of Mannoni's theory. 
However, both strongly criticize Mannoni's thesis for ignoring the economic exploitation 
of Üie colonized and reducing colonialism to an encounter between two psychological 
types, which need each other. The "dependence complex " and other concepts introduced 
by Mannoni in TTie Psychology of Colonization have lost much of their impact in the study 
of colonialism. In Black Skin White Masks, Fanon criticizes several elements of Mannoni's 
theory. Althougli recognizing that Mannoni introduced the study of the pathological conflict 
in a colonial situation and gave rise to the discussion of decolonization, Fanon points out 
that Mannoni's analysis reveals a contradiction when recognizing an inferiority complex 
even before colonization. Fanon goes fijither in criticizing Mannoni when the latter says 
that colonial racism differs from otlier forms of racism. For Fanon, all forms of 
exploitation are similar because all of them apply to the same object, that is, man (88).
Fanon's work offers an assertion of the psychological and economic disgrace 
imposed by imperial power on tlie colonies. According to him, the psychological situation 
cannot be analyzed apart from economic and historical criteria To the psychological
explanation for colonialism one should add that many Europeans go to the colonies because 
they can become rich veiy soon and that, with few exceptions, the colonizer is a 
businessman or a trader.
(Black Skin 137). Fanon's most famous work. The Wretched of the Earth, besides 
examining some points of colonialism, offers strategies of decolonization. Fanon asserts :
Colonialism which has not bothered to put too fine a point on its 
efforts has never ceased to maintain that the Negro is a savage ; 
and for the colonist, the Negro was neither an Angolan nor a 
Nigerian, for he simply spoke of "the Negro". For colonialism» this 
vast continent was the haunt of savages, a country’ riddled with 
superstitions and fanaticism, destined for contempt, weiglied down 
by the curse of God, a countiy of cannibals - in sliort, the Negro's 
countiy. (Wretched 170)
Although referring more specifically to die Algerian people, Fanon's tiieorj  ^can be 
applied to any colonial situation. He afiimis, for example, Ihat in a colonial situation, the 
colonized has to forget his culhjre in order to admire flie culture of iiie colonizer. Feeling a 
stranger in her/liis own land, the colonized has to adopt Em'opean culture as her or his 
own: "He will not be content to get to know Rabelais and Diderot, Shakespeare and Edgar 
Allan Poe, he will bind tliem to his intelligence as closely as possible" (Wretched 178). 
Like odier dieorists of colonialism, Fanon asserts that die admiration of die modier 
countiys culture is chai^cteiistic of a colonial situation. Tliis characteristic reminds us of 
Canada's admiration for American and British culture to which Margaret Lam'ence refers 
mai^ '^  times.
Rajinond Williams, in Keywords, reveals a tendency to identify imperialism widi 
colonialism. He explains diat if we define imperialism as it was nonnally defined in late 
nineteendi-centurj' England, imperialism "is primarily a political sj'steni in which colonies 
ai’e governed from an imperial centre, for economic but also for odier reasons held to be 
impoilanL.. " (159). Patrick Williams and Laura Chrisman agree with this view stating diat
the terms coloniaJism and imperialism have been employed interchangeably. They contend 
that in a Marxist view, coloniaJism is understood as "the conquest and direct control of 
other people's land" and is "a particular phase in the history of imperialism" (2). Edward 
Said views imperialism as a generalized discursive form of oppression. In his work 
Orientalism Said undertdies a serious analysis of the relation between some writers and 
the political enterprises of the British, French, and American empires. According to him , 
travel writings, diaries and political speeches work to maintain the Orient as a color^. 
Believing that there is no discipline, or structure of knowledge, free from political 
interests, he gives several examples of how the system of knowledge underscored by 
literature has helped the West to govern the East For example, Flaubert, Nerval, T. E. 
Lawrence and Kipling confirmed western ideas about the Orient, that Oriental people are 
terrorists, libertines mounted on camels witli a wealth which they do not deserve. These 
"truths" about the Orient are supported by absolute power, which in turn depends on the 
permanence of this discourse. In other words, the discourse of the Occident on the Orient is 
a strategy of the West to keep authority over the East So Orientalism is a western political 
strategy, a western discourse for classifying, inventing and dominating the Orient Said 
says that the whole question of imperialism "carried forward the binary typology of 
advanced and backward races, cultures and societies" (206). By objectifying the Orient as 
something to be e.xamined, studied, judged, disciplined or governed. Orientalism is at the 
serv'ice of European and American colonialisms. Orientals can be associated with other 
colonized and oppressed people who cannot decide their own lives :
Along with all other peoples variously designated as backw'ard, and 
retai-ded, tiie Orientals were viewed in a framework constructed out 
of biological determinism and moraJ-poIitical admonishment. Tlie 
Oi'iental was linked tlius to elements in Western society (delinquents, 
the insane, women, the poor) having in common an identity best 
described as lamentably alien. Orientals were rarely seen or looked at; 
they were seen tfirou^, analyzed not as citizens, or even people, but as 
problems to be solved. (Or 207)
Said recognizes that what he says in Orientalism had already been said by Fanon 
and others. He believes that all who suffered the ravages of imperialism understand that 
they were reported to Europe according to Eui’opean wishes (in Barker 17). Although Said 
fails to address sufficiently the heterogeneity of Orientalist literary and other writing, and 
although the concept of Orientalism is sometimes loose, as Aijaz Ahmad has demonstrated 
in his analysis of Said's Work (179), Orientalism contributed greatly to the analysis of 
imperialist practices in any geographical space which suffers the burden of imperialism.
In the introduction to Culture and Imperialism. Said asserts tiiat imperialism "means 
the practice, the theory and the attitudes of a dominating metropolitan centre raling a 
distant territory". Imperialism is defined and re-defined as "thinking about", "settling on", 
"controlling land that you do not possess" and so forth (5). Colonialism , in turn, "is tiie 
implanting of settlements of distant territory" and is "almost alw ^s a consequence of 
imperialism" (9). In this sense, imperialism is more far reaching than colonialism. 
However, I do not tiiink a clear distinction is necessary here. As Said states,
both are supported and peitiaps even impelled by impressive 
ideological formations that include notions that certain territories 
and people require and beseech domination, as well 
as forms ofknowledge affiliated with domination ; the 
vocabulary of classic nineteenth-centuiy imperial cultui e is 
plentiful with words and concepts like "inferior" or "subject 
races" "subordinate people" "dependency", "expansion”, and 
"autiiority." (Culture 9)
Further, Said argues fliat colonialism, which naturally follows imperialism, involves not 
only profit and hope of more profit but also a commitment to subjugating less advanced 
people (10). He maintains that colonialism affects culture in many ways. For the European 
colonizers, the colony w^ as just "out there", an exotic place inliabited by exotic people. 
Further, a colonizing culture makes reprevsentiuions of tlie colonized in order to master and
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control them: obser\^ation, judgment and codification of tlie oppressed culture favours the 
dependence of the colony on an authority based elsewhere. Colonialism, like imperialism, 
has monopolized the entire system of representation in order to keep the subordinate and 
the inferior, inferior. Moreover, Said claims that the oppressive situation of the colonized 
can generate a culture of resistance.
Said has been criticized for his somewhat troubled use of the terms "OrientaJism" , 
"Culture ", and "ImperiaJism". Michael Dutton and Peter William assert that Said's 
approach to the concept of representation is ambivalent, and even contraciictoiy (334). Like 
Ahmad, Duton and William affirm that Said generalizes too much and essentializes the 
West in opposition to the rest Tliese are important observations about Said's work which 
should not be ignored. Moreover, one cannot deny Said's important contribution to the 
analysis of various practices of imperialism and the inter-relations of power and 
knowledge. Thus Said's woric is important to the reading of works of resistance. Tlie 
discursive formation which permits the dominant people to classify others as inferior is an 
instrument of colonialism condemned by Laurence.
TTie Canadian critic Maiy Louise Pratt adds diat in a colony diere is die belief that 
reality is elsewhere, outside the colony. In this aspect, she contends, Canada suffers a 
similar burden of colonialism and dependence as Latin America ("Margin Release " 247- 
255). Pratt's Imperial Eves is a critique of the Euro-imperialist ideology manifested 
through travel books written by Europeans about non-Europeans. Making an "effort to 
decolonize Knowledge ", Pratt proposes to analyze "how has travel and writing produced 
die rest of the world for European readerships at parti culai’ points in Europe's expansionist 
tr^ectory "(5). Examining travel writing which serv'ed imperialism, the author says that 
these writings invented a knowledge which is a "Eurocentered form of global or planetary 
consciousness" (5). This knowledge fonns a discourse on other lands which always 
supports commercial interests. It is in this sense, for example, diat America was 
reinvented;
11
The reinvention of America, then, was a transatlantic necessity 
process that engaged tlie energies and imagination of the 
intellectuals and broad reading publics in both hemispheres, but 
not necessarily in the same ways. For the elites ofNorthem 
Europe, the reinvention is bound up with prospects of vast 
expansionist possibilities for European capital, technology?, 
commodities and systems of knowledge. (112)
Reinventing America as a neglected land in need of intervention was a way to legitimize 
European exploitation.
Like Said, Pratt comments on flie way Eui'opeang have tended to classify and 
systematize "tiie otiier’', according to imperialist interests and not to tiie reality of die 
people who live in tiie colonized place. Travel works describe tiie land and eveiytiiing on 
it but forget to mention tiie people who inliabit tiiat space, tiius "doing evei'vtiiing possible 
to minimize tiie liunian presence "(59). FuiHier she adds tiiat "die European impi'oving eye 
produces subsistence habitats as empty' landscapes, meaningful only in terms of a 
capitalist futui’e and of tiieir potential for producing a marketable suiplus” (61). Wlien tiiey 
do refer to tiie people, tiiey often point out tiieir "sti’aiige" behavioui- and cultui'e, and tiieir 
inferiority to Europeans. If tiie Oriental is dangerous and ugly, tiie Afi-icans or Soudi 
Americans ai-e lazv', incomplete beings unable to become wliat Europeans already ai'e. 
According to European imperial eyes, wliai is different fi'om tiie European order represents 
ugliness, incongruity, disorder and ti’iviality. Refening to Em'opean discoui-se on Soutii 
America, Pratt says ; "One needed only to see a person at rest to beai' witness, if one 
chose, to tiie ti*ait of idleness. One needed only to see dirt to beai' witness to tiie trait of 
uiicleanliness." And she adds : "Tlie essentializing discui’sive power is inq^ei'v^ous until 
tiiose who ai'e seen ai-e also listened to" (153). Ilius listening to Non-Europeans is a 
means of refiiting tiie viewing jiroduced by inijjerial eyes. Like Edwai'd Said, Maiy Louise 
Pi'att believes tiiat power is exercised tiu'ougli discourse. Hie "trutii" about colonized 
peoples, whetiier Afi'ican, Cai'ibbean, American-Indian or Soutii-American, belongs to a
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system ofknowledge constructed by Europeans. European writing, then, helped to ratify 
the European colonial administrators' view that the natural resources of colonized lands 
belonged rightfully to civilization and mankind rather than to the indigenous who inhabited 
those lands. Inspired by Foucault, Pratt , like Said, understands that power cannot be 
established without the production and propagation of a discourse which legitimates the 
authority ofthe colonizer over the colonized.
Ttie notion of imperialism and colonialism is, tiiei'efbre, far reaching and also 
ambivalent The colonial situation goes beyond the colonial rule itself and the territorial 
domination and involves notions of ruling ideas and cultural hegemony. It is considering 
these characteristics ofthe colonial situation that, at the beginning of Imperial Eves , Mary 
Louise Pratt says that English Canada was still colonial in the 1950s. Some critics, as we 
will see fiuther in tliis woilc, say tiiat Canada is colonial even today.
The British Empire divided its colonies into three classes: crown colonies, 
colonies with "representative" governments, and colonies with "responsible'* governments 
(Spurr 5). The latter were eligible for elevation to "dominion" status as is the case with 
Canada Canada was ruled entirely by British dictates until 1867, when it officially 
ceased to be a colony of the British Empire, becoming the "Dominion of Canada" 
However, even after that date, Canadians were still defined as British subjects. Until 1982, 
the British Canadian Act was the basic statute of Canada.‘ Accordingly , we can say that 
Canada remained a colony for a long time. Colonialism strongly affected Canadian history 
and still influences Canadian culture because, as one knows, dependence is not 
relinquished by just one decree. Dependence causes a state of mind which may prevent, or 
retard, tlie valorization of tlie colonized country by its own people. Signs of cultural 
dependence on and subordination to the mother country are visible in Canada long after 
1867. For instance, the Union Jack remained the Canadian national flag until 1965, when a 
distinctive national flag was proclaimed. Moreover , the Union Jack is still flown in 
Canada on some occasions (Commonwealth meetings or in honour ofthe Queen). Tlie other
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fact which may be seen as an element of subordination is related to the national anthem : 
only in 1967 did the Parliament adopt a committee recommendation that the song "O 
Canada" become the national anthem of Ciinada and "God save the Queen" remain as the 
royai anthem.  ^ This characterizes the colcnial situation of the country. In 1971, in his 
preface to The Bush Garden , Northrop Frye states that Canada is "the only country in the 
world which is a pure colony, colonial in psycholo^ as well as in mercantile economics"
(m).
Margaret Laurence has likewise expressed her ideas about the colonial condition 
of Canada, stating that Canadians do not have their own judgment but depend on the 
colonizer's standards:
My people's standards of correctness and validity and 
excellence were still at tiiat time [1957] largely derived from external 
and imposed values: our views of ourselves were still struggling 
against two odiei' cultui'es ...
Who on eai-th taught us to fliink of ourselves that way ?
The whole history of imperialism, of being defined in others' terms, 
not our owTL ( "Ivory" 257)
Laurence believed that it was necessary for Canadian writers to ii,^t against tliis 
dependent state of mind, just as writers from other colonized comitries do . Li tlie same 
essay, for example, she declai'es that Canadian writers ai’e like Tliird World writers, as 
both "have had to find [their] own voices and write out of what is truly [ theirs] , in the 
face of an ovei-whelming cultui’al imperialism" (253). Lam’ence aligns herself with Tliird 
World writei’s like Chinua Achebe, because she claims that, culhirally, her country is 
siniilai’ to his in that Canadian ai’tists do not belong to the cultural fonus of "that dominant 
imperial cultui’e ".
Contemporaiy critics Iiav^ e also revealed a pi'eoccupation widi die colonial state of 
Canada Linda Hutcheon, for instance, states diat Canada as a nation lias iievei' felt cenfa-al, 
cultuially or politically, but waiiis against equating Canada widi a Tliird World counfay
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("Circling" 171). Diana Brydon claims that "Canada as a nation was created by 
imperialism and all that entailed : theft of the land from its original iniiabitants, genocide, 
massive immigration from around the world, exploitation of our labour and our natural 
resources by imperial powers ... " ( ^  101). Therefore it is obvious that Ct*nadians would 
be profoundly affected by colonialism. Moreover, the recognition of the colonial situation 
of Canada is important in generating discussions about ways of decolonization. In 
"Eruptions of Postmodemity: tlie Postcolonial and the Ecological", Linda Hutcheon 
comments that "historically, Canada has been -- has had to be -- sensitive to the issue of 
difference and exploitation ; it defined itself as a nation in 1867, but it continued to be a 
colony of Britain until, some would say, it graduated to being a colony ofthe United States" 
(147 ).
Tlie problem of Canada being a "colony of die United States " has been raised by 
many critics. They reveal a great concern for Canadian \'ulnerability to U.S. Power and 
influence, both in cultural and economic terms. Margaret Laurence worried about Canada's 
cultural dependence on the USA, complained that there were too many American 
publishing companies in Canada which led to Canadians being colonized by American 
literature: "The more American brands we have, the less books which are going to be 
published in this country because branch plants are going to bring in great numbers 
American books, which they already do, and they will publish relatively few Canadian 
books "(New 26). The situation may have changed somewhat, with Canadian ownership of 
publishing companies increasing since Laurence wrote this statement, but in 1991 
McQoogan complained that these companies are still foreip dominated (16). In addition , 
Robin Mathews affirms dial only three percent of films in Canada are Canadian and that 
ninety percent of text books come from outside Canada, most from the USA (119). Thus 
critics warn tiiat Canadians are losing tiieir voices because of American media invasion. 
They still have reason to lament the "continuing economic and cultural hegemony of the 
United States over Canada", as Hutcheon says.
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other critics are more direct in their assertion that Canada is a "colony of the 
United States". Tony Wilden, for example, states explicitly : "Canada is the richest colony 
of the United States "(15); he refers to a colony in economic and cultural aspects. Rudy 
Wiebe, in an lhter%'iew with Om Juneja and others, blasts Canadian foreign policy makers 
for continually tailoring their decisions to suit American ones (3). He laments that Canada's 
decisions depend on American decisions. For Wiebe, Canada is a cultural colony, a 
condition which sometimes has its origin in economic colonialism. Wallace Clement 
worries about Ihe economic e.xploitation which Canada suffers. In his article "Uneven 
Development; A Mature Branch-Plant Society", he explains that American corporations 
began to penetrate the Canadian economy mainly after the Second World War, causing 
Canadian dependence to shift from Britain to the USA. He laments that the petroleum in 
Western Canada is largely controlled by US oil companies. So, he claims, Canada "is not 
master of its own house" and therefore "cannot be characterized as an independent 
capitalist society " (in Mandel 112). Likewise Norman Penner states that, even though 
there are no accurate figures, "there is no doubt that a large proportion of Canadian 
Industry is owned or controlled by American capital". He contends that after the Second 
World War Canada's colonial ties to Britain weakened, but the dependence on the USA 
increased (75). Daniel Drache, in his article "The Canadian Bourgeoisie and its National 
Consciousness", maintains that "for the past one hundred years Canada has acted as the 
safety-box for the British and American investments", that the elite profit from the colonial 
situation in Canada, and that Canadian nationalism is no more than a continuation of the 
British empii-e 
(Lumsdeni 20).
The suggestion, therefore, is that nationalism is dangerous when not a manifestation 
of the people but of some privileged groups. Nationalism, in this sense, is inextricably 
linked to colonialism. When nationalism means British-Canadian nationalism, there will 
invariably be a repression of other interests and desires. Benedict Anderson refers to this
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kind of nationaJisra as "OfficiaJ nationalism" which is a continuation of empire (91-101). 
Tlie colony is transformed into nation but continues to be dependent, because the "nation " 
was "officially" imagined by the controller of power. As A. Lower states : "Some people 
are bom nations, some achieve nationhood and others have nationhood thrust ipon them. 
Canadians seem-to be among these last "(in Qoefcsch 122). Scholars thus see Canadian 
nationalism sometimes not as a manifestation of common interest but as a conslmct of those 
who have thrust nationhood upon Canada According to Diana Biydon and Helen Tiffin, 
there are two kinds of nationalism ; One is positive as it challenges imperialism; the other 
serves imperialism and sees a nation as a single voice (67). This latter type is connected 
with colonialism through a transference of British principles, customs and system of 
government to Canada, bringing to mind Simcoe's recommendation that "the utmost 
attention should be paid that the British customs, manners, and principles in the most trivial 
as well as serious matters should be promoted [ in Canada]" ( in Burrou^s 112).
The idea is tliat the creation of Canada was artificial in some aspects and this may 
be, in part, responsible for the colonial situation there. The view of Canada as a British 
colony persisted as did the notion— for some Canadians— that England was the "great good 
place." Althou^ acquiring its official independence in 1867, there are elements which 
evidence Canada's subordination to the "mother country". In 1984, in a letter, the Nigerian 
writer Chinua Achebe tells Mar^garet Laurence how surprised he was when, at a Canadian 
University convocation ceremony, he heard "God Save the Queen".  ^ Colonial ties to 
Britain may have helped to foster the "superiority" of British Canadians over "other" 
Canadians. In this sense, as Tony Wilden remarks, "other" Canadians m ^  consider 
themselves colonized by Anglo-Canadians -"other " meaning, for example, the Metis 
people, the natives and all those who have "primitive behaviour" like Tliird World 
immigrants and other "inferior people" (60-70).
If one can draw any conclusion from the discussion so far it is that the concept of 
Canadian colonialism is very complex; it is not so simple as to say, for example, that
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Canada is still a colony of either England or Ihe United States. While the settler Canadians 
feel post-colonial in relation to the British empire, they represent the central colonial 
power to the natives. Metis, and other disp assessed Canadians. Ilie latter are undoubtedly 
farther from the centre which decides and defines their lives. If they cannot define their 
own lives and their decisions depend on "superior" Canadians, they are surely colonized. 
My argument then is that while all Canadians were affected by colonialism, the indigenous, 
the Metis and other non-British Canadians suffered (or continue to suffer) under 
colonialism to a fai* greatei- extent dian die "chaitei''' settlers (Britisii, in nw study). It is 
important, therefore, to be aware of Hutcheon's affirmation that Indigenous Canadian 
populations should, more than odiers, be regarded as post-colonial (Circling 172). In 
addition, one has to remember that colonialism affected diverse cultures in many different 
ways.
One has to be aware diat as a white invader-settler colony, Canada, as Pafrick 
Williams and Laura Chrisman argue, was not "subject to the sort of coercive measures 
which were the lot of the colonies, and [its] ethnic stratification was fundamentally 
different" (4). Of course, Canada did not suffer the same cultural imposition nor the same 
degree of oppression as did the invaded colonies in Africa, India or the West Indies. 
Canadian colonialism is even different from other settler colonies.'^ Therefore the Canailian 
colonial or post-colonial condition is not equal to that of any other nation colonized by 
European empires. It is in consideration of this point diat Hutcheon alerts us against 
equating Canada to a "Tliird World and therefore a post-colonial culture", claiming diat it 
would be "bodi trivializing of die Third World experience and exa^erated regarding the 
(white) Canadian to equate Canada to invaded colonies". (Circling 171). Without question, 
Canada has a less oppressive history dian African counfries, India and die West Indies. But 
on the other hand, critics agree that when one considers the indigenous and less-favoured 
people in Canada, one sees a history of oppression. Here, Biydon's preference not to stress 
die difference between Canadian colonialism and post-colonialism and other counfries'
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experiences with colonialism seems to be relevant, as she believes that the emphasis on the 
"diffèrent" can lead us to "refuse to recognize" that Canadians have things to share with 
colonized people. (The White Inuit Speaks" 195). If Canadian culture was affected by 
colonialism, it is possible to say that this culture can produce a literature which condemns 
colonialism and emphasizes the need for decolonization. Such a literature would, of 
coui’se, be different fi'om odiei- post-colonial literatui’es, but still post-colonial in that it 
could subvert colonialism.
According to Doraia Beimet, "postcolonial is a viewpoint fliat resists imperialism — 
or relationships that seem imperialistic". Furthermore, she claims that "to speak of 
postcolonialism is to focus attention on those who have sought independence and who view 
the imperial country's proprietary claims as invalid" (168). In this respect, "postcolonial" 
is not only a historical situation marked by the dismantling of the institutions of colonial 
power but also, as David Spurr says, "a search for alternative to the discourse of the 
colonial era" (6). Thus a literature which serves as an instniment to reproach any form of 
colonialism can be read as postcolonial. Postcolonial, in this sense, does not presume that 
the colonial condition has been resolved. The post-colonial is, first and foremost, anti- 
colonial and subverts the imposed "truth" of the colonizers. It has something to do with 
"de-colonizing". The "post-" in post-colonial, as Hutcheon explains, "on the one hand 
means, "after, because o f, and even unavoidably inclusive of the colonial; on the other it 
signifies more explicit resistance and opposition, the anti-colonial" ( "Colonialism and the 
Postcolonial Condition" 10). Post-Colonial, therefore, speaks against colonialism, 
interrogating European colonialism and proposing forms of resistance to it  Stephen 
Slemon's statement about post-colonial is appropriate for our discussion. The concept of 
post-colonial, he writes,
proves most not when it is used synonymously with a post­
independence period in once-colonized nations but ra&er when it locates a
specifieaily anti- or/»t?^-colonia] disarsive pirchase in ailtiire, one which begins
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in tiie moment tliat colonial power inscribes itself onto the body and space of its 
Others and which continues as an often occulted tradition into the modem theatre 
of neo-colonialist international relations... I would want to preserve for 
"post-colonialism" a specifically anti-colonial counter-discursive ener^...
(in Adam 3)
Post-colonial texts, then, are those texts which write against arç? kind of 
imperialism and colonialism, subverting and deconstracting the discourse of the colonizer. 
They reveal a culture of resistance to imperial domination, a culture which was caused by 
the very existence of colonialism. As Btydon and Tifíin state, "Post-colonial writers 
subvert the imperial perspective creating from the tensions of their colonial legacy new 
fictions which generate new ways of perceiving" (29). The post-colonial writens challenge 
conventional form, voice, and content, and introduce new perceptions of the world not only 
by rewriting traditional European texts which previously served imperialism, but by 
introducing the readers to different voices which were silenced by colonialism. This is a 
different view from some critics who believe that the term postcolonialism presaimes we 
have resolved the colonial condition. These critics prefer the term "decolonizing" which , 
they affirm, stresses the existence of aprocess, a hard work to escape colonialism. From 
the perspective I have been using here, postcolonialism means a struggle to decolonize 
what still bears colonial characteristics. Moreover, I consider that postcolonial texts 
remind us of the continuous presence of neo-colonial forces in our world.
Thus it seems to me that it is possible to speak of post-colonialism from a 
Canadian perspective. If one is careful to investigate the peculiarities and avoid 
generalizations the concept is useful. Furthermore, I would contend that when a Canatlian 
text -  even one written by a white .Anglo-Saxon author -  suggests a reflection on the 
damage of colonialism and questions the colonial order, it is a post-colonial text, and 
could be read as such. As Susan Rudy Dorscht s^ s , "even white midiile-class Canadian 
writers have long felt alienated, despairing, uncertain and groundless" (141). Post­
colonial writers in Canada adopt the perspective of the colonized and write against the
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central imperial power, opposing the suppression of voices ofthe dispossessed such as the 
Dndigenoiis, the Metis and other minorities. Post colonial Canadim texts challenge the 
colonial mentality which considers the British Canadian as the central voice witti authority 
to define ottiers' lives. Rud^ Wiebe explains why he ieels ttie necessity to write ttie stories 
of ttie oppressed non-white people ; ”When I ttien come to Canada, to grow iq) in a  land 
ttiat accepts my people, but has shoved ttie o r i^ a l  inhabitants w4iom I see around me as 
ttie poorest people in ttie society... What can I ttiink, a  person v^o has s<mie sense of 
justice and decency andhonour?"(8). Wiebe rewrites ttie inqperial histoiy ofthe indigenous 
by pres^ting different angles from vtliich the reader can perceive the voice of the 
oppressed.
Of course, one h ^  to be aware of ttie problem of representation. A wliite writer 
produces tejEts which unavoidably have ttieir "wluteness.” As Teny Goldie warns, "any 
white texts about indigene, is writing about what you don't know" (9). For a white writer it 
is difficult to penetrate ttie world of ttie indigenous or ottier oppressed peoples and write 
from their perspective. She or he cannot become an indigenous or an African or any ottier 
colonized people. The real subaltern is invisible, voiceless, because re-presented. This, 
however, cannot prevent ttie writer from speaking in favour of ttie oppressed people. 
Depending on ttie moment and circumstance ttie text may be veiy helpfiil for ttie oppressed 
community. It is inqportant to know who is speaking for wliom and, as Barbara Godard 
points out, '*who is speddng to whom" and under what conditi<»is (201). Who is listening 
to or reading and ui w^at time? There are moments when not speaking is nouch worse ttian 
speaking for ttie oppressed. A text written by a  white writer in &vour of oppressed 
peoples cannot be discarded just because it is a  "w4iite'' text As Gayatry Spivak 
comments: " when you s ^  ttiis is a w4iite position again you are homogenizingf' (37).
In ttiis respect I believe a wliite, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant Canadian can be read as 
a post-colonial writer when she provides us witti oppositional voices and sp e i^  against 
ttie oppression imposed tty a central power, snggesting a reflection on colonialism and its
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damage to people, and proposing strategies to overcome colonial dominance. 1 suggest that 
this is the case o f Margaret Laurence udiose relevance for oppressed people is 
acknowledged bodi by Africans and iadigenous Canadians. Cbinua Achebe, for exanqile, in 
Momintt Yet on Creadon Day, refers to Leurence as the only Canadian or Commonwealtfa 
writer who cares about the Third World. Achebe states ibat Laurence does not p l^  die 
colonialist role in her comments on African writing (12). This confirms diat her African 
characters are convincii^ as are die Metis characters in her Canadian writii^ Hie Metis 
writer Beatrice Culleton acknowled^s Laurence’s concern widi die cause of die Metis 
and the siqiport Laurence gave her in her career as a  writer. In spite of thal, Laurence is 
aware of die^difGculties of representing die Metis. Ln a  letter to Adele Stone [Wisemmi], 
Laurence states: "I cannot ever write about anodic cultural and edmic badcground from die 
inside ... 'Iliis was a problem I had widi The Diviners and die Metis."* Laurence was 
acutely conscious of this problem even before oitics started debating die politics of 
representatioa
Laurence is aware diat sometimes she writes "from outside" and at the same time 
she IcDOws that her writing ofiers a possibility for revision of die social CMidition caused 
by imperialism and colonialism. Hie environment where sdie grew vp and was educated, 
her education, experiences and reading provided her with social awareness. As a Canadian 
who was bom mid grew in die { » ^ e s  aid who involved herself in movements against 
oppression, she assumes a position against colonialism. In this respect I believe it is 
necessary to consider some historical facts which helped to form Laurence's world. Some 
of Laurence's biogr^hical data will also provide us widi understanding of die audior's 
thonglits.
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CHAPTER II
Margaret Laurence and the Praiiies : Some 
Historical and Biogr^hical Notes
...<^er certain time, the ancestors are everyone's ancestors - mine, in 
some ways, are not only the Scots but also the Métis; I  had been bom in a 
land which they inhabited, shaped and invested vrith their ghosts
(Letter to Al Purdy)
I f  I  could choose a real life person that I  might have liked to be, among 
the many heroic possibilities. I  think it would be a Metis woman called 
Madeleine Wilkie ( Interview to CBC ).
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Jean Margaret Laurence was bom on the 18& of July 1926 in Neepawa, Manitoba, 
to Robert Wemyss and Verna Sin^son. As she herself reotarics, her bacl<sround is not 
English but Celtic. Her people on ttie Other's side were Scots and on the motfier's side 
Irish.^
The town of Neepawa is some hundred and twenty-five miles northwest of 
Winnipeg, the coital of the most easterly of the prairie provinces of Canada As critic 
Clam Thomas points out, Neepawa is not really a prairie town because it is more wooded 
than common prairie region, yet it is different from Ontario towns and can be id«itiiied 
with Westem towns because of its "freedom of spirit" (quoted in Morley Margaret 
Laurence: 18). Neepawa (Cree word for abmdaace) was already well settled by die time 
of its incorporation in 1883. Ihe town, like die whole Province of Manitoba and die 
Canadian West, p l i^ d  an inqiortant role in Maigaret Laurence's diinkii^ and writing, 
having inspired her to create die town of "Manawaka", the setting of her Canadian fictioa 
It becomes dierefore relevant for an understanding of Laurence's world view to examine 
some aspects ofthe Canadian West, especially Manitoba, "wliere [her] World began.
Ihe province of Manitoba was first e;q)lored along die route of its great rivers by 
fiir traders. Like die whole Canadian West, it has a histoiy of protest and willingness to 
resist oppression and depmdence. Ih is characteristic was present in die region even 
before die annexation of die province to die Dominion of Canada in 1870. George Mehiik 
suggests diat "die histoiy of regional discontent in the West began in the &r trade era o f the 
late seventeenth century, wlien die Wesf s &r resorts were being e:q>loited for the European 
market (2). In 1670, Charles II granted die Hudson's Bay Con^aiiy a royal charter tiiat gave 
it control over all die land drained by die rivers flowing into die bay. White settlement in 
the region was transitoiy and tied only to die commerce and trading posts which were
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had been living in the region for thousands of years, soon became important instruments in 
the fiir trade, working as trappers. In 1763 Pierre Gaultier de la Verendrye reached ttie 
confluence of ttie Red and Assiniboine Rivers, establishing a trading post on ttie site of 
present-d^ Winnipeg. In ttie following decades, Fraich fiir traders and ttieir Indian allies 
would become ttie most important inhabitants of ttie prairies, helping to shspe ttie regioa 
These Metis people, descendant of white tr^pers and Bidian women, hunted ttie buffalo of 
the prairies and sipplied ttie tr^pers with buffalo meat (more specifically "pemmican”). In 
1812 Lord Selkiik of ttie Hudson's Compai^ brou^t Scottish settlers to ttie Red River 
Valley. Therefore Scottish settlei-s also contributed to ttie development of a mixed-blood 
ettmicity throu^ intermarriage. These people held an mdependent life and believed ttiey 
had auttiority over the region. Their fiiture, however, was in ttie hands of Central Canada.
As Souttiem Manitoba developed into an inportant fiir trade centre and became a 
transportation centre between Eastern and Western Canada, colonizing forces outside ttie 
region were observmg it and calculating its potential for future exploitation. In 1821 ttie 
Hudson's B ^  Conpany absorbed ttie Northwest Compai^. Before ttiis absorption ttie 
competition between the two companies provoked much tension among ttie Metis people. 
Fur trade remained, however, vitally important for the region, and ttie Metis continued to 
p l^  an inportant role as buffalo hunters supplying food for the regioa Tlie Metis were 
proud of their land and considered ttiemselves to be the true inheritors of it. Tlie interest of 
Eastern Canada in the West, however, increased. In the 1840s Q eoi^ Brown, the owner of 
ttie Toronto Globe, a newspaper which represented the uiterests of Toronto's business 
elite, led a canpaign to annex Hudson's B ^  Compare's land to Canada. Several 
politicians interested in Western trade took ip  the cause of Westward ejq)ansioa
Id 1867, the Confederation, or Dominion of Canada, was established by the British 
North America Act Tlie centralized federation included ttie province of Canada (Ontario 
and Quebec), Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and made an agreement for ttie inclusion 
of the remaining Nortti American territories under British rule. Tlie West was destined to
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connect with Central Canada uiiich in 1868 boug^ the land tfiat belonged to the liiidson'a 
Bay Conq>ai^ . In 1869 the conqsai^ (ransfeired its territory to the Dominion without 
informing the people w4io lived in die area Ihe Canadian government paid no attention to 
die Metis; its main interest was planning die transcontinental railroad. Anodier concern of 
die government was die settlement of die area widi die intention of forming a united British 
Canada from coast to coast Ihe Indians and die Metis, who shared similar life-styles and 
spoke die same language, claimed territorial r i g ^  as aboriginal people. However, since 
die Metis, unlike dieir "hidian cousins”, did not have legal status, dieii situation became 
even worse than die Indians' (Morley Manigret Laurence 140).
In December 1869 die Metis leader Louis Riel, widely supported by die Red River 
people, led a resistance against die Canadian government, establishing die Metis's own 
representative bo<fy. This government was able to force die central government to 
negotiate. Ih ro u ^  die Manitoba Act, resulting from diese negotiations, die Metis received 
educational, cultural and linguistic guarantee, and die Province of Manitoba was created in 
1870. Ihe name "Manitoba" was chosen by Louis Riel himself and means "the spirit 
(Mofiito) diat speaks" or, in anodier version, "strait of die spirit". Eastern settlers started 
arriving in die province, which experienced n ^ id  growdi in die 1870s and 1880s. In 1873 
die Northwest Mounted Police was founded in order to serve as an instrument of federal 
confrol. Ihe Mounted Police chased American traders and policed die Metis and die 
Indians. Having lived for diousands of years widiout police, the Indians saw no reason for 
die establishment of force in the area To die Indians and die Metis die Mounted Police 
represented die colonizer's occi^iational force fflid dierefore die oppressors.^ In many 
cases die presence of die Police, supposed to "guarantee order", was really a source of 
oppression and agitatioa Moreover, die Lndians were losing dieir land ri^bts and dirou^ 
maity treaties were being sent to die reserves. In 1880 die Canadian Pacific Railwc^^ was 
charted. Charles H^per, die minister of transportation, revealii^ no concern for 
Manitoba, declared diat die interests of Manitoba should be sacrificed to die interests of
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Canada.^ Political authorities saw tiie Canadian west as an en^ty place, available for ai^ 
enterprise. This illustrates Mary Louise Pratfs tiieoiy tiiat tiie colonizers do not consider 
hiimiin beings when tfiey look at tiie land available for e}q)loitatioa‘<’ Hiere was no 
preocciqiation, on the part of British Canadian autfiorities, witii tiie Metis and tiie Ihdians 
vi^o were facing very serious economic conditions and were close to starvation, witii the 
end of tiie buSalo hunt in tiie 1880s. When, tiireatened by tiie large numbers of settlers, tiie 
Metis asked for assistance in obtaining seed grain, tiiey were instead ordered to pf^r for 
tiieir own land. In order to i i ^  qgainst injustice and tiieir difGcult conditions, Louis Riel, 
who had led tiie 1870 resistance, was called from tiie United States, where he had been 
living in exile since 1873, after tiie agreement wiiich created tiie province of Mmiitoba
in 1885 Louis Riel went to Sasikatchewan to aid tiie Nortiiwestemers in tiieir 
constitutional struggle. In March he took power and established his own government Two 
montfis later tiie Metis were defeated at Batoche and tiieir main leader, Louis Riel, was 
arrested. He had been subjected to such great stress tfiat sometimes he seemed to be insane. 
On November 16, 188S, after facing some trials, Louis Riel was hanged 'Tor treason" 
under order oftfie Canadian Prime- Minister, John Alexander Macdonald. Hie Metis lost 
tiieir land and some revolutionaries were sentenced to penitentiaiy terms. Louis Riel was 
considered by tfie British Canadian autfiority as "cra^ ', "poor ignorant" among otiier 
negative cpialifications, veiy much in tfie pattern of tfie European imperialism described by 
Edward Said, who states tfiat Europeans see resistance to colonialism and c^tral 
assimilation "as the work of cliques, or of ctvsj millenarians, and so fortii" (Q , 198). The 
Metis leader, however, received tfie sympatfqr of many Westerners and even Eastern 
Canadians. Douglas Owran relates tfiat Charles Pitf>lado, a Presbyterian ch^lain w4io 
marched witfi the troop to subdue Riel, preached not tfie evil of rebellion but tiie faults of 
central govem m ^ The minister said tiiat tiie Metis had been robbed unprincipled 
traders, paiperized by charities and com4>ted Canadian vices (MebQrk 92).
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Not long afier die 1885 revoJt, the Metis were sipplanted by himcfa^ds of thousands 
of Americans and Europeans in die region, and the &r trade regionalism was ended. Their 
state after die rebellitm was deplorable. Without land to cultivate, many of them retreated 
nordi to maipnal lands. Margaret Laurence often reveals her synpadiy for the Metis who 
suffered deep injustice. She refers to die Metis as her ancestors because she was bom "in a 
land which diey had inhabited, shaped and invested widi dieir On several
occasions she confesses that one of her personal heroes was Gabriel Dumont, die Metis 
rebel who fo u ^  widi Louis Riel. Patricia Morley informs us diat in "Itte Shack'*, 
Laurence's cottage near Peterborou^ she had large portraits of Louis Riel and Gabriel 
Dumont ( Morley 1990 : 23). In Mai^garet Laurence's Canadian writing, especially in The 
Diviners, they ^ e a r  as victims of die British Canadian government, who considered 
British culture as siperior to diat of the Metis. Hie stoiy of the Metis in die West has 
helped to characterize die people of the region as enemies of oppression and colonization.
The westem farmers' inpulse to mobilize against injustice is believed to have 
been inherited fi-om die mobilization of die Metis. It is inportant to point out ttiat after 1885 
the social stmcture of die Canadian West developed into a class society. Ordinary faraiers 
and woricers formed the m^'ority of the population but received die fewest benefits and had 
very little power. Tlie farmers claimed diat while die price of goods went ip , die price for 
their grains was unprotected. While &rmers were taku^ dieir own initiative to demand just 
treatment, die workers organized diemselves in unions in order to f i ^  for social benefits, 
better w ^ s  and fewer hours of work. Hie OBU (One Big Union) had an inportant role 
in die movement viiiich cuhninated in die famous Winnipeg General Strike of 1919 v^ch , 
as David Berguson suggests, "was die most conplete wididrawal of labour pow«- ever to 
occur in Nordi America." (quoted in M e li^  124). Iq die short run, die movement was a 
failure for die workers. Tlie workers' dream of gaining dignity and respect and of receiving 
better wages, union recognition, and management's acknowle4gment of die workers' power 
did not come trae. However, m die long run, it b ro u ^  ip  memories of struggle against
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injustice and caused class polarization in ttie Canadian West In addition, one can s ^ ,  
fiiture victories of democratic movements and parties were also due to ttie strike. Hie 
movement raised basic questions concemu^ ttie nature and composition of "constituted 
auttiority" as well as a challenge to ttiat auttiority.
The presence of religious leaders lent special characteristics to ttie movement 
James S.Woodswortti, whose belieâ Mai^garet Laurence confessed to endorse, was die 
son of ttie superintendent of ttie Mettiodist Missions in Western Canada^^ Woodswortti 
worked tirelessly to inwove social conditions in Nortti Winnipeg and had to leave ttie 
church for his unorttiodox social ideas. He was ttie editor of ttie strike bulletin and was 
arrested for some days. Later he would be ttie founder of ttie CCF (Co-operative 
Commonwealtti Federation), a socialist labour movemei^'^ Woodswortti helped to create 
militancy and a belief in social justice which revealed evangelist characteristics common 
in ttie Social Gospel, anottier inqiortant Western movement \\1ien one considers Margaret 
Laurence's ideas.
Hie Social Gospel was a  political movement ^ ^ c h  influenced both &rmers and 
woricers. It appeared within the Canadian Protestantism in the first two decades of ttie 
Twentietti Centairy. Robin Matthews contends ttiat religion in Canada has been a 
significant partner in ttie formulation of philosopl^, political ideas "and in ttie founding and 
development o f the most influential Lefl non-Mandst forces in Canada". Referring to the 
Social Gospel, Matttiews says; "The notion ttiat Jesus and ttie earliest church were ttie first 
socialists, had p l^ed  a role in legitimizing socialism.." (66). The movement indeed 
combined Christian morality witti social justice and struggled for ttie end of class 
exploitation and for a system vk^ch would strike out poverty and ignorance. Christian 
beliefs and teachings s^iported ttie attack on ttie exploitative relation of coital to labour. 
Some Church colleges in ttie West, among ttiem Wesley, Manitoba, and Brandon Colleges, 
became dissemmators of ttie Social Gospel. E. A  Partridge, a ferm leader of ttie early 
1900s wrote in 1909 ttiat "Christ wasn't trying to save his soul for ttie next world ... but
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was trying to serve hmnanity by showing men the tmdi about the proper relations to set 
between themselves and God and themselves and oAersJ'' Hie leader preached that love 
of God should be manifested in love for one's n e i^ o u r  or in politics. Another in^)ortant 
leader was Henry Wise Wood, who was an assiduous reader of the Bible and of works on 
social theory. Wood produced a social philosopl^^ for die agrarian movement and held that 
die church should recognize that Christ, as a leader, offered the great social deliverance 
\diich men were seeking.
In diis w ^ , the Social Gospel s o u ^  to eliminate social inequalities and the 
individualism of die farmers. It preached diat die social ethics taug|it by Jesus should be 
present in business and agrarian labour. Hie movement b ro u ^  social &idi and concern 
widi social justice among die Western fiirmers. Widiout aiq? question, die movement made a 
good contribution to Western diougjit and Western society. It also helped to characterize 
the west as a region ^ ^ c h  gives birdi to new social ideas. When talking about her political 
ideas, Maigaret Lauroice would ofl«i cite die Social Gospel as somediiqg in^ortant to 
her. For exanqile, in a letter to die writer Hubert Evans she would write in 1982 : "The 
Social Gospel is wliat seems to matter to me more and more".'^ Anodier exanqile is her 
critique of an article written by Barbara Amiel published by Maclean, criticizing social 
Marxist Bishops. In reply to die article Laurence asks ; "Has she never heard of die Social 
Gospel As a Western Canadian, Laurence considered die social>change-oriented 
Christianity more inqportant dian any odier kind of religioa
Besides affecting the dioug^ts and actions of die Western &rmers, die Social 
Gospel dirougli its urban roots also determined die emei^nce of anew class of intellectual 
and political leaders in the West In die 1920s die Social Gospel was embraced by die 
agrarian movement called die UFA - United Farmers of Alberta. Henry Wise Wood, 
preacher of die Social Gospel and president of die UFA from 1916 to 1931, defended the 
idea of "groi^ government" and social co*operatioa According to him, farmers were 
especially exploited because dieir class was not organized. THie solution would then be in
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cooperative production and class oi^ganization. Hie UFA later developed into ihe Social 
Credit and tiie CCF. Hie Social Credit started as a populist mass movement and defended 
tfiat credit be placed into die hands of tf}.e public in order to produce a new 9ge without 
strong social conflict It had some characteristics of millenarism with theories created by 
M ^or Douglas. Douglas, however, did not succeed in changing Ifae financial ^stem as he 
preached, and the Social Credit mded 1 9  as a conservative party defending a  free maiicet 
economy.
Hie CCF -  Co-operative Commonwealth Federation -- created under the 
orientation of Woodsworth was more radical than ttie Social Credit llie movement, or 
party, proposed legislation more favourable to labour than that found anywhere in the 
country and preached tfie eradication of cqaitalisnt The party s tr ik e d  for the 
establishment of a cooperative conummily and held tfiat no government of tfie CCF would 
be at rest while c^itaJism was not eradicated from Canada'^ T.C. Douglas, anotfier 
member of CCF, fiir whom Laurence confesses her admiration, maintained that in order to 
combat cfqiitalism, &rmers should or^nize tfiemselves in cooperatives. Tlie CCF had 
identification witfi European socialism in its anti>fascist struggle and si^ported 
intemationai socialism. Hie successor oi^ganization of tfie CCF, the NDP ( New 
Democratic Party) would become inq)ortant for the maintenance of Canadian socialist 
ideas displaying a concern over tfie e]q>loitation of Canadian natural resources by foreign 
countries, and therefore having a more nationalist tfian internationalist view. CCF, like 
otfier political movements in tfie Canadian West, would help to shf^e western Canada's 
distinctive place in Canadian Histoiy.
Firom tfie foregoing events, one can perceive tfiat Ma^igaret Lawence's prairie 
reveals a receptiveness to new ideas especially tfiose relating to social egalitarianism and 
distribution of wealth. If  Western Canada suffered eiqiloitation and domination by Eastern 
Canada, it also developed a resistance to subordinatioa Hiis tradition of protest against 
injustices, as I have stressed earlier, was inherited from tfie Metis.
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Maiigaret Laurence's dunking and writing owe much to the social environment 
where she was bora and educated. In her essay ''Where the World Began” the auttior s^ s:
A strange place it was, (hat place where the world began. A 
place of incredible h^enings, splendours and revelations, 
despairs like multitudinous pits of isolated hells. A place of 
shadow-spookiness, inhabited by the unknowable dead. A place 
of jubilation and mourninig, hoirible and beautifiil. K was, in 
fitct a  small prairie town.( H S. 237^
About her relation to this prairie town, Clara Thomas remaiias diat "die most readily 
identifiable western Canadian quality about Mai^garet Laurence is her early dedication to 
social reform and (he continued, basic, social awareness that is part of die foundation of all 
her work." (16). Because of this, I consider important to point out some particularities of 
her biogrr^l^.
In 1936 Neepawa was still going dirou^ the Depression and Margaret Laurence, 
only ten years old, had alreacfy lost her mother and &dier. She and her brodier Robert were 
living with her aunt and stepmother Margaret Simpson Wemyss, a  teacher, who would 
stimulate her to write. Laurence tells us diat her second "Mum" had financial worries but 
"remained vitally interested in life and in books” (Dance 58). As a child, Laurence read 
quite indiscriminately, mainly adventure stories written by audiors such as Mark Twain, 
Arthur Conan Doyle, R.L.Stevenson and Kipling. About die latter, she would write some 
time later on more than one occasion, that aldiough as a child she liked the adventure 
stories which helped her to open her imagination, later she would "reject the inq)erialism 
diat characterizes much of Kipling's writing.** From a veiy yom^g age she started writing 
scribbles and in 1939, at 13, her first story 'Tillars of die Nation", written for Wumipeg 
F^e Press Contest won honourable mention. 'Tillare of die Nation" was about die 
pioneers inNeepawa. It was in this story that the author invented the town o f "Manawaka" 
which would be present in all her Canadian fiction.
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Laurence was alw ^s aware of her Scottish background. In "Road from the Isles" 
she confesses:
No one could ever tell me whether n ^  family had been 
Lowlanders or Hig^andera, because no one in tfie prairie town 
where I grew iq> seemed very certain exactly M^ere diat 
in^ortant dividing line came on the map of Scotland. I decided, 
dierefore, that my people had come from the H i^ands. In fact, 
they had not, but H i^anders seemed more interesting and more 
noble to me in every way. ( Heart 159)
It did not take long for her to perceive diat her pride in being Scottish was based only on 
frntasy, diat she was really a  prairie girl "no more Scots diat a Siamese.” She would 
research about die H i^anders and Hig^and Clearances and die tragic event of Culloden 
but was always aware that her real roots were in Canada In " Where die World Began", 
she states: ’*My long-ago &milies came fi^rai Scotland and Ireland, but in a  sense that no 
longer mattered to me. My true roots were here" (HS 244 ). It was die prairie town in die 
Canadian west which would shape and form her way of seeing the world and of writing. In 
feet, she was veiy critical of die "superiority” of Scottish people over odiers in Neepawa 
"The class system in ray town was really bad (An aw&l lot of Scots were professional - 
lawyers, doctors and preachers - Ilkrainians were fermers less educated.)
The author grew tq; observing die oddities of her world, die social snobbery and 
die felse pride of some people, hi 1940, l^uirence began hig^ school at Neepawa 
Collegiate where she was editor of the school newspaper. In Hig^ School she was taught 
Canadian History from die British point of view. Hie histoiy of die people wAo had helped 
to construct die democratic characteristics of her land was distorted, hi her Memoir, Dance 
on the Earth, die audior writes.
I shidied the Manitoba School Act late 1800 widiout having die 
feintest idea of what it actually meant, namely diat in own 
native province some of my ancestors had been responsible
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directly or indirectly, for depriviiig the quite la i^  French- 
speakiiig populace, both Whites and Metis, of their laiiiguage 
riglits, not only in provincially siq)ported schools but also in the 
provincial legislature and the courts. I was unaware of how 
terrible this was. 1 ejq)ect n ^  teachers were as unaware as L 
Histoiy was taug i^t from anglophone point of view, the view 
that presented Louis Riel and Gabriel Dumont, Big Bear and 
Poundmaker, as rebel villains. It was the Upper Canadian, 
white Protestant inteipretation of our history and it was 
dread&lly distorted... When I think of what I learned of 
Canadian histoiy, I feel cheated, not by niy teachers but by tiie 
society in vsiiich I grew i^.(76-7)
On anotiier occasion she s ^  that as a child she was taught very little of Canadian history, 
almost only "Acts of Parliament" Tliis echoes Robert Kroetsch's aEBrmation tiiat histoiy in 
tiie prairies did not account for tiie world people lived in. Kroetsch , a  prairie writer like 
Laurence, states tiiat "tiie autiiorized histoiy, tiie given definition of history was betr^ring 
[people] on tiiose p rairies.A ccord ii^  to Laurence, tiianks to W.L. Morton's Manitoba : 
A History later she was able to leam about people who were considered "bad guys" 
because tiiey did not accept MacDonald’s politics. (VerdtQUi 245). She would also 
conq>lain tiiat Literature classes in her high school meant tiie stwfy of British literature.
Laurence's h i^  school years were also mailced by tiie Second World War. 
In 1941 tiiousands of Canadian troops were sent to tiie war to defend tiie colony of Hong 
Kong. Many of tiiem died . Li August 1942, at Dieppe, once again maiQr Canadians were 
killed by tiie Germans. Laurence had several friends who were sent to tiie battlefields and 
never returned to Canada When she was in grade eleven, she recalls, "tiiere were only two 
boys in [her] class. By grade twelve, tiiere were none, TTiey were all at war" (Dance 84). 
fii her memoir, Laurence observes tiiat the second World War would also register "one of 
the most shamefiil chqiter of [Canadian] history*' because of tiie bad treatment Canadian 
government gave to J^anese Canadians. Many of tiiem suffered prejudice and persecution 
and were 'Torcibly removed from the west coast, most of them to canq)s in the interior of 
B.C." (Dance 81-2). She recalls tiiat tiie J^anese Canadians had tiieir property confiscated
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by the Canadian central government and received no conqiensation after die war. Hie 
racial prejudice against die J^anese in die West would, in some ways, resemble die 
injustice suffered by the Indigenous and Metis. Not long before her death, Laurence would 
write to die Toronto Star; "1 am proud to be a Canadian, but I am not proud of die w ^  die 
Japanese-Canadians were treated in die Second World war... I am proud to be a Canadian 
but I am not proud of die way our native peoples have been treated during our country's 
histoiy ( 15 Feb 1985).
In 1944, at ei^teen, Mai^garet Laurence, as she would confess later, was anxious to 
leave Neepawa, and get away from die prairies. Thougli she did leave die small town of 
Neepawa, she did not leave Manitoba and die West, for she went to Winnipeg in order to 
stu(fy at United College, an affiliate of die University of Manitoba In her College years she 
would publish poetry and stories in die college p ^ e r  "Vox". M  die United College 
Laurence got involved in die c o lle t's  tradition of social conscience which was associated 
widi die Mediodist and Presbyterian churches, later die United Church of Canada in which 
Laurence was brought iq>. Laurence ss^s that "from such a tradition had come many of the 
early reformers in the prairies, founders of the Social Democratic Party, die CCF..." 
(Dance 91). It was in her college years that Laurence would dien get involved witii "the 
Old Winnipeg Left", a groiq) dedicated to social reform^' Hie audior tells us that in the 
college years, after classes, students would sit at die College coffee i^op for long 
conversations. The favourite topics were politics and religioa Discussions would be about 
social justice, "ediical and moral attitudes to one's own society." In her memoir die audior 
recalls: 'Most of us \^ o  were left win^ however, myself included, leaned towards die 
reformist outlooks of people like J.S Woodsworth and Tonrj? Douglas " (Dance 98).
Margaret Laurence graihiated from United College in 1947, die same year she won 
a prize for poetry. After graduating, she got a job for a communist newsp^er. Hie 
Westerner. Aldiough not a communist, she would learn about communist people who 
"cared about die sufiering of people everywliere." She would s ^  later diat "diose old-time
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Communists in tiie forties in Winnipeg were not proposing violent revolutioa Hiey were 
proclaiming a need for social justice in terms of our land, and I discovered Aat many of 
their views were close to mine" ( Dance 107). When Hie Westerner closed, she woriced 
for the Winnipeg Citizen, covering ttie labour beat and writing reviews. Ihe p ^ e r  was 
organized to be "ttie voice of ttie people" but went bankn^Jt in 1948.22 uefg also had 
opportunity to learn more about labour movements and unions.
In 1947, Mai;garet Wenyss married Jack Laurence, a civil engineering student . 
When he graduated in 1949, ttiey went to England. The next year ttiey moved to Africa, 
where Jack got a job with ttie British Protectorate of Somaliland, now Somalia, building 
earth dams. In Somalia, Laurence worked in Hargesia as confidential secretary for ttie 
Chief Secretary of ttie Protectorate, who would help her to publish A Tree for Poverty in 
1954. Margaret Laurence's first child, Jocelyn, was bom in England in 1952, ttie year ttie 
Laurences moved to ttie Qold Coast (Oiana). In her conversation with Clara Ihomas, 
Laurence declared ttiat when she went to Africa she was 'Tascinated by ttiat whole cultural 
milieu, and by ttie people" and she read what she could about African culture and history.23 
She did not write about Africa as a tourist but as someone really involved in Africa's life. 
She would observe ttiat in spite of great differences, there were similarities between 
Africa and Canada because botti countries were heavily dependent on Britain for political 
and cultural ideas. !bi a letter to Arthur Ravenscroft in 1985 she says ttiat she took to 
Africa "ttie s i^ t  of Canadian eyes \ ^ c h  was a s i ^  far different from ttie usual British 
middle-class colonial eyes."2**
Revealing great interest in ttie Somali people and ttieir oral literature, Laurence 
learned ttie Somali language and translated some of ttieir poems and tales into B ^ ish . 
Hiese literary texts were published two years ^ e r  she lefi Somalia, in a collection entitled 
A Tree for Poverty : Somali Poetry and Prose and was a tribute to Somalia and its oral 
traditioa Laurence's first African story, "Ihe Drummer of all ttie World" was published 
while Laurence was still in Africa. There, she also started writing her first novel Itiis Side
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Jordan, which she jfinished in Vancouver and published in 1960. When (%ana achieved 
independence, Laurence left Africa with her two children Jocelyn and David -  ttie latter 
bom in CBiana — to return to Canada (Vancouver). She would refer to her seven years in 
Africa as "a seven years' love a£&ir with a continent” s^ing ttiat she learned much with 
rtiat e::q)erience ( Morley Long 21). On several occasions she states that, ttiroug^ learning 
about African life, she discovered a lot about Canada Years later, in 1977, writing to 
Indirections she testifies;
We were living in Cfliana, for exanq>le, in ttie five years preceding ttieir 
independence and I came from a country which had been a coloi^ — 
w^ch still to some extent sufiered from a colonialist mentality. It took a 
loi^ time in our literahire to write out of wdbat we really knew, rather ttian 
to follow British and Americ»i models, I found in n^fself very strong 
feelings of anti-imperialism ^ ^ c h  I recognized to be ttiere because 
I was a Canadian. I learned quite abit about Afnca vtiiile I was ttiere, 
but I ttiink I learned even more about myself and my relationship to my 
culture. (38)
In 1960, back in Canada, Laurence was still concerned and writii^ about Africa and 
colonization. Before ttie publication of Hiis Side Jordan at ttie time of ttie Cougo Crisis, 
she read Mannoni's Hie Psychology of Colonization. \A^ch would influence her writing. In 
1962, when separated from her husband, she moved to England M i^ere, in ttie following 
year, she would publish more works based on Africa: Hie Prophet's Came! Bell ( m ttie 
United States, New Wind in a Dry Land), a non-fictional narrative based on ttie diary she 
kept in Somalia, and ttie collection of short-stories Hie Tomorrow-Tamer . i i  1964, Knopf 
( New Yorlc) published simulteneously Hie Tomorrow-Tamer, New Wind in a Dry Land , 
and Hie Stone Aneel, her first Canadian woric A Jest of God. Laurence's second novel 
witti a Canadian setting, came out in 1966. M the next year she would become Honourary 
Fellow of the United College in Winnipeg.
' In &igland, at Elm Cottage, Buckinghamshire, the auttior found ideal conditions for 
writing. It was also in E ^ a n d  ttiat she had ttie opportunity to meet Nigerian writers like
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Christopher O ki^o and Wole Soyinka. In her memoirs, she says that she "found it exciting 
that Afiican writers were producing ^^at [she] thou^t and [she] and many Canadian 
writers were producing: a truly non-colonial literature" (Dance 185). In 1968, Long Drums 
md Cannons, her pioneering study of the work of Nigerian writers, was published. The 
Fire-Dwellers and A Bird in the House came out in 1969 and 1970 respectively. In 
1969/70 tiie autiior spent a year as a writer-in-Residence at ttie University of Toronto. She 
purchased a cottage on the Otonabee River near Peterboroug^i and in 1973 she moved back 
permanently to Canada
Althou^ having lived and written much in Bigland, with ttie exception of Jason's 
Quest ( a children's book ), Laurence wrote no books based on English people and culture. 
In 1967 she wrote to A1 Purdy: "Then I come back to ttie ttiought ttiat in some w ^ s  I seem 
to be committed to a lifelong concern about Africa and African writing, as well as 
Canadian, and ttiis place is halfway between Africa and Canada"2^  English people and 
culture seemed to make little inqtression on her life. Many of her neighbours did not even 
know that she was a writer. Laurence would conqilain ttiat Canadian literature was neither 
known nor valued in England. Afier leaving England she confessed to Clair Mowat:
During the years I lived in Qigland, I became more and more 
disillusioned about ttie British attitude towards Canada in every area 
The literary world of England ttiinkB of Caiada as insufferably dull, 
althou^ none of those people bother to inform themselves about us or our 
land... I sound horribly prejudiced and I am. But witti reasoa Tlie novel in 
England has deteriorated over ttie past 20 years.^«
TTie year 1974 is marked by Laurence’s publication of Tbe Diviners . K is also ttie 
year she was writer-in-residence at Trent University in Peterborough. She lived, then, in 
ttie village of Lakefield, near Peterborough. The next year Hie Diviners was awarded ttie 
Governor's General Medal for Fiction. It was at this time ttiat tiie autiior received D.Lit and 
LLD.by some Canadian universities and started influencing and encouraging a new 
generation of writers. Moreover, her involvement in Canadian life (literary, social and
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political) was becoming noticeable. Itie author was a founding member of ttie Writers 
Union of Canada with which she cooperated actively. When she realized, however, ttiat ttie 
Writers Union was getting too dependent on government fimding, she protested and 
resigned from ttie unioa She was disgusted witl) the union's policy of accepting subsicfy 
from Canada's Council, causing dependence i^on government fimding. She believed that 
receiving money from ttie government ttie writers were not free to criticize anyttiing 
because "You can't lobby against the government ttiat's psying yoa"^?
After ITie Diviners. Laurence did not write any ottier adult fictioa She published, 
however. Heart of a  Stranger, which is a collection of journalism, in 1976 and three books 
for children Six Dam Cows. TTie Olden Days Coat (both in 1979) and Hie Christmas 
Birthday Story in 1980. She ^en t a great part of her time giving talks, writmg articles, 
si4 >porting canqiaigns in favour of ecology and social justice. In a statement at Harbour 
Front in Toronto on May 7 1985, she said:
I stand witti all writers who care about ttie human condition, 
\n4io feel ourselves to be part of all humanity, \^ o  desire 
justice for all persons. I stand witti writers eveiywhere who 
believe... that hurting people is wrong, ^^o despise racism 
and militarism and ttie demeanment and e^loitation of 
womea..
Her confessed admiration for the Nigerian Writer Chinua Achebe is connected with his 
concern for social justice. Laurence and Achebe exchanged letters and met each other. 
Hiey called one another "brottier-Boul" and "sister-soul"; "... we are soul-sister and 
brother... in our own areas, cultures, land and not out of our own people, speaking 
something very connected. Ifttiere is one writer out of my country that I feel related to, it is 
certainly Chinua Achebe."^® In a letter in 1984, Lairence writes to Achebe (hat her long 
felt afBnity with his writing was connected to the "sense of social justice, an oidi^ge that 
has to be communicated in fiction ttirou^ the dilemmas and tragedies of human 
individuals" (June 3, 1984). The social and spiritual ttiemes present in Achebe's work
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fascinated Laurence and she confessed that she learned a lot from him ( Letter to Al Purdy, 
Feb., 16 1969).
Laurence was a member of PEN -- an intemationai writer's organization that 
lobbied for the release of political prisoners. She also joined other groiq>s and 
associations which advocated for causes she believed in. Her articles for newspapers and 
magazines, her speeches in ceremonies as well as her presence in street demonstrations 
and other activities may have taken her a w ^  from writing another novel. However, she 
remained a leader of Canadian writers and fov^t for better conditions for Canadian 
writing. She conq>lained about a kind of "colonial mentality, a great many people felt that 
a book written by a Canadian couldn't possibly be good."^ Hie Canadian subservient 
attitudes towards the United States and Bigland had a lw ^s bothered her. It seems that the 
Leftist politics of her Witmipeg times kept influencing her political tfiou^ts. In 1974, for 
example, she had a "battle" with "Imperial Oil", an American-owned multinational 
company, which she believed was exploiting Canada's soil and damagii^ nature. She 
re&sed to advertise for the company and after the insistence of tfie company's 
representative, Richard Nielson, she answered on November 30 1974;
I have not changed my mind, and indeed your letter makes me feel 
all the more certain tfiat tfiis script is not me, personally. If tfie series 
"A New Land", on Canadian settlers is to be fimded by Imperial 
Oil, my personal feeling is that for me to write for such a series 
would be to give my tacit approval to tfiat corporation's e^loitation 
of our nahral resources, and tfiat I am unwilling to do. (Laurence's 
archives)
On several occasions she declared tfiat Canada should be declared a nuclear free 
zone, witfi no testing of nuclear arms. She considered tfiese nuclear races a threat to mai^ 
generations and conq>lained about politicians \dio could not understand the seriousness of 
tfie matter.30 In March 1986 she would write to the Toronto Star :
And are we Canadians, to refrain from addressing our government
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on the nuclear issue because this m i^ t make the R e a d 's  
adminisb-ation nervous and more trigger-h^y than it alreacfy seems 
to be? I hold absolutely no brief for die soviet government but when 
I hear Reagan referring to all Russians as "evil Godless Communists"
I want to weep or yell... The Reagan regime's paranoia is 
fii^teniog in its eagerness to increase military budgets whilst deprivii^ 
die poor, die aged, the disadvantaged.
Further, referring to die same problem, she confesses to a  friend : "I really wonder why 
people like Reagan can take control of our world ?
As we have seen in the first chapter of diis work, the diemes of colonialism, 
freedom, equality o fri^ ts, ecology, and exploitation are part of Laurence's concern. In her 
library, for exanqile, besides maiq  ^ books about Louis Riel, die works of Fanon and 
Cesaire, one fmds books about die Canadian Left, die "Old Left", the problem of die 
Canadian colonial situation and so on As she got older, her social activism seemed to 
increase and her belief in the necessity to struggle for justice seemed to be more evident &i 
March 1983, she wrote to her friend Don B ^ley diat she had a lw ^s been "a kind of social 
activist" Hien she added : "but I reckon as people get older diey should get more radical, 
not less.33
On two occasions Margaret Laurence had to &ce controversies over die teachiog of 
her books in h i^  school (even grade diirteen). In 1976, Reverend Sam Buick of 
Peterborough's Dublin Pentecostal Church led a group who wanted The Diviners out of 
school for considering die book a testament to blasphemy, immorality, adulteiy and 
fomicatioa Buick created die "Citizens in Defense of Decency" and made a petition to ban 
The Diviners from die h i^  school i^stem, s^ing diat no one could be moral and assign die 
book to students.5  ^ In 1985, besides The Diviners , A Jest of God and The Fire-Dwellers 
were attacked. This time Mrs. Helen Trotter led a groi^) who wanted to remove these 
books from die school system.
On die first occasion, (he audior did not express any reaction, disbelieving diat 
people would condemn the novel's sex scenes and overlook its larger part, which is vety
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moral. At the second time, extremely hurt and angry, she decided to break her silence. She 
wrote articles, did interviews on radio and on TV and took part in panels to express her 
view. She believed that Hie Diviners was a fiction wiüi "a strong sense of Üie worth and 
value of the human individual, of caring relationships, of social injustices done to the poor 
and to such grovq:)s as the Metis' ( 159). Ihus to hear tiiat the book was immoral and that the 
aim of tiie writer was to "destroy the family" would affect her very much. A canqsaigner 
for social justice and world peace, she was very dis^pointed to see how some people 
perceived her books, tiie very opposite w ^  she and maity otiier people did. On more tiian 
one occasion, she expressed that the "book banners", worse than moralist, were racist, 
in^erialist and prejudiced against the less iavoured. People who considered the books 
obscene, Laurence believe4 were intolerant to a language otiier tiian tiie correct aristocrat 
English. In a Newsletter which she sent to fiiends she affirmed:
lliey can't understand tiiat an old garbageman in a little town
could be, indeed, a kind of Christ-like figure, a scq)egoat for a 
town's self-ri^eous people, a  man who knew the inq>ortance
of tiie ancestors and tried to give Morag tiiis sense of
inq>ortance
ofthepast... (June 3 1985)
Laurence believed tiiat tiie radical groiq} of ProtestantB was probably shocked not by sex 
but by the social order which the book presented. For some people it would be degrading 
to tiiink of a vdiite woman of Scottish descent having sexual intercourse witii and being 
impregnated by a non-white, non-British Canadian (Morley 159). Protestant g ro i^ , 
Laurence suspected, were preaching hatred and autiioritarianism , and the siQTpression of 
tiie human life which her books celebrate. The autiior felt extremely injured by such attacks 
and said she did not know she would manage to witiistand tiie attacks "were it not for 
stqiport expressed in readers’ letters and tiie siqiport given [ to her] by &mily, fiiends, and 
by so many people in [ her] village"
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CDance 216). For a time, Lam^ce even (faou^t of answering diese people in a novel, but 
later she decided she would not write apiece of fiction to get back at somebody. In fact, in 
letters to her fiiends she mentioned many times her unsuccessful attempt to write a new 
novel. One may guess that the attacks on her books m ^  have restrained her creativity, as 
she wrote to Judith Jones in 1982: "I now see that the whole attack bit five years ago, on 
The Diviners , actually set me back about 4 years... It so hurt and tiien angered me that I 
was incapable of writing for at least four years.” She confessed that the critics and readers 
of her books fiightened her : "if one thinks of the critics, the reviewers, and even God 
bless them, the readers, one is paralyzed. Several times she direw away the draft of 
what would be anew novel after The Diviners. Once she told her fiiend Ann Cameron that 
she had written 300 p ^ s  and had to throw the draft into the gai1>age (January 30 1983). 
However, even before finishing The Diviners , she referred to her "Black Celtic Second 
S i ^ ’ which told her that this would be her last novel.^ Patricia Morley tells us that 
several fiiends of Margaret Laurence believed that the pain and stress caused by the 
attacks on her books not only re f in e d  her creativity but also shortened her life.
In 1984 Margaret Laurence decided to give her new book tfie form of a memoir, a 
kind of autobiography which she entitled Dance on die Earth She finished writing her iBrst 
draft just before her sixtieth birthd^, on July 1986. A month later she was diagnosed widi 
terminal lung cancer. Widi the help of Joan Johnston, v^ho typed die second draft, Laurence 
corrected die manuscript which her dangler Jocelyn would edit and publish some time 
later.37
Margaret Laurence died on January 5, 1987, being acknowledged by fiiends and 
critics as a writer widi a deep commitment to human life, a politicized view of die world. 
Bob Buchanam, who had tau^t her books in secondary school and fou^t against the "book 
banners", referred to her as "die champion of die less able and less accepted of society,
This brief reference to some aspects of Margaret Laurence's biogrf^»!^ will not 
explain die audior's work. I believe, however, it helps to illuminate her attention to die
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p li^ t of the dispossessed and tiie disadvantaged people. Laurence's world was surrounded 
by particular facts, ideas and movements which favoured the outcome of a belief in 
resistance against domination. Hiis resistance is perceived in all her writing. In the next 
ch^ter I would like to investigate the Afiican writing and its connection with tie  theme of 
resistance against oppression and domination.
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CHAPTER m
Imperialism and Resistance in Laurence’s 
AMcan Writing
The poyver o f the Somali chiefs had been taken oyer by the British —  
infidels though they were, they were the Authority now. To revolt against 
an authority which you unconsciously believe to be in some way 
unassailable demands not only an act o f will but also an act ofthe 
greatest faith
(Laurence, 'Tlie Poem and the Spear")
My sense o f Social awareness, my feelings ofanti-imperialism, 
anti-colonialism, anti-authoritarianism, had begun, probably, in 
embryo form in my own childhood; they had been nurtured during 
my college years and immediately afterwards, in the North Winnipeg o f 
the old Left; they had developed consistently through my j^rican 
experience.
(Laurence, 'Ivory Tower or Grassroots?")
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We have examined some circumstances which helped Mai^garet Laurence to 
produce texts which invite us to reflect about colonialism. These texts also call into 
question dominant concepts reproduced by colonizing people. They propose resistance to 
imperialism, colonialism and domination and may then be considered "resistance 
literature"“  a term employed by many contenporaiy critics to identify a growing b o ^  of 
texts which resist totalizing ( and colonizing) discourse.
Bait>ara Harlow, in her woric Resistance Literature, referring to Amilcar Cabral, 
the leader of tiie Quinea-Bissau liberation movement, states tiiat resistance literature is 
more powerfiil tiian a column of commandos (11). Resistance literature restores ttie 
historical personalities of oppressed people, providing "their return to histoiy ttirou^ ttie 
destruction of the imperialist domination to which they have been subjected” (30). It 
recognizes, as Fanon s^ s , the necessity of recovering ttie history and the culture of the 
colonized which was distorted by ttie colonizer. Hie resistant writer, accordmg to Fanon, 
" o u ^  to use ttie past with ttie intention of opening the future as an invitation to action and a 
basis for hope” (Wretched 187). For Homi Bhabha, ttiis literature does not merely recall 
but renews the past, "refiguriqg it as a continent 'in-between' space that innovates and 
internets ttie performance of ttie present" (Location 7).
Besides retrieving the foi;gotten histoiy of oppressed people, Harlow fiirttier 
contends, a narrative of resistance challenges the master narrative by seeking different 
historical endings and destabilizing concepts and ideas fixed by inqserial fictioa It 
enqiloys principles of polyphoi^, inspired by Mikhail Baldithin's notion of heteroglossia 
Hie plurality of voices which resistant writers present in ttieir texts decenters ttie fixed 
trutti of ttie colonized. By replacing a hegemonic voice by new ones, by listening to new 
characters in histoiy, resistant texts help to "change the order of ttie world, " as proposes 
Fanoa Hiey invite the reader to hear the testimony of "those people w4io are objects of 
colonization and exclusion" ( Spurr 193). Unlike ttie travel texts described by Mary Louise 
Pratt, in a text of resistance people w4io are seen are also listened to. In ttiis sense, a
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decolonizing text has an engagement wiüi the past which permits other voices to retell ttie 
"true" Histoiy.
F^irdiermore, resistance novels require of the readers "a historical background and 
ideological awareness which certain schools of criticism had thou^t to have dispensed 
with" (Harlow 96). Creating an awareness of ttie connection between power and 
knowledge, narratives of resistance serve as a warning against ttie esq^loitation of 
knowledge by the interests of power to create a distorted histoiy. Discourse, as an 
instrument of power can also be an instrument of resistance, because it can also undermine 
power.
For Homi Bhabha, resistance in colonial discourse is not necessarily an act of 
opposition but ttie effect of an ambivalence produced wittiin ttie colonizer's discourse. 
Bhabha s ^ s  that rattier ttian negation, w^at we need is negotiation in order to resist 
dominant ideas (Location 25-26). He adds another alternative to Fanon's famous 
formulation "turn white or disappear" wlien he announces ttiat ttiere is a  more ambivalent 
choice which is camouflage, mimicry, black skin/v^4iite masks.^ Bhabha defines ttie 
colonial discourse "as an apparatus ttiat turns on the recognition and disavowal of 
racial/cultural/historical differences." Its predominant fiinction is to create a  space for 
subjected peoples through ttie production of knowledge to be used as a basis for ttie 
practice of domination. The colonial discourse, ttierefore, seeks to justify and auttiorize its 
strategy of occupation and invasion throug|i the production of knowledge about the 
colonizer and the colonized; this knowledge is stereotyped and marked by Manichean 
concepts. The objective of colonial discourse "is to construe ttie colonized as a population 
of degenerate types on ttie basis of racial origin, in order to justify conquest and to 
establish systems of administration and instruction" (Location 70). The auttiorify of ttiis 
discourse, however, is permeated by ambivalence; the perception of ttiis ambivalence 
helps to deconstruct the discourse of the colonizer from within Hius Bhabha's critical 
discourse does not seek to present an anti-colonial discourse as an opposition to ttie
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colonial discourse; it seeks ralher to recognize a process where the ^parent authority and 
certainty ofthe colonial discourse are subverted, questioned, chall^ged and destabilized. 
In this w ^ , resistance is not a symmetric opposition to the colonial presence, but a Itybrid 
form which mimics tiie authority making it vulnerable and passive of being disma«ntled. Hie 
strategy of subversion is to inhabit tfie space of uncertainty of the colonial discourse. 
Hie resistant writer, then, can ^propriate the strategies ofthe dominant authority in order 
to distort and deconstruct its truth. Moreover, the text of resistance reveals the ambiguity 
and uncertainty of the colonizing institutions. Critic David Spurr views n^sistance as a 
re^propriation of the dominant discourse. For him, the terms of the discourse are 
reappropriated and hiraed against their source in order to resist totalizing authority over 
objects of representation (189-189).
Hius resistance narratives are a challenge to the conventional narratives and belief 
as diey struggle against die dominant cultural and ideological production. As Wole Soyinka 
s^ s , resistance writing is ”tfie conscious activity of recovering what has been hidden, lost, 
repressed, denigrated or simply denied by ourselves — yes, by ourselves also — but 
definitely by the conquerors of our people and their Eurocentric bias of thou^t and 
relationships" (114). One can s{ty, then, that resistance literature stimulates issues of 
authority, domination, oppression, and social order by contesting some fixed "trudis” 
established by Europeans over native people. I contend diat diis is what Maigaret 
Laurence's works do.
Hie early works of Margaret Laurence have the Africa ofthe 1950's and 1960's as 
their setting. As we have seen in the previous ch^ter, Laurence spent seven years in 
Africa : the years 1950-52 in Somaliland and 1952-57 in die Gold Coast Hie Africa 
Laurence lived in was both sujffering under and emej;ging from colonialism.
Somaliland, the area now con^rising Somalia and Djibouti, is located in the Horn 
of Africa and is die easternmost projection of die continent It is difficult, in a  short space, 
to trace die histoiy of the Somali people because, like other African peoples, they were
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much divided Li late nineteentfi century Europe began the partition of Africa and with the 
opening of the Suez Canal several European countries wanted a part of Somalia, wliich 
would be strategic ibr their c^italist interests. So tbe French, the Italians and the British 
occupied a portion of the country in order to exploit i t  As Donez Xiques states in her 
introduction to Laurence's A Tree for Poverty, "many of these Europeans, who also hoped 
to generate new maricets for goods in the Horn of Africa, neither understood nor respected 
ancient Somali customs and values" (8). By 1880 Britain had established a protectorate 
over ttie North Coast opposite its base at Aden. In ttie Nortti the leader Mohammed Ibn 
Abd Allah Hasan, to whom Laurence refers in The Prophet's Camel Bell and dedicates an 
essay ("Tlie Poem and The Spear"), started a war against ttie British in 1899. The war of 
resistance finished only when Hasan died in 1920. In 1960 British and Italian Somaliland 
were united to form ttie independent Republic of Somalia
llie  modem State of Ghana was named afier ttie ancient C&ana empire ttiat 
fiourished until the 13tti centuiy in Western Sudan. In 1821 the United Kingdom took over 
control of the English trading conqiai^ and started the Gold Coast settlement In 1874 the 
British defeated the Ashanti — ttie most powerfiil people in ttie history of Ghana — and 
made ttie Gold Coast a crown colony. Protectorates over the Ashanti and Northern 
territories were established in 1901. After ttie Second World War, Kwame Nkrumah, a 
political leader and a university student ( to whom Laurence refers to in This Side 
Jordan)' led a movement of resistance against British dominatioa Mai^ Africans were 
killed by ttie British, and Nkrumah was sent to prison. The British government, ttien, started 
discussing the possibility of self-government, and in 1934 anew constitution established an 
assembly formed only by elected people, eliminating the Europeans from ministerial 
positions. Iti 1957 fiill independence was granted to Gold Coast, and Nkrumah was elected 
ttie first president of the country. The recoveiy of ttie country's old name became a symbol 
of its political rebirth.
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Maiigaret Laurence's African writing comprehends books based on Somaliland and 
G3iana and a book of criticism on Nigerian dramatists and novelists. Laurence's first novel, 
Ttiis Side Jordan, and her collection of short stories Hie Tomorrow-Tamer are set in 
Ghana A Tree for Povertv consists of translations of Somali poems and tales, and Hie 
Prophefs Camel Bell, or New Wind in a Dry Land as it was called in ttie American 
edition, describes Laurence's two-year-e:q)erience in Somalia Alttiou^ Hie Prophefs 
Camel Bell is not her first published book, I believe it is a  good point of departure because 
it is an auto-biographical work and reveals Laurence's concern witti colonialism in Africa 
Hie Prophet's Camel Bell was published in 1963 and written ten years after 
Laurence left Somaliland. The book was based on ttie annotations Laurence had made in 
her diaries during her Somali e3q>erience. According to Qeoi^ge Woodcock, the book is 
much more complex ttian ttie usual travel narrative because "while it is a narrative in which 
an inner journey and arrival at a personal destination run parallel... it is ttie journey of ttie 
auttior herself' and it is "much more ttian narrative of exploration" (in Verduyn 24). 
Alttiough she went to Somaliland with her husband, who worked for the British "Colonial 
Service" and ttierefore could be seen as colonizer, in her work Laurence shows an 
awareness and understanding of ttie world of ttie "ottier", ttie Somali. Her antipattty to 
imperialism is visible throughout the book. She herself was coming from a British colony 
and was able to share some of ttie Somali feelings and write from ttieir perspectives. 
Advised by publishers to cut the Somali folk-tales and ttie ch^ter on ttie British in 
Somaliland, Laurence answered : "I don't want to be malicious, but neittier do I want to 
present all the British as paragons of sweetness and lig^t".^
Bi ttie first chapter of the book, entitled "Innocent Voyages", Laurence tells us of her 
apprehension before arriving in Aftica From what she had heard and read, ttie country was 
an exotic place, a different world inhabited by exotic people ;
Will there be elephants old as forests, wiiite peacocks witti crests
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of azure, jewel-eyed birds as gaudy as the painted birds in the tombs 
of pharaohs, ^ e s  like jesters, great cate dark and secretive as Bast, 
men who change into leopards at ttie flick of a  claw ? (9)
Ilie author's doubt and apprehension reveals that, as Maiy Louise Pratt contends, 
travel writing produced "the rest of die World" for European readership as an abnormal 
world which needed the European presence. Laurence tells us that the "Colonial OflBce" 
provided them with a pamphlet witfi information about exotic tfiings they would never 
encounter in Somaliland (12). Laurence was probably also instructed by other books 
written to form knowledge about tfie "distant land". She went to Africa like a travel writer 
carrying a notebook and a camera and a first-aid book (9). Fortunately, Laurence also 
carried witfi her a mind which rejected stereotypes about colonized African people. Thus 
her "travel writing" reveals, as Lidwein Kapteijns suggests, also a chronicle of "her own 
learning process about cross-cultural contact in a colonial situation" (10).
Laurence tells us tfiat when she and her husband arrived at Port Said tfie first 
foreshadowing of colonialism she saw was "a Coca-Cola sign in Arabic" (15). The city 
was reported to tiliem as "a city of tfiieves" (16). She reveals ^prehension from wiiat she 
hears, but she also shows self-criticism in her realization that, like every traveler, she m ^  
have preconceived ideas about tfie place and the people who inhabit it  Moreover, she 
denounces the sei^ant who, acting like the imperialist writers mentioned by Pratt, does not 
consider the people who inhabit the land : "Nothing there but a bloo<fy great chunk of 
desert", the sergeant had told tfie Laurences (21). When the colonizers do refer to the 
natives they classify them as inferior who need tfie presence of a si^erior people. Laurence 
disapproves of the assumed si^eriority of British people over Africans and condemns the 
creation of a "small replica of l^gland" in Africa (32). She tells us tfiat among Africans 
she did not like to be called "mensahib" and treated as si^erior to tfie African people. At 
tfie same time she rejects tfie colonizers' attitudes towards Africans, she is aware of her 
vsdiite heritage and of her role as colonizer in Africa, as we will see later. Laurence wants
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to keep distance from coionial wives who like to conq>lain about African life, judge 
African people and their ways. She could not agree witti ttie distance which English 
women put "between themselves and ttie Somali, wliom they tended to regard eittier 
patronizingly or with outri^t scorn" (32). Differently from ttiem, Laurence mrfces an effort 
to diminsh ttie distance between her world and ttie African people's world. She censures 
ttie British belief ttiat Africans are less intelligent, "of an inferior mentality because ttiey 
did not speak Qiglish as well as the English did" ( 52). lii &ct, ttie British repressive 
attitudes towards other people aroused her anger and indignation :
I believed that ttie overwhelming m^'ority o f Englishmen in colonies 
could properly be classified as imperialists, and feeling about 
inq)erialism was very sinqile ~  1 was against i t  I had been bom in a 
countiy which once was a colony, a  country which many people 
believed still to be sufferinig from colonial outlook, and like many 
Canadians I took umbrage swiftly at a certain type of Biglish who felt 
ttiey had a divinely bestowed superiority over Ae lesser breeds 
without law. (25)
Here, as in her essay 'Ivory Tower or Grassroots?", Laurence enq)hasizes ttiat ttie colonial 
situation of Canada stimulated her disgust of inq^eriaJism.
Hiough occupying ttie position of ttie colonizer in some circumstances, Ei^Iish 
Canada shares witti Somaliland the eiqierience of British colonization. In this sense, 
Laurence's sympathy and support for colonized peoples are ^propriate. As Margaret 
Atwood s ^ ,  Canadians, unlike Americans, have few problems in living with ottier 
colonized people because ttiey share postcolonial characteristics (Second 379), In 
I^urence’s The Prophefs Camel B elt ttie hatred of inq}erialism is manifested ttirough her 
condemnation of ttie British who invade ttie African World promoting ttie destroction of 
African cultire and denying whatever does not belong to Europeai civilizatioa Hie next- 
to-last chapter of ttie book is, in fact, entitled "The Imperialists". Tlie auttior shows, not 
vidttiout irony, how some inq)erialists remained alienated from ttie world in which ttiey
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dwelt In the following passage, she describes the celebration of tfie English monarch's 
birthday:
Out of the tin trunks and mothballs came the dress uniforms, brass- 
buttoned up to the chin. Out came ttie ladies' broad- brimmed hata, 
ttie flowered chiffon frocks in shades of forget- me not or muted 
primrose—nottiing ostentatious, purchased at Harrod's on ttie last 
leave and cherished like healttL Medals and shoes were polished as 
never before, and in a score of bungalows the steward boys brandished 
charcoal irons like battle-shields as ttie chosen garments were pressed 
and put in readiness. Hie great occasion was at hand, the &iglish 
monarch's ofQcial birttid^ celebrated in ttie outposts of enquire witti 
ponq) and witti tumult, wi& durbars and with flags. (224)
After this description, Laurence afOims : "I found the sahib-type ^iglish so detestable ttiat 
I always imagined that if  I ever wrote a  book about Somaliland, it would give me 
tremendous joy to deliver a  withering blast of invective in their direction" (226). The 
author realizes that ttiese people want to control the Africans, who have no resistance to 
offer against their authority. She is also aware that the imperialist ^ g lish  were forced to 
seek mastery in a place ^^ere their lack of confidence would not be revealed. She adds 
that to this group of imperialists "beloiiged the sahib who referred to Somalis as 'black 
bastards’ except when he facetiously called them "our black brethren" (227). She hears 
many stories of ^g lish  who treated Africans very badly like the mensahib "w^o one 
morning at the Har^esia Club gave the steward atongue-lashir^ that would have credit to a 
termagant of Hogarth's d ^ , because he had placed a salt shaker on ttie table instead of a 
saltcellar" (227).
At ttie same time that she condemns the narrow-minded imperialists ttie aidhor 
reveals a comprehension of those whom she could know as individuals. One realizes that 
she moves from condemnation to a  desire to con^^rehend or give a historical perspective 
even to ttiose who have abhorrent colonial attitudes:
Every last one of these people purported to hate Africa, and yet ttiey
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clung to an exile tfiat was infinitely preferable to its alternative 
nonentity in England. I have never in n^  life felt such antipatfiy towards 
people anywhere as I felt towards tfiose ponq>ous or whining sahibs 
and mensahibs, and yet I do not feel tfie same anger now. Hieir 
distortions have been presented in detail enough» botfi fictionally and 
joumalisticaily, in almost every taie of colonial life. As I see it, 
whatever incioxible illness tfiey vca  ^have had, tfiey are archaic now 
and at least in tfie countries where they no longer have power tfiey 
ous^t to be permitted to pass into history witfiout much fiirtfier 
commentary. (228)
Margaret Laurence acknowledges tfiat it was Octave Mannoni's The Psvchology of 
ColoniTMrion which awakened her to tfie problems of colonialism. According to her, every 
"European who has ever lived in Africa cannot feii to see sometfiing of himself' in 
Mannoni's study of tfie ps^'chology of colonization (249). Mannoni's work was originally 
published in France in 1950, and its Qiglish translation was published in 1956. The critics’ 
diverse suggestions reveal tfie difiSculty to precise when Laurence read Mannoni. As seen 
in tfie previous chapter, she m ^  have read Mannoni at tfie beginning of 1960, or even 
before.'*' Hie exact date, however, matters little. What is important to observe is tfiat 
Laurence's work was influenced by Mannoni's tfieoiy. Mannoni's provided Laurence witfi 
"a shock of recognition one sometimes feels when anotfier words have a specific meaning 
in terms of one's own experience (in Verduyn 244).
As we have alreacfy seen, Mannoni uses Shakespeare's plE^ Hie Tempest to 
explain tfie relationship between tfie colonizer and tfie colonized. His central argument is 
tfiat the colonized ( Caliban) has a dependency conq>lex which makes him dependent on tfie 
colonizer ( Prospero). This argument by Mannoni has been challenged mainly by Fanon 
and Cesaire. Laurence, who probably read Fanon later, admits Mannoni's ideas as 
important for her understanding of tfie colonial world. In Hie Prophefs Camel B e ll, she 
quotes a paragr^h from Mannoni's work which contains tfie famous statement: "What the 
colonial in common witfi Prospero lacks, is awareness of the world of Otfiers, a world in 
which Others have to be respected." And she completes tfiat E^lish  colonizers seek a 
&cile si^eriority in colonialism. It is in the colonies tfiat they can enjoy their assumed
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superiority over other people (250). Speaking about her book before its publication, 
Laurence states;
It is certainly not a propaganda book in any but if  it attenq)ts to 
show aiQ'thiug, it is Aat the conmiunication between peoples of 
different cultures is not a simple matter and that good will is not enough 
—diere must ultimately be some kind of inner consent, the acceptance of 
other people as they a re ... and die growing realization that neidier side, 
as it were has die right to impose its idea on die odier.*®
xuiib for Laureuce, Mazmoni's book served to confirm her anti-imperialist dioug^te which 
she carried widi her from Western Canada. These anti-colonial attitudes were strengdiened 
by her reading of other worias, some written by Africans. Besides her readings, her own 
eTqierience in Africa has an inq>ortant role in molding her as a writer who questions 
domination of one people over anodier. On maiqr occasions TTie Prophet's Camel Bell 
reveals Laurence’s anti-colonialist feelings and repugnance of British imperialism, in the 
Chapter "TTie Imperialists” die author presents among odier imperialists, a  m^or, 
nicknamed Baron, who called Laurence "bloocfy colonial". Laurence states : "I told him 
diere was only one diii^ worse than calling a Canadian an American, and that was to call 
one a colonial” ( 230).
However, even detesting colonialism and regarding die attitudes of British 
colonialists with repugnance, Laurence cannot help feeling in the role of the colonizer in 
Africa Aldiough Canadians are dififerent from die English, as her African servant 
recogpizes, Laurence is a white non-African and the wife of an engineer who works for die 
British Colonial Service. Against her wish she had African servants who wanted to treat 
her as "Memsahibs", and she had privileges v ^ c h  only colonizers had. Tlierefore, even 
beiug friendly to Africans, Laurence did not beloi^ to tiieir world and recognizes diat she 
was cast into an inq;erialist role similar to that of the British:
This was aometiiing of an iroi^ for me, to have started out in righteous
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dis^proval of the empire-buildere, and to have been forced at last to 
recognize that I, too, lûd been of &at compai^. For we all had been 
inq>erialists, in a sense» but die enq>ire we unknowingly s o u ^  
was that of Prester Jotm, amythicd kingdom and a private world. ( 251)
'Ilius, wholly against her will, Laurence perfonned the role of the colonizing master. 
However, it is inq}ortant to note that this role helped her to review die effects of 
colonialism. It provided Laurence widi arguments against colonialism which will appear 
in her writing. Considering herself a colonized in Canada and plîçôi^ die colonizer in 
Africa was significant to her. Laurence could have, as M.F.Salat says, "a better 
perspective on die nature aid effects of die colonial encounter than she would have 
odierwise had" (32). This iiiq)erial ejiperience was dien a  blessing for her aid for her 
writiiigs.
Recognizing that she was among inq;)erialist people, Laurence reinforces her 
awareness of die necessity to "respect the world of odiers". Moreover, she reveals diat she 
not only respects their world but also wante to get involved in their culture and dieir lives 
by listening to dieir voices. Believing, like Mary Louise Pratt, that before judging die 
colonized it is necessary to listen to diem, Laurence condemns diose who just see them 
from a distance and make ju^;ments in order to control their territory. She never claims 
diat she knows the Somali , she never assumes that she understands them. She wants to 
listen to them but never to change diem. By listenii^ to and exalting African peoples 
dirou^ dieir tales, poetry and life experience, die audtor helps to recover a  voice ^^ich 
had been forgotten. In this w ^  she clearly rejects die siçeriority and die universality of 
European literature. When die colonized can speak, die voice of the margin can be heard 
and die centre can be deconstructed.
As manifested in Tlie Prophètes Camel Bell. Laiarence finds out diat "love was one 
of the great subjects of Somali poetry, die other being wir" (101). She acknowledges, 
however, diat her knowledge of Somali life was too limited for her to express ideas about 
Somali culture. The chuter entitled "A Teller of Tales" is dedicated to Hersi, die "small
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punily muscled" Somali stoiy-teller, orator and poet (169). Hie author evidences her great 
interest in listening to Hersi and learning what she could from him : 'TEach d ^  in camp, 
Hersi taught Somali to me for an hour, and w4ien the lesson was over, we sat in ttie 
brushwood hut and chatted" (171). Laurence tells us that it took a long time for Hersi to 
trust her enou^ to tell her any tales but when he really trusted her he came to ttie 
"brushwood hut" every afternoon and told the stories in !&iglish with an admixture of 
Somali and Arab (176). Arabetto, u4iose real name was Ahmed, also sang many songs and 
told Arabic stories to Laurence.
Knowing ttiat many Qiglish people, even ttiose who lived in Somaliland, had no 
idea ttiat ttie Somali had ever written a poem, Laurence attempts to translate Somali poetry 
and stories into Ei^lish. Hiese folk tales and poetiy are also a requisite for Laurence's 
adherence to non-in^erialist culture. One has to be aware that by translating Somali 
literature the author also serves ttie Europeans who read in English. One could argue, for 
exanq)le, ttiat she is ^»propriating ttieir oral literature for the colonizer's profit I counter 
ai;gue, however, ttiat ttie auttior is not only appropriating Somali literature for her benefits 
but also stimulating ttie Somali memoiy by giving values to ttieir past and culture. For 
example, it was Hersi who chose the tales he should tell, not Laurence. In addition, 
Laurence was not ttie only one to listen to his tales for when the Somali knew that Hersi 
would tell stories to Laurence, "they drifted to die hut quietly ... and listened " (176). So, 
ttiere was alw ^s a good Somali audience. This mi^ also serve as a means to awaken die 
people to die in^ortance of dieir culture. Besides, it would also prevent Somali literature 
from being lost not only for die British but for die Somalis too.
Itie in^ortance Laurence gives to die oral tradition of non-European people calls 
into question die belief diat English literature is die only relevant literature to be studied 
by Canadian people. This strategy will be employed in Laurence's fiiriher works, 
especially in Hie Diviners, where the writer Morag shows great interest in Jules 
Tonnerre's legends and in Pique's songs about die Metis. Hiroughout all of Laurence's
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fiction, one also perceives the endeavour of the colonized to take ffae language of Ifae 
colonizer and use it from tfie perspective of the oppressed. By giving importance to the oral 
literature of the Somali, Laurence hoped odier Somali vi^ould start recording dieir tales and 
poems.
In die ch^ter entitled "A Tree for Poverty" Laurence tells us diat "Somali are a 
nation of poets" and diat in dieir poetiy and stories "one finds sensitivity, intelligence, 
eardty humour, and a delight in lovely clodies and lovely women" (211). In diis chapter she 
also recounts how her collection of Somali Poetiy and Prose, published under die same 
title, was achieved.
A Tree for Poverty, die result of Margaret Laurence's investigation of oral Somali 
tradition and literature, was published in 1954. This was Laurence's first published book 
and die first ^iglish translation of Somali Literature. Laurence took die title from the lines 
of a Somali poem ( gabei): "On the plain Ban-Aul diere is a tree/ For poverty to shelter 
under". Poetry and folk-tales are available to bodi die poor and the rich, and dierefore 
Somali literature is "a tree for poverty to shelter under." Laurence states diat the book is a 
"product of many people's woric" and on die acknowledgments page, among odiers, she 
mentions the linguist Andrzejewski, die Somali poet Musa Galaal, and the Somali tellers of 
tales Hersi and Ahmed. In die pre&ce to die 1970 edition die author informs us diat die 
1954 edition was published by die, dien, Somaliland protectorate, in pre-independence 
df^s (19). In her introduction to die book, Laurence asserts diat die aim of die wortc is to 
record "poems wiiich otherwise will be lost in fifly years" (25 .^ She provides information 
about die role of literature in Somali culture, enqihasizing diat die Somali are "natural 
poets and storytellers" (23). Hien she expounds on die existence of different forms of 
poetiy explainii^ diat she has included mainly belm> and gabei in her collectioa She 
describes belwo as a "short lyric love-poem" (26) and die gabei as longer, generally 
serious, narrative poems considered die highest literary form in die culture (32). Tlie audior 
recognizes diat she could not keep die pure Somali style and die richness of Somali
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literaiure because "a great deal is lost in translation” (26). She acknowledges their history 
which is different from hers and admits the existence of barriers of race, class and ottier 
elements which cause difQculties of translation. Besides, she warns the readers ttiat the 
collection of poems is not representative because lihe translated ttie easier ones. Laurence, 
ttius , cultivates ttie "habit of humility " which, Chinua Achebe suggests. Western critics 
should have when referring to African literaiure (6). However, she believed that what she 
translated conveyed some sense and notion of Somali life. According to linguist 
Andrzejewski, "in spite of the language barrier she developed such empatt^ witti ttie 
Somalis ttiat even ttiou^ her translations are sometimes not very close to ttie original she 
conveyed ttieir spirit and atmosphere witti a high degree of accuracy" (quoted by Xiques 
12). One could argue ttiat Laurence's admiration, approbation and respect for Somali 
literature are points uiiich help her translations to keep ttie original spirit In addition, she 
acknowledges ttiat voices other ttian Western ones must be heard and, in ttiis w ^ , she 
challenges ttie presupposition that ttiere is "great literature" only in ttie Western world. 
Thou^ a Westerner herself^ she undermines ttie colonialist idea ttiat Africa "was ttie haunt 
of savages, a country of savages, a country riddled witti siqierstitions and fanaticism, 
destined for contenqjt, weighed down by ttie curse of Qod...(Fanon 1961; 170). When one 
reads ttie auttior's notes about ttie poems and tales she translates one realizes, as Donez 
Xiques suggests, ttiat she had not only E^lish  readers in mind but also Somali (10). Her 
notes provide information about ttie histoiy and circumstances in which the literary pieces 
were created. In ttiis way Laurence helps to recover the memory of the people by avowing 
ttiat ttiey do have a history. Laurence shows ttie connection of literature with ttie people's 
land, ttieir past and ttieir particular history. She informs us, for instance, that ttie poem "Hie 
Bond Between Kings" was conq)osed by a Sultan Wiil Waal in ttie 16tti century and it 
"must be one of the oldest poems in Somali ". In the collection, ttie author also includes 
five stories about Wiil Waal wiiich elucidate ttie qualities of ttiis legendary hero. After ttie 
poem 'To a Friend Going On A Journey" by Mohamed Abdullah Hassan, she provides
S9
infoFmation about die audior s^ing diat he was "the best poet in Somaliland for many 
generations" (54). Mohammed Hassan, also called St^id by his followers and 'Hie Mad 
Mullah" by die British, led a revolt against die British at die beginning of diis century. 
Laurence refers to die same poet in Hie Prophet's Camel Bell and, in a veiy syux^adietic 
way, in her e s s^  "The Poem and die Spear " published in Heart of a Stranger. She s ^ s  
diat she wrote die e ss^  not only to tell die Skid 's story "but also to understand die pligiit 
of a tribal people iaced with imperialist opponents who do not possess si^ierior values, 
but who have greater material resources and more eflBcient weapons of killing" (IC  37). 
The audior*s preoccupation in not dehistoricizing or dessocializing Somali literature helps 
to enrich Laurence's work. It also reveals Laurence's awareness diat the Somali are not a 
people void of history. At die time ofthe publication of A Tree for Poverty, Laurence was 
probably writing about Ghana The story "A Drummer of All die World", wiiich would be 
later published in die collection The Tomorrow-Tamer, for example, came out in 1956, and 
in 1960 she published her first novel. This Side Jordan.
Mar;garet Laurence began writii^ This Side Jordan in C3iana and, as mentioned in 
die previous chapter, completed it in Vancouver, where it was published in 1960. 
Laurence's first novel is set in Oiana in the 1950s just before its independence. Patricia 
Morley ss^ s^ diat die novel "has been praised by African reviewers for giving a h i^ly  
informed in sist into Africa to d ^ ' and for illuminating Africa's problems and tensions "in 
a striking and memorable w ^ '  (in Verduyn 17). Throng a tiiird person narrator, die book 
gives alternate viewpoints of British and Africans in Oiana Tlie novel presents two 
communities, one C%anaian and one British, and two protagonists, die Ghanaian history 
schoolteacher Nathaniel Ame^e and die Englishman Johnnie Kestoe, an accountant for an 
E^ish-centred firm in Accra There are also mar^ instances of interior monologues of die 
African protagonist which help to inform the reader about the African world. As a history 
teacher, Nathaniel has the opportunity to recover and glorify die African past. Despite die 
fact diat the novel was written before Laurence's readily of Maimoni, it portrays die
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problem of colonialism and the damages it causes not only to Africans but also to ttie 
British. One sees, for exanq)le ttie colonial European as someone who, in order to mask her 
or his inferiority, requires the hom^e and submission of the "dependent" ones. Ttie novel 
also reveals instances of African resistance to this discourse.
Johnnie Kestoe, ttie British protagonist, is introduced at the very beginning of the 
book as a man "who didn't like Africans" but who danced the h i^ ife  with an African girl 
(1). Johnnie represents ttie colonizer who considers himself in ttie position to judge and 
control native people for his own interest In Africa he feels he can fiilfill all his sexual 
desires, which would be bridled in Bigland. When he sees ttie African "bush-girl" w^om 
Whiskey had brougjht to be his "small wife", Johnnie touches her. When she rejects him, he 
hits her on ttie face (133). On anottier occasion, Johnnie encounters a young norttiem 
African girl at a n i^ t club and, again, reveals his desire to possess ttie African female 
body as his own territoiy ; "He drew ttie girl close to him and twisted her body against his 
own" (230). Even disliking Africans, Johnnie believed ttiat he had ttie r i ^  to explore and 
e^lo it ttie exotic sexuality of ttie African girl who, he discovers later, was a viipn. To 
him the girl was no more ttian "an animal, a creature hardly sentient, a ttiing" (230). Like a 
virgin land to be exploited, the girl was under a "voluminous green clotti" wiiich he would 
uncover for his ovwi gain and advantage. Johnnie inspects and ^praises ttie girl as an 
unfamiliar territory to be explored. Tlie narrator says; "She was a continent and he ttie 
invader, wanting botti to possess and destroy" (231). Laurence is transferring here ttie 
man/woman, seducer/seduced, rsqiist/victim encounter to ttie European/non<£uropean 
relationship visible in canonical works like John Donne's "Elegy XDC: Going to Bed". ^  
Showing his desire of "possession and destruction", Johnnie expresses his desire to nq>e 
not only one human being but ttie entire continent of Africa Many critics a£Qrm ttiat 
Laurence's comparison of a woman with the African continent is too facile and reveals lack 
of subtlety.“*^ Perhsqis ttie auttior does really employ too common a metaphor, however, it 
is veiy comprehensible ttiat as a young writer with very clear anti-imperialist ideas she
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wanted to criticize the historical view of the female body as a virgin land to be penetrated 
and exploited. She was so enthusiastic about proclaiming her anti-in^erialism that she 
sometimes used very clear symbols to express her faith.
Another instance which could be criticized as overly didactic is Laurence's 
reference to the practice of cliterodectomy. In the novel she e}qplains that among Africans, 
at puberty, women have to go tiirough clitoridecton^, which sometimes is done with acacia 
thonis and causes wounds and infection. One could argue diat diis elucidation could be 
omitted for being bodi too technical and too political, but Laurence could not portr^  
Ghana of pre-independence df^ s^ without referring to die real situation of African women. 
For, besides suffering die burden of British colonialism, Afiican women also suffered die 
burden of men's imperialism. Hie young northern girl, Bnerald, for exan^)le, was a 
commodity not only to Kestoe, but also to die Africans who delivered her to him. 
Nadianiel, die African protagonist, realizes diat she "was a human sacrifice. And he 
allowed it" (227). Moreover, beiiig sold into prostitution, she reminds us of her ancestors 
w^o were sold into slavery.
Nadianiel Amegbe's story is, according to Johnnie Kestoe, just like diat of odier 
Africans. A victim of British inperialism, he lives in between two worlds: die v i l l ^  
where his cultural roots are and die city of Accra, where he feels in exile. If he had stayed 
in die forest he would be "happier and not h^pier" (167). Colonialism made him lose his 
sense of direction and made him a sfrange in his own land : "The city of strangers is your 
city, and die God of conquerors is your God, and a strange speech is in your moudi, and you 
have no home " (167). Hie colonized, by acquiring die oppressor's language and costumes, 
participates m two worlds which are in conflict with each odier, making him feel displaced 
and alienated, as if  in exile in his ovi^ land.
Throu^ Nadianiel, dien, one can hear the voice of the colonized and e:q>erience die 
ambiguity of the situation. One can learn dirough him diat Africa had a culture, an empire, 
festivals, fairs, richness and h^piness which disqjpeared when die colonizers came. But
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one can also learn about tiie sufTering and humiliation of African people caused by tiie 
years of exploitation.
Conquest, subjugation, domination, dislocation, suffering is what the European 
b ro u ^  to Africa Hiat is the reason why Nathacjiel cannot trust any of them When he hears 
Johnnie s^ing tiiat "bloo(fy Africans are all tiie itame", he knows that Johnnie repeats what 
all Englishmen think. He re&ses to push Johnnie's car because he is not "a servant, not a 
slave to be summoned ” (131). When Johnnie's wife, Miranda, asks hun about African 
culture, he does not believe her good intentions. She may be praising African culture just in 
mockeiy. So he is a lw ^s on tiie alert because he is never sure what tiie colonizers will 
bring next Natiianiel represents tiie colonized described by Fanon, who is always tense, 
"confronted by a world ruled by the settler" (Wretched 41). "Natiianiel" is not his African 
name, it was given to him by missionaries who christianized him: "And after tiiey had 
given him a different name, tiiey began to give him a different soul" (242). Feeling no 
lo i^ r  himself makes him insecure in eveiything. Nathaniel is presented as a colonized 
who is displaced, dislocated and even depersonalized. His increasing anger towards the 
situation is visible. When his wife rejects well intentioned Miranda Kestoe's gesture of 
concern, he feels happy, for the white woman "could feel humiliation and anguish like 
himself (263). Ihe novel reveals clearly that a colonized man is injected with complexes, 
trepidation, fear, insecurity and anxiety and a strong desire to change tiie oppressed 
conditioa Nathaniel's interior monologues reveal botii moments of vacillation and anger 
and moments of dream of fi^edom. His ambivalence is revealed even more clearly when 
he, a defender of African rights, has attitudes which harm tiie Africans not tiie British. For 
exanqile, he accepts ^fts from African schoolboys m return for recommending tiiem for 
enq>loyment in tiie British textile iirm (206). On anotiier occasion he allows Emerald, tiie 
African virgin girl, to be ejqiloited by Johnnie, his enemy. On both occasions, he looks 
back i^ion the facts with distress, questioning himself about tiie violation of human essence.
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In his ^rehensiveness and insecurity Nathaniel asks himself what Victor Edusei would 
do in his place.
Victor Edusei, a Cbanaian journalist w^o studied in Europe (ttierefore, a 
"been-to"), is not as idealist as Nathaniel. He does not believe that everything will be all 
right afier independence. He claims that being under European power for too long has 
made Afi4cans so unprepared for freedom that oppression will not end just afier 
independence because of Afiican "slave mentality". He believes that real fi^edom may 
come later in a hundred years or so, when people "will learn differently" (118). Other 
African characters in ttie novel help to present ttie Afi4can persqpective wittiout stereotype. 
Hiey are minor characters like Victor's uneducated village girl-fiiend, Nathaniel's wife, 
Aya, ttie H i^life boy, Lamptey and Jacob Mensa, ttie owner of ttie "Future Academy". 
Hiese characters seem to make parallels to minor British characters - in a symmetiy 
which is reproved by some critics of Laurence.'*^
Hirou|iiout ttie novel, one can also recognize ttie binaiy distinction between 
"civilized" and "barbarian", a concept developed by Edward Said mainly in Orientalism . 
According to him, Europeans need to divide the world into West and East, or into 
colonizer and colonized, into civilized and savages in order to exhibit and maintain 
Western power. Hiis polarization allows ttie reader to perceive a world divided not only 
by racial difference but also by economic disparity. Europeans contend ttiat ttiey are 
needed in Africa in order to keep ttie savages in their own place. Hie British always see 
themselves on ttie good side and put ttie Africans on ttie ottier extreme .' wliat is good and 
nice belongs to ttieir world, what is bad and ugly belongs to the "inferior" world where 
Africans live. As in Said's analysis, in Hiis Side Jordan ttie division between ttie 
Africans and ttie British is strategic. When ttie narrator describes ttie part of ttie city where 
Nattianiel lives she says:
The street was a tangle of people. Women in maramy-clottis of every
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colour, women straight as royal palms, balanced effortlessly die wide 
brass heai^ans. A girl brea^eller carried on her head a screened box 
full of loaves and cakes... And everyw4iere, there were children, goats and 
chickens. Vivid, noisy, chaotic, the life of tiie street flowed on...
Nathaniel was part of tiiem, and yet ^ a r t  He did not longer live as 
ttiese slum-dwellers lived, and yet he lived among ttiem ...(45)
In ttie ottier "conqjartment” of ttie city, in a nice bungalow, lived the British Johnnie 
Kestoe, who "poured himself a beer and wondered who would live here next" (214). The 
comfortable house with good fiimiture and fine decoration helps Johnnie to display power 
over the Africans. The description of two contrasting worlds, Nattianiel’s and Johnnie 
Kestoe's, invites the reader to see the colonial world from Fanon’s perspective : "a world 
cut in two inhabited by two different species." This Side Jordan presents a world very 
much like Fanon's description ; "ttie zone vdiere ttie natives live is not complementary to 
the zone inhabited by ttie settlers" ( Wretched 30). Johnnie believes that having an African 
colleague would diminish his siperiority over ttie Africans. He only accepts ttie idea when 
he sees that ottierwise he would lose his job.
Johnnie Kestoe provides ttie opportunity for Laurence to depict ttie attitudes of the 
British towards ttie Africans. Johnnie judges himself a superior \^ o  knows "his natives" 
because to him all of ttiem are ttie same. To Johnnie, Africans do not exist as individuals 
but are generalized as inferior people with no intelligence, no sense of order and no 
honesty. He does not accept ttie Africans' eTiplanation for ttieir behaviour because, as a 
colonizer, he has no need of explanation: everyttiing in ttie coloiQr is equally simple. As 
Johnnie says to his wife, Miranda, "they're all the same" (215). Laurence reveals herself 
very critical of ttie inq^erialist idea of homogenizing colonized people. In her article "The 
Very Best Intentions", for example, she substantiates this sentiment: "because I lived in 
C3iana for five years, I am often asked what Ghanman are like. I am always tempted to 
reply ttiat it depends i^on which C^ianaian you mean" (HS 25). Hie attitudes of the British 
inqjerialists in Ilus Side Jordan , however, are different from Laurence’s : ttiey believe 
ttiat they have auttiority to classify colonized people.
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Laurence's portrait of Johnnie Kestoe and his hatred of Africa and the Africans is 
convincing. What does not seem very convincing in the novel is Johnnie's past in a London 
slum. It seems that Laurence finds it necessary to provide Johnnie with an unha{)py past 
vtliich can justify his despotic attitudes towards Africans. Johnnie's father Dennis Kestoe 
was a lavatory cleaner Irishman who lost his job for a Jamaican. Hie fact that Johnnie 
himself had fougjbt against a black Jamaican boy (5) could provide an e^qplanation for his 
haired of African people, a haired uliich is softened later \^1len he reveals he can 
synqjathize witfi tfie suffering of an African girl vi i^om he has deflowered ; "he sobbed as 
he had not done for nearly twenty years" ( 234).
Besides Johnnie Kestoe, the novel presents other Europeans who meet at the 
"Club", described as tfie "last sanctuaiy of whitemen" (140). When tfiey talk about Africans 
tfiey a lw ^s classify tfiem as inferior, "all bush" (140). Bi their conversation one can also 
hear someone s^ing ; If they let the blacks in , Til resign my membership"
(140). James H i^ e r and Bedford Cunnin^am woric for tfie same textile con^any for 
which Kestoe worics. James is tfie manager of the firm and is against the policy of 
Africanization because, according to him, "trustwortf^, efficient men \^1io can handle an 
administrative type of job -  tfiey just don't exist" (91). To him, Africans are children, a 
view he has been cultivating for tfiirty years since he came to Ghana and sees no reason to 
change. His attitude echoes Fanon's comment on a European who taught tfiat a wiiite man 
addressing a Negro should behave exactly like an adult witfi a child (Black 31). To tfie 
British, if Africans take administrative jobs there will be "ruin in amontfi -  comqition — 
laziness -  sheer ignorance" (92). One realizes, however, that James's view is a 
consequence of his fear of losing his position in Africa He alwtQ^ s defends tfie idea of 
keeping tfie British in Africa in order to avoid catastrophic results : "if we weren't here to 
maintain order", he s^ s , "tfiey'd be at each otfiers' tfiroats in five minutes" (142). His 
attitude towards tfie natives is exactly like tfie attitude described by Achebe, who stated 
tfiat to the colonialist mind "it was alwf^s of tfie utmost importance to be able to say : J
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my naïhes, a claim which inqilied two things at once: (a) that the native was really 
quite simple and (b) that understanding him and controlling him went hand in haikf (S). To 
most of the British in Hiis Side Jordan Africans are simple to be understood and can be 
easily controlled without challenging European "siqieriority”.
Major Bedford Cunningham reinforces tfiis view. He complains that Africans never 
"know what to do unless somebo<fy tells” them (137) . To him Africans will a lw ^s be 
ignorant witiiout any ability to take European Jobs. Less educated than other Englishmen, 
Bedford is aware tfiat he will be tfie first to leave Africa Hiis situation makes him 
increasingly nervous and much afraid of losing his job in (%ana : he knows that m England 
he cannot get a id in g . Helen, his wife, also has a veiy colonialist mind. She is veiy afraid 
of Africa, but she does not want to go "home". To her, Africa is "vicious, evil and 
malicious", but she is conscious Üiat in England they would not do half as well (122). Her 
worries about African life, her neurotic fear for tiie healtii of her children and her anxiety 
abouther husband's job make her an exiled in G3iana Helen's arrogance towards Africa is 
similar to that of James' wife Cora, who still refers to Bigland as "home" althou^ living in 
Africa for more ttian tiiirty years. Her colonialist mind makes her transplant a piece of 
EQgland to her house ; "Big faded English roses were profiisely printed on the chintz 
curtains, and the walls were faded rose, hung with innumerable little watercolours of 
Windsor Castle, the Lake Country, a Kentish oasthouse " (126). She proudly states tiiat 
Africa will never enter her house. Her refiisal to let tiie African culture and environment 
penetrate her domain is veiy tj^ical of tiie colonialist mind. She claims tiiat her hard 
experience in the countiy gives her reasons to both hate and fear Africa Yet she does not 
want to leave the colony, where her husband still has a profitable job which would be 
impossible at "home". All the imperialists have reasons to hate educ^ed African people, 
for they do not accept subordination and domination. Hie Europeans' longing for tiiose d ^ s  
when "an African did what he was told" (92), suggests, again, the colonial concept
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criticized by Achebe wiio says that to the colonialist mind the educated native is worse 
than his bush brothers. Educated Africans do not accept servility to Europeans (5-6).
Cameron Sheppard is a colonizer who will keep ejqiloiting Africa even after 
independence. He recognizes the inevitability of independence but knows how to take 
profit of the nation in new w ^s. He treats Africans wifti indifference but for his own 
advantage he accepts Afiicanization (169). Cameron has a colonial mind which permits 
him to see Africa as a coloi^ even if  it acquires ofQcial independence. Like the educated 
African Victor Edusei, he knows that real independence comes after a long labour. The 
perception of this reality and his desire to exploit Africa in new ways make hun stay in 
nhflna
Miranda, Johnnie Kestoe's wife, is the only European in the novel \^ o  does not 
have a colonialist mind. Some\^at naively, she wants to leam about Aftiica and African 
culture by reading and listening to Africans. Her attitudes mitigate the anti-African view of 
her husband and other British in Oiana Miranda suggests to her husband that he should 
undertake a project to include Afticans in his woiic (133), and it is Johnnie's acceptance of 
her idea that allows him to s t^  in Africa Unlike other English people in Africa, Miranda 
acknowledges her lack of understanding ofthe African world (153). She is also afi^d of 
classifying Africans because she is aware of their individualities. Her modesty and her 
desire to comprehend Africa without any preconceived ideas remind us of Laurence 
herself Like Laurence, Miranda has anti-colonialist ideas but sees herself in the role of the 
colonizer. Moreover, one cannot ignore the significance of her name : she is Prospero's 
daugiiter who, like in Morag's work in Hie Diviners, rejects Prospero's colonial attitudes. 
Miranda seems to pose between the imperialists and the Africans who fig^t against 
imperialism.
Hiere are several strategies which educated Africans, like Victor Edusei and 
Nathaniel, use to contest British "si^ieriority". Tlie most evident ones are tiie refiisal to 
accept European "superiority" and tiie recoveiy of tiieir past tiirou^ memoiy. Africans
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want to assure Ihemselves that African people do not belong to an inferior race. Then by 
remembering tfie past, they become conscious of their strength as a people. When Johnnie 
arrogantly affirms that "this much-vaunted culture never existed ", Nathaniel s ^ s  diat the 
missions tried to destroy African culture and adds : "and I can assure you, Mr. Kestoe, that 
we in West Africa had a civilization in the past Great civilizations. Oiana was a great 
c iv ili^on . I don't sippose you have heard of Ghana Europeans do not know much about 
Africa (43). Throu^ his reflections, Nathaniel becomes aware of colonialism's distortion 
of his past Like Fanon, he knows that "Colonialism is not simply content to inqtose its rule 
ipon the present and die fiiture of a dominated country", but diat it also turns to the past of 
die oppressed people devaluating its history (Wretched 169). By convincing the colonized 
diat they lived in die darkness, die colonizers want to induce that colonialism is a salvation 
for die natives. Nathaniel knows diat the British want him to forget die history of 
oppression : "You whitemea You Europeans. You Englishmen ... You would like us to 
forget, wouldn't you? ... But we do not forget ... ” (209). Teaching African history, 
Nathaniel can ratify the greatness of African past and thus provide a base for die fiiture of 
Afiican people.
As die owner of the school where Nathaniel works, Jacob Abraham says that 
Africans must remember "the greatness of the past" and prepare diemselves for a fiiture of 
fi’eedom (61/62). He recalls die coming of die slavers, die soldiers and die missionaries 
who talked of die Creator as a whiteman. White l^ o c rii^  took gold from Africa and 
brought them the Lamb, took timber and brought "die light of Holiness " (211). Nadianiel's 
reflection on the past reveals the audior's awareness tiiat missionaries helped to distort the 
African past: "And die whitemen tried to steal our soul. Hiey tried to steal die Great 
Golden Stool, wherein lay die soul of Asante. But we were as fire tiiea It was enough. We 
saidNO"(211).
In moments of uncertainty it is memory which stimulates the search for coherence
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and for an identity which makes the oppressed resist domination. Hiis makes Nathaniel 
recognize that the "superiority "of Europe over Africa is a discursive construction of ttiose 
in power. Only by remembering the European invasion into African liberty can he become 
powerfiil enou^ to declare openly that he detests oppression ; "Damn you, Whiteman ...I 
spit on you, I piss on you. Whiteman ". (222). Nathaniel feels strong enou^ to abrogate the 
existing belief in the siq>eriority of the English people. It is only after repealing Biglish 
domination that he can become optimistic again ; "Nathaniel felt hope flowing back to 
him..." (273).
A different strategy of resistance is illustrated by Victor Edusei, who very 
intelligently insults the imperialists by mocking at them. He shows that he is able to 
re^propriate the discourse of the colonizer in order to show its ambivalence. In this w ^  
he can challenge colonial authority. For instance, when Johnnie asks Victor if he is 
threatening him , he answers m an ironic w£ty : "No, no -  I am much too timid for that I 
know my place " (40). Victor realizes the ambivalence which lies in the stereotype about 
Africans and recognizes that by mimicking the British affirmation, he can disturb the 
coloniaJ discourse. In this way he mimics ttie discourse of white men w4io say that Blacks 
should know their place. His attitude illustrates Homi Bhabha's view ttiat "ttie effect of 
mimicry on ttie auttiority of coionial discourse is profound and distuH>ing" ( Location 85).
Tliis Side Jordan ends witti much optimism. Nattianiel has made iq> his mind to s t^  
in the city and worit for "FWura Academy " where he is needed. He reveals himself fiill of 
hope for his newly bom son , Joshua Soon Joshua will enjoy 'Tree-dom" with ttie coming 
independence ; "He glanced at his son, and the name kept beating ttirough his mind like all 
the drums of Ghana -Joshua, Joshua, Joshua ... Cross the Jordan, Joshua " (282). Joshua 
would be a leader in the promised land of Free Ghana Nathaniel's son , like Nun's son, the 
Biblical figure, should cross the Jordan and together with his people savor life in a free 
land. The novel ends well for the English prot^onist, Johnnie, too. Johnnie is given the 
opportunity to participate in ttie fiiture development of Ghana His dau^ter, whom he
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names Mary, is bom in Ihe same hospital as Joshua, and Johnnie has hope in her. It seems 
that his view of African people has changed since he cried for the suffering of the African 
girl.
The novel's ending has been criticized as too facile. Critics also have found fault in 
too much parallelism between the African and British worlds throu^out the novel. Clara 
Hiomas, for exanqile, s ^ s  that there is an insistence on symmetiy and balance in plot and 
character (50). Thomas also thinks that Laurence's picture ofthe Eiiglish is too negative 
( 52). Laurence herself tells us in her memoir Üiat when her motiier read the manuscript she 
thou^t that die author had "put the heart and the soul into a portrayal of the African 
characters and had, unconsciously or deliberately, made stereotypes ofthe whites"
( Dance 117). I believe that, being this her first novel, Laurence wanted to emphasize the 
damage and distortion which colonialism causes to die colonized and that the good portrait 
of Africa is an attempt to contradict many odier works written by Europeans which 
depicted the African as s a v ^ ,  evil and less intelligent dian the whites. In giving long 
monologues to Africans and not to die British characters, Laurence just challenges tiiose 
narratives in which the voice ofthe colonized was not heard.
Years later, in the article "Gadgetry or Growing : Fomi and Voice in tiie Novel", 
making her own critical comments on her first novel, Margaret Laurence admits tiiat tiie 
novel contains "too much of Natiianiel's inner monologues" (Sorfieet 55). In 'Ten Years' 
Sentences" the author also confesses that the first version of This Side Jordan pictures the 
British as even more undesirable than in the published version. Laurence e}q)lains that 
when she wrote the novel she was full of faitii and that "this was die prevailing spirit, not 
only of myself, but ofAfrica at tiiat time".***
Even if tiie future which the novel presents is too optimistic and too hopefiil, we 
must admit tiiat the characters are very convincing in spite ofthe autiior's sympatiiies for the 
Africans and her intense aversion of British imperialism in Africa Ilie Kenyan critic 
Micere Githae-Mugo asserts tiiat Laurence's "interpretafion of tiie African setting is tiiat of
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an empaflietic participator and she gets closer to genuine African personality than any other 
western writer has done to date" (quoted in Sparrow, 92-93). As a Canadian, and therefore 
a colonized, she was able to show solidarity to those who suffered the problem of 
colonialism ]h some moments in the novel, in fact, some characters speak as if they were 
Canadians. As critic Salat remarics, when Nathaniel affirms that "there must be pride and 
roots" (22), "he voices Laurence's own similar conviction and ciystallizes Laurence's own 
strong belief that only in this way can Canada aspire to acquire the ability to confidently 
assert its identity " (39). Laurence herself connects tfie theme of ihe novel with her 
Canadian background;
hi writing This Side Jordan, set in Ghana, it had become finally clear to me 
wlty I had chosen the dieme of an independence u ^ c h  was boA political 
and inner. I was from a land that had been a colony, a land which in some 
ways was still colonial. My people's standards o f correctness and validity 
and excellence were still at ftat time largely derived from external and in^osed 
values. ( "Ivory" 257)
Hie theme of freedom and what blocks freedom, like that of colonialism, constant in 
Laurence's works, comes from her Canadian roots. Hiis theme will be explored fiirther in 
another book set in Ghana: TTie Tomorrow-Tamer.
Hie Tomorrow-Tamer was first published as a collection in 1960, thou^ flie first 
story had been published separately in 1956. In this collection of short-stories one can 
again perceive Laurence's attention to African people: in many stories she indicts the 
blindness of European racism, the confrontation of different cultures and the d a m ^  
caused by British inq^erialism in Africa Like This Side Jordan , Hie Tomoirow-Tamer 
offers us a chance to reflect on the work of Christian missionaries as a support of 
imperialism. By opposing the Akan religion as pagan, as somettiing belonging to darkness 
and barbarism, European missionaries help the colonizer convince the natives that 
colonialism has come to enliven their dark life. In maiQr stories we can see Laurence's
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pronouncement against the condemnation of African religion and culture by European 
missionaries.
In Ihe first story, entitled 'The Drummer of All tiie World", for example, tiie 
narrator Matthew is the son of a missionary who goes to West Africa to bring salvation to 
tiie people. Matthew wants to be against everything his fatiier preaches. He begins the story 
in tiiiis w ^ ; "My fatiier tiiou^t he was bringing salvation to Africa. I, on the other hand, no 
longer know what salvation is. I am not sure tiiat it lies in tiie future. And I know now tiiat 
it is not to be found in tiie past ” (1). Haviiig no consideration for his fatiier's woric, be 
wants to live the African e^qperience : "When I was with Kwabena, tiie world of flie 
mission and Band of Jesus did not exist for me. However power&lly my fatiier preached, 
he could not stop the drums plying in the evenings" (7). Matthew is against his fatiier's 
concept that the soul should be saved with disregard for African culture. Hius, instead of 
learning about Jesus, ttie boy learns about African gods and fetishes:
I got Kwaku to tell me any of tiieir invoc^ons which he 
understood, or ttie proveHis and parables which they 
drummed fbrtti...
I leattied some of ttie ottier names ofNyame - ttie Shining One,
Giver of Rain, Giver of Sun. Once for a whole year I called God by 
ttie name ofNyame in ny  silent pr^^ers. (10)
TTie narrator, very much like Miranda in Hiis Side Jordan and Laurence herself, is 
very conscious of ttie constraint brought by European imperialism to Africa ; "We were 
conquerors in Africa, we Euopeans. Some despised her ... But ail of us sought to force 
our will upon her" (18).
After a period of absence from Africa, he comes back to see changes b ro u ^  
about by political independence. His African friend Kwabena, now an adult, is very 
critical of the still existing English inq^erialism. When Matttiew tries to convince him ttiat 
the Africans are not slaves of ttie ^ g lish  aiQonore, Kwabena ssys : "If they own us or our 
country wiiat is the difference ?" (11). Hie narrator feels that Kwabena has charged and
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his liatred of the Biglish has increased Matthew, however, will not forget what he learned 
from Kwabena in his childhood.
Matthew condemns die colonialist ideas of his father. However, not being an 
African, he has idealized local culture and blinded himself to tiie countiys deficiencies. He 
does not realize that admiration is not en o i^  to help the colonized. Hie African Kwabena 
gives him another view ; Africa cannot be a piece of museum, it has sufferings w^ch need 
be eliminated, it needs chains too. Matdiew ttien recognizes his mistake ; "its enchantment 
had touched me , its sufieriog — never " (18). He accepts Kwabena's view which is the 
African view. Matthew is aware that as an outsider he cannot speak for ttie Africans ; "I do 
not any longer know v^at Salvation is. 1 only know that one man cannot fmd it for another 
man and one land cannot bring it to anottier" (18). It has been veiy clear since his 
childhood ttiat ttirou^ religion his fattier could not bring salvation to Africa Now 
Matthew also knows that he himself cannot do it just by admiring African culture. Even an 
anti-imperialist European cannot be ttie same as an Africaa Like Laurence herself, 
Matttiew is very aware of ttie problem of representation. Botti are anti-imperialist but botti 
recognize that they m ^  be wrong in ttieir assumptions about the colonized world alttiough 
they listen to the colonized people.
Anottier story of ttie collection which presents a non-imperialist European is "Hie 
Rain-Child". Tlie narrator of ttie stoiy, Violet Nedden, is a teacher of English Literahire 
and composition to African girls. She has been in Africa for more ttian twenty years and 
recognizes that she went ttiere "hoping to find aplace [ her] light could shine forth " (121). 
In her garden she grows no ^g lish  flower, but African ones and pronounces against 
people who condemn ttiings they do not understand (119). Hie teacher is critical of the 
imposition of a British culture on ttie native Africans : "How absurd Wordsworth seemed 
here ttien. I spoke instead of Akan poetry and read ttiem ttie drum prelude Anyaneanyme in 
ttieir own tongue as well as ttie translation " (107).
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Among her students are Ayesha, Kwale and Ruth. Tlie latter was bom in England 
where her doctor father was in training. She has lost contact with African culture and 
language and is culturally white in a black skin. She despises African culture, shows no 
interest in learning anything from her colleagues and wants to see Africa as an outsider, 
shown by an Biglish boy, David (124). AlAou^ her falher was humiliated by Europeans, 
Ruth despises Africa and admires what belongs to tfie English world. Miss Violet 
Nedden's concern for Africa and her attempt to change Rutfi's colonial mind remind us very 
easily of Fanon's statement about the issue of ideological positioning ; "Many members of 
the mass of colonialists reveal tfiemselves to be much, much nearer to tfie national 
struggle tfian certain sons oftfie nation "(Black Skin 116).
Rutfi, the African girl who is not interested in listening to her African sisters, finally 
leams from David, v^om she considers her friend , that she cannot be of his company; "I 
know you're not tfie ordinary kind of African. You're almost - almost like a -  like us" ( 
129). Althou^ speaking ^ g lish  as a British, and having acquired !&iglish culture, she is a 
"not quite", she lacks something because she is an African, she is black. So the ^iglish boy 
cannot treat Ruth as his equal. She will alws^s be inferior to English people. Hie story 
offers us a reflection about the "almost same but not white" concept which, as Homi 
Bhabha points out, is a form of colonial discourse to keep tfie colonized as different, as 
inferior (Nation 89). In "The Rain Child" Laurence does not explore tfie polarity 
colonized/colonizer, she foregrounds, instead, the alienation and displacement V(4iich 
colonialism brings fortfi, causing Africans to feel strangers and exiled in tfieir awn land. 
Rutfi, for example, leams to admire English culture and despise tfie Africans. But tfie 
English do not accept her as an equal and the Africans reject her for the disdainfiil way of 
looking at tfie African world. Even Rutfi's teacher, whose open mind allows her to love tfie 
Africans, feels dislocated in Africa and knows she will feel a stranger in England.
Like "Hie Rain Child", "Hie Merchant of Heaven" has a European narrator. Like 
Matthew and Violet Nedden in the previous stories, Mr.Will Kettridge reveals syn^atfiy
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for the Africans and condemns British assumed superiority over them. K e ttr i^ , an 
English architect, has been in Africa for a long time and has learned to respect African 
culture and religion. Hiis is not what h^pens to the American missionaiy, brother Lemon. 
Brother Lemon comes to Africa as an evangelist for a mission called "Angel of 
Philadelphia”. He has spent six years of p r^ers and preparation ”to save thousands of 
souls" ( 52). Brother Lemon is very well-equipped with medicine, clothes and didactic 
materials, believing that he is well prepared to make his mission a success. He m ^  be 
well intentioned but he is too narrow-minded to accept a world different from his. He fails 
to perceive the specific needs of the Africans. Instead of changing his mind after perceiving 
African poverty and the priority of material needs, he persists in his project of saving 
souls. The narrator sf^s : "Suddenly I saw Brother Lemon as a kind of soul-purifier, 
sucking in die septic souls and spewing them back one hundred per cent pure" (53).
Danso, an African painter who was baptized by many of tlie Western churches 
disputing power in his village, knows that all of them wanted to impose their "truths" on 
him. So he does not believe in any missionary. He only wants to take advantage of Lemon's 
presence in Africa by selling him his paintings. An educated colonized, he sometimes p l^ s  
the devil's advocate and teases the American minister. When the minister condemns Akan 
religion as inferior to Christianity, Danso says : "Didn't you know we had a fine religion 
here before ever a whiteman came ? "( 63). But for Brother Lemon African religion is just 
idolatry and paganism and must be eradicated. To the missionary, everything w4iich is not 
according to Christian religion leads to damnation. So he condemns the use of carved 
wooden figures and thinks that the Africans have to accept his golden candlesticks and 
"gates of pearl "(69). Li his obsession for saving souls he thinks that the Africans profit in 
forgetting all their culture and their past The minister is blind to tfie suffering of Africans 
and believes that "life on earth doesn't matter" (67). Danso satirically comments : "At least 
he's a step fijrtiier than the slavers. They didn't admit we had souls" (74). H irou^ Danso,
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Laurence has one remember the brutality of slavery over African people who were 
considered irrational animals.
Danso likes to laugh at the minister's rigorous care for his mission. One could s ^  
that here the power structure is reversed ; Danso reminds us of someone who dances and is 
happy while Lemon reminds us of sourness, dis^pointment and unattractiveness. Danso 
takes a position from which he can mock and even defy the colonizer. When Danso 
presents his picture of the Nazarene to Brother Lemon, the minister does not bi^  ^it because 
it is a picture of Jesus according to African view. Hie narrator tells us that "Danso had not 
portr^ed any emaciated mauve-veined ever sorrowfiil Jesus. Iliis man had the botfy of a 
fisherman or a carpenter. He was well built. He had strong wrists and arms. His eyes 
were capable of laughter" (75-76). Brother Lemon rejects that Jesus and goes away. 
Danso, at last says ironically : "We will invent new colours, man ... But for this we m ^  
need a little time " (76). An educated colonized, he is very aware that his mission, or 
rather, countermission was to dismantle the colonizer's discourse by subverting and 
appropriating the Christian minister's discourse. Ttirou^ his paintings he reveals how 
ineffective tiie doctrine of the colonizer has been. Hie narrator tells us that Brother Lemon 
returns whence he had come and "somewhere, periiaps, he is still preaching, heaven and 
hell pouring from his apocalyptic eyes" (77).
"Hie Merchant of Heaven hinges, ttius, on tiie connection between religion and 
imperialism. Hirough the story, Laurence criticizes tfie inqierialist-minded ministers like 
Lemon, for whom only a Jesus with a European colour could be tiie Saviour and only a 
wliite Christian could understand what heaven means. Such critical views also surface in 
Laurence's otiier writings. In her memoir, for example, she regards as inportant tiie 
religions, like tiie Akan, which have female gods: "Some of tiiose very religions tiiat early 
Christian missionaries believed so evil had and still have tiie concept of a god unseen and 
above all other gods, a god botii male and female ..."( 15). Furthermore, tiie attitudes of 
Laurence's missionaries, like Brotiier Lemon, are similar to those of the writers presented
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by Said in Orientalism. Representing colonialist interests, they see evil and darkness in 
everything which is not according to their beliefs. This also brings to mind Fanon's concept 
that the colonizers do everything to convince the colonized that the pre-colonial world was 
only evil and daHoiess.
Danso, however, is conscious of his ability to disnçît the autiiority of Üie minister. 
His reminiscence of tiie past, his mocking and mmiiciy serve to resist an inqjerial religion 
wliich privileges white European Christians. Danso is a good exan^le of wbai Bhabha 
calls mimicry and mockery of autiiority.*® By representing tiie Western religious figures 
according to his view, he undermines the authority of colonial-minded Brother Lemon. As 
the self-assurance of the Western missionary becomes ambiguous and uncertain for tiie 
reader, tiie story gains power as a text of resistance to colonialism
The Colonial theme in cormection with religion is also palpable in the stories 
"The Pure Diamond Man " and "A Fetish for Love ". In botii stories Christian missions 
woric in tiie service of colonization and help to maintain tiie psychological and political 
subjugation ofthe colonized. One begins to sense that Laurence's characters in these stories 
can be somewhat categorized into types, illustrating different degrees of power and 
powerlessness. On one extreme one sees the European colonizer who sees the Africans as 
people wiio must be si±>jugated and controlled, tiien one has the European who perceives 
tiie inconvenience of British colonialism and means to woric against it, followed by the 
Africans who resist colonialism by reversing tiie Colonialist discourse. Then tiiere are tiie 
otiier Africans who feel powerless to present any resistance to imperialism, and finally 
there are those Africans who work for European colonialism
111 "Hie Pure Diamond Man ", Reverend Timotiiy Quarshie of San Sebastian 
Mission is a European colonizer of tiie first type. He condemns aity African belief and 
bums any kind of amulet or wooden figure he finds (199). Tetteh, the African character, 
educated at San Sebastian Mission and for all practical purposes, a convert, does not 
believe in anything the Christian missionaries preach. He p l^ s  a trick on tiie British wlio
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have pre-conceived ideas about Africa, like Hardacre who gets dis^pointed wiien he 
fails to find in Africa the dancers, festivals of the dead, medicine men, and other expected 
customs. The Englishman wants Africa as described by Western travelers, witfi typical 
music and ancient rites, things which the Mission had destroyed (187). Tetteh then takes 
advantage of Hardacre's needs : for money he arranges to represent African culture by 
performing ancient rituals which Hardacre believes to be real. Like Danso, Tetteh mocks 
at the European concept about Africa
H irou^ "A Fetish for Love" Laurence again accuses the misfiion of changing 
African liie. Ilie African Sund^, together with his wife, works as a servant for an English 
family. When tfie English lady asks Sunday the meaning of his name, he e^lains that his 
African name was Kwesi but he had worked for "some burning missionaries, to whom 
African names meant darkness and damnation, so [he] had placatingly changed [his] name 
for the job's sake" (164). To avoid the "world of darkness", Africans should relinquish not 
only their behaviour and culture but also their names. Laurence's text suggests that 
colonialism depersonalizes die individual in such a way that her/his name has significance 
only for the colonizer who assumes that he/she has die authority to give new names to the 
conquered. Hie act of naming is, in fact, a prerogative of those who are in power.
A critique of egocentrism is also the theme of the story "A Gourdfiil of Glory" 
when an African character protests against names given by the Mission to African people 
(226). Mammy Ama, an old "petty trader", does not like the European invasion and 
resents Adua, her dau^ter, to be called Marcella In fact, her refiisal to have her daughter 
named by white people leads Mamnty Ama to decline to be patronized by the i^iglish in 
several w ^s. When the nameless white woman comes to mock at her enthusiasm about 
independence. Mammy Ama refiises to sell the white woman a gourd even knowing she 
would receive far more than Africans would pay. "You go somewhere. You no come heah. 
I no need for your money " (242). When she realizes that independence does not mean 
"Free-dom" as she ejqiected, she transforms its meaning. 'Tree-dom", for her, has two
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syllables and two meanings before and ailer independence. The latter means fi^edom to 
lie to tfie white woman, Ihe freedom Africans have to say what tfiey want to without being 
insuJted. Hie coming of independence in Ghana, in fact, has many interpretations among 
die Africans and Europeans who live in the colony. Hie story "Hie Perfiime Sea" illustrates 
the different impact it has had on the lives of the colonizer.
Hie story presents Mr. Archipelago and Doree, a white coiqile vrfio live in a small 
town in Africa Hiey have a hairdressing salon and live apart from both English and 
African society. Before independence they worli for Europeans who, like Mrs. Webley- 
Pryce, consider "a blessing for the European women to have someone in a tii^ station like 
tfiis who can do hair" (27). The story suggests that even being in the country for a long time, 
Europeans consider themselves visitors.
Hie dieme of colonialism is very evident in the story. Mr. Archipelago is an Italian 
and is very proud of having been bom in Genoa, the birthplace of Chistopher Columbus. 
He compares himself with Columbus : "He was once in West Afi’ica, you know, a young 
seaman, at one of the old slave-castles not far from here" (37). Like Columbus, Mr. 
Archipelago wanted to make profit in Africa When independence comes and tfie 
Europeans begin "to depart one by one as tfieir posts were filled by Africans", Mr. 
Archipelago loses all his customers. He tfien decides to change the name of the shop from :
Archipelago
English-Slyle Barber
European Ladies' Hairdresser (30)
to
Archipelago & Doree 
Baii^ershop 
All-Beauty Salon 
A£4can Ladies A Specialty' (42)
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Hie new customers of the couple will be the African elite like Mr. Tachie's dau^ter, 
Mercy, w4io wants to look like a "city girl" (44). With the new hair looking like the 
pictures she had seen in "Drum magazine", Mercy feels proud because she is no longer a 
bush girl. Hirough this "act of Mercy" Archipelago and Doree start woricing for African 
people. As Arun Mukheqee points out, "Ihey have found a new role in Ihe life of this 
newly independent country: to help the African boui^geoisie slavishly imitate the values of 
its former colonial masters" (25). Hie story really exposes a division between rich and 
poor Africans. Mercy, for example, tfie dau^ter of Mr. Archipelago's landlord, can 
afford red high-heel shoes, expensive clothes and other tfiings. Hie proud African girl is a 
contrast to the poor women in the town who "walked tiredly, tiieir headtrays heavy, tiieir 
bare feet pressing the warm dust into ripples and dunes..." (21).
Hie new bourgeoisie does nothing to inqirove tiie lives of poor people after 
independence. Imitating the Europeans, tiiey simply occupy tiie colonizer's posts. Witfi tiie 
help of tiie former colonizer, tiie bourgeoisie's role in tiie new society is to repeat tiie 
actions of tiie colonizer. It is about this problem that Fanon warns us in Hie Wretched of 
tiie Eartii: "Hie National bourgeoisie steps into the shoes of former European settlement.. 
It considers that the dignity of tiie countiy and its own welfare require tiiat it should occupy 
all tiiose posts" (122). Mr. Archipelago and Doree represent the Western civilization 
which transmits its European style to an African elite w^ich is far from tiie common 
African people. Hie story is tiius very political and invites us to reflect on tiie nature of 
colonialism in tiie eve of and after independence. Avoiding to discuss questions of 
colonialism which the story suggests is to miss one inqjortant aspect of tiie stoiy. Hius one 
can understand professor Arun Mukherjee's disappointment when Canadian students 
evaded discussing tiie problem of colonialism in tiieir essays about Laurence's stoiy and 
preferred to analyze how "believable" or "likeable" the characters in the story were ( 24- 
26). References to the history of colonialism, like Mr. Archipelago's allusion to Columbus, 
are frequent in Laurence's stories.
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"Hie Tomorrow-Tamer”, the title-piece of the collection, tells about the penetration 
of the European world into an Afiican village and the natives' attempt to resist this 
penetration. When the white men arrived, followed by lorries and other siq)plies in order 
to build a bridlge, the men of Awurasu stood by mutely with e)q)res8ionIess faces. The 
penetration reminds us of an invasion or even a rape : "With a swoosh and a rattle, the 
strangers drove off towards the river, scattering goats and chickens and children from path 
and filling Ae staring villagers' nostrils with dusf' (86). In fact, there were actual r^ e s  as 
Kofi's father suggests : ''And these madmen who go about our village -- how mar^f girls are 
pregnant by them already ?" (96). Hie narrator's sympailQ' for the villages is perceptible 
when he tells us how the invaders despise African culture and past We are told, for 
exanqile, that when people see the silver colour on the bridge, tfiey like it because it 
reminds them of real silver. Hie British Superintendent, however, presumes tiiey like it 
because of ttie monetary value of silver. Hien he suggests ttiat ttie Africans m i^ t cut ttie 
bridges into pieces. Hie narrator says ; "But ttie villagers were not primarily concerned 
witti monetary value. Hie bridge was being covered witti silver, like ttie thin-beaten silver 
leaf on a great queen's chair. Silver was the colour of queen mottiers, ttie moon's dau^ters, 
the king-makers" (100). Hius the silver colour makes the villagers ask about ttie meaning of 
the bridge itself and ask ttiemselves about the kind of spirit which dwelt in the bridge. 
Unlike the nairator and Laurence herself, ttie Europeans in ttie story do not understand 
anyttiing about the Ashanti silver stool and immediately interpret the Africans' questions as 
concerned with money. On many occasions the stoiy presents ttie contrast between 
European c^italist conduct and ttie African religious world. Hie sudden change Europeans 
bring to the village causes anxiety, trepidation and despair in the old villagers.
In order to fight against ttie invasion, ttie oppressed Africans feel ttie necessity to 
recover their strength by connecting ttiemselves with their ancestors : "Can ttiey order us 
about like slaves ? We have men who have not foi;gotten ttieir grandfathers were warriors" 
Kofi's father says (86). Hie evocation of the past, anttiropologist Michael Fisher says when
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referring to edmicity, helps tiie construction o f m  etimic identity (197). By evoking their 
ancestors and their ancient rites, Africans assure themselves that their people are not dead, 
lliis dialogue with the ancestors generates new perspectives for their future as they see the 
"new world" from a religious perspective.
Hie bridge, which dramatically changes the lives of the people and at the beginning 
is seen as a disrespect to the god river, gets a new meaning with Kofi's death . When the 
young Kofi falls into the river, the villagers see it as a sacrifice to the gods. Tlius they 
appropriate the meaning of the bridge for their purpose. Kofi's death mitigates the offense 
to the African gods and the bridge woiks as a metaphorical "bridge", as tiie moderator 
between ancient gods and the new world. By describing tiie feelings of tiie v i l l^ r s  and 
their reaction to the outsiders, Laurence clearly sympatiiizes witii tiie Africans who have 
tiieir lives displaced by Europeans. Hie colonizers do not want to know anyttiing about tiie 
native people's lives and cultures, but just to inpose "civilization ".
Witii the exception of "Voices of Adamo", which was clearly written in response to 
Mannoni's theory, all tiie stories of tiie collection Hie Tomorrow-Tamer are very political 
and suggest discussions about colonialism. As Clara Hiomas states, all tiie stories reveal 
Laurence's knowledge of and respect for African history and legend (47). It is not 
surprising tiien tiiat African writers have confirmed tiiat Laurence's African characters are 
convincing. On several occasions, The Tomorrow-Tamer, like otiier Laurence's works, 
has been compared with Chinua Achebe's work Craig Tapping, for example, states tiiat 
Hie Tomorrow-Tamer reminds him of Achebe and explains; "A Canadian writer o f Anglo- 
Scots background has so completely lost herself in a richly sensual, but utterly alien, 
culture that her narrative bears little if any trace of her own provenance" (in Qunnars 77) 
Other critics, like Clara Hiomas and the Indian Professor Om Juneja, also affirm that 
Laurence's text authenticity is comparable to Achebe's work.*® According to Susan 
Beckman, both Achebe and Laurence present the British Empire as an alienating force 
which causes tiie loss of lan g u ^  and the loss of connection with the past (132).
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Hie Tomorrow-Tamer is the last of Laurence's fiction based on Africa. By 1962 
Laurence was determined to stop writing about Africa and turned to writing about 
Canadian characters in specific places in Canada. In 'Ten Years' Sentences" she regards 
her African writings as " not entirely hopeful books" because they were written by an 
outsider (143). Laurence's acknowledgment of her inability to represent the Africans 
reveals, like on other occasions, her important awareness of the difQculty to represent 
oppressed people. However, she confesses that her African books cannot be read "as 
separate entities from [her] Canadian books" ( Tree 7). Laurence believes that both Africa 
and Canada are dependent on Britain for political and cultural reasons and have 
experienced the "been-to" phenomenon. If one has been to fee "mother country", one has 
superior knowledge. In this way it is not totally inadequate for her to speak from the 
African perspective.
Laurence's African woric offers a perspective of resistance to imperialism. The 
resistance is presented in eveiy situation where there is a colonial condition. One sees, for 
instance, the recovering of ttie colonized's past, or an engagement with Ihe past, as a 
strategy which makes the colonized feel strong toward oppression. Throu^ her characters 
Mai;garet Laurence practices what Fanon advises intellectuals to do and what Barbara 
Harlow describes as literature of resistance. In Laurence's texts, one also sees the 
undermining of the colonizing discourse described by Said with the help of the mimicry 
and mockery proposed by Homi Bhabha Hie oppressed people have voices which help 
ttiem tell their stories and their view of the world. Laurence's writing contains, then, 
resistance to a totalizing discourse produced by those in power. Hie texts resist the 
imposition of values by presenting a counter-discourse throu^ which tiie perspective of 
ttie colonized is presented. Hie resistant texts in some way suggest how tiie oppressed 
coloni^d start constructing tiieir own place, by re^propriating ttie distorted world. Hiis 
characteristic is also perceived in Laurence's Canadian writing where one sees a
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resistance to a distorted historical record and a rejection of Anglo-Scots domination in 
Canada
Afier publishing two novels based on Canada, however, Laurence publishes her 
book of criticism on Ni^rian literature ; Long Drums and Cannons : Nigerian Dramatists 
and Novelists 1952-1966.
In this book Laurence reinforces not only her admiration and respect for Africa and 
its culture but also her anti-imperialist ideas. She affirms that the essays on Nigerian 
writers "are an attempt to show that Nigerian prose writing in English has now reached a 
point where it must be recognized as a significant part of world literature " ( 10). One can 
realize the author's antipathy to imperialism in her insistence on the necessity of the artist's 
engagement with social problems. She aJso praises the literature which connects people 
with their own roots. In her preface to the book she contends that "Africa was interpreted 
and misinterpreted by outsiders for long enough. Now its own writers are engaged in 
reassessing their past in rediscovering their inheritances ..."(9). Laurence contends that the 
identity of a people who suffered colonialism "will only be regained slowly and pain&lly, 
tiu-ough such men as Achebe himself" (116). Her respect for African thou^t togetfier with 
her awareness of her outsider condition when writing about Africa, is praised by Achebe. 
As I have shown in the second chapter of this work, the Nigerian writer acknowledges that 
Laurence strives to view Africa from an authentic African perspective (12).
Throu^out Long Drums and Cannons Laurence has shown the role of the past in the 
new generations of writers. In the Epilogue she affirms that in Nigerian literature one finds 
a "strong desire to reassess tfie historical past, revalue the life of the village and the 
traditional forms of society, to rediscover roots which were severed " (200). Laurence 
believes, as Patricia Morley points out, that "part of the psychological damage inflicted by 
imperial rulers is die disconnection with the past and widi one's roots" (Sorfleet 82). Hie 
themes that she praises in African writers -  like rootlessness, dispossession, colonialism 
and resistance -  become part of her own writing about Africa and about Canada In her
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ess^s and letters, Laurence refers many times to her experience in Africa as analogous to 
her experience in Canada Coming from a country which was a British colony, she 
associates African feelings with her own (in Indirection 38). In "A Place to Stand On ", 
written in 1970, she confesses that she likes >^^can contemporaiy writers because, by re­
creating their people's past in literary worics, they re-create "a feeling of value from which 
ttiey were separated by two or three generations of colonialism and missioning" (Heart 
2). She confesses that by researching on Nigerian writers she realized how her own writing 
had "followed the same pattern".
Laurence's transition from the African setting and subjects to ttie Canadian is not, 
therefore, an act of rupture in her ideas and beliefs. However, as she complains to Arthur 
Ravenscroft, only very few people, like Achebe, see ttie connection vv i^ch really exists 
between her African writing and her Canadian writing.“  In conversation witti Clara 
Thomas, Laurence ratifies ttiat she does not regard her "African books as separated entities 
form [her] Canadian books."^i Moreover, Africa provided Laurence witti self-knowledge 
and reinforced the anti-imperialist ideas which were bom with her in ttie Canadian West 
Patricia Morley's explanation is veiy ^propriate : "Manitoba prepared Laurence for her 
encounter with Africa; Africa brought that earlier experience to political and pi^chological 
maturity, and provided a pattem of metaphor to express it Laurence has come full circle" 
(Sorfleet 89). Hiis psychological and political maturity will be revealed in her Canadian 
writing.
Laurence's Canadian writing offers ttie readers ttie same anti-imperialist ttieme. 
Tensions between racial groips, between the rich and ttie poor, between colonizer and 
colonized prevail in the "Manawaka cycle ". Besides, in ttie Canadian writing, a fiirther 
concem witti gender will place women in the groip of oppressed people, to Laurence's 
writing independence of women is veiy related to the kind of independence Africans and 
other oppressed people look for. Laurence's connection of feminism witti ottier movements 
against oppression reminds us of Judith Fetterley's Resisting Reader, an early feminist
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strategy of interpretation. Laurence's texts, in some w ^ s , do what Fetterley proposes: as 
resistant texts they question values and assumptions ofthe system and sug^st change in the 
relations between dominant and oppressed groups (xx). Thus oppression &nd tfie search 
for independence, as opposition against tfie exclusion of less favoured people from 
History continue to be a central tfiematic tfiread of Laurence's writing. In this w ^ , 
Laurence's writing continues to be deeply political in its attention to tfie p li^ t of 
dispossessed people.
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CHAPTER IV
DISMANTLING THE CENTRE : IMPERIALISM 
AND RESISTANCE IN LAURENCE’S 
CANADIAN WRITING
Also we have a lot to learn from them [the Indians], and i f  m  are 
able to do this, we may get a truer sense o f  the land -- we may get 
accepted by the land. In a sense they are our ancestors, we have 
to understand them a hell o f a lot better than we do right now.
( Laurence, Interview to H. W. New)
The problems o f our world will not go away i f  we ignore them 
( Laurence, "My Final Hour'')
With Ihe publication of Tlie Diviners in 1974, Margaret Laurence completed the 
series of Manawaka novels which began with Hie Stone Aneel in 1964. The town of 
Manawaka was inspired by Laurence's own prairie home-town, as she explains in her 
e ss^  "A Place to Stand On";
dd
The name Manawaka is an invented one, but it had been in my mind since 
I was about seventeen or ei^teen, when I first began to Aink about 
writing something set in a prairie town. Manawaka is not my hometown of 
Neepawa — it has elements ofNeepawa especially in some of the 
descriptions of places, such as the cemetery on the hill or the Wachakwa 
valley... Manawaka is not so much any one of prairie town as an amalgam 
of many prairie towns.( HE 3)
ITie five works which form fee Manawaka cycle can be read as one work not only because 
feey are set on fee same prairie town, but also because feey increasingly develop one 
feeme: fee problem of colonialism in a Western town in Canada The protagonists of 
Laurence's Canadian writing are all women, bom in fee Canadian prairie. These 
protagonists lead fee reader to perceive fee particularities of a small conservative ^ l i s h  
Canadian town, characterized by a hierarchy w4iich grants privileges to some of its 
inhabitants and causes depriv^on to ofeers. Manawaka is marked by imperialism in fee 
relationship between Anglo-Scots settlers and fee colonized Metis or even non-British 
settlers. Imperialism is perceived also in several forms of gender and class oppression, 
when people have feeir lives reduced to a lower status because feey are women or because 
feey are poor. Hierarchy is based on race, class and gender. More fean in fee African 
writings, one can see an intersection of postcolonial wife fee feminist perspective. It is feis 
system which Laurence criticizes in her own hometown, Neepaw^a The characters are not 
stereotyped, but fee Siglish-Scots are presented as colonizers who assume feeir 
"superiority" over fee ofeer inhabitants of fee town. The feeme of inq>erialism and 
colonialism receives an increasing attention from fee first to fee last work. As Peter 
Easingwood suggests, "a subject which was of increasing concern to Laurence [ is ] fee 
history of fee Metis and fee memory of feeir cultural dispossession in favour of a new 
generation of English-speaking settlers of Protestant background (in Nicholson 123). 
Alfeough fee voices of fee colonized are more fiilly heard in ITie Diviners , feey are not 
absent from Laurence's previous Canadian writing. Tlie attention to fee p l i ^  of fee Metis
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is developed throu|^out the Manawaka cycle. In this chspter I propose to read the 
Manawaka cycle as a unity and to examine how the audior presents both colonialism and 
resistance to it in ihe Manawaka community wliich can be taken as am icroco^ of Canada.
Tlie social structure of the town presents us three major groiqis of characters. On 
the top of the hierarchy are the Anglo-Scot settlers, who are prosperous, proud, hard­
working and foster tfie myth of the "self-made man". Hiey are intolerant of people who 
belong to "other groiqjs" and will never reach their status. To tfiis hegemonic group belong 
for exanqjle Jason Currie and Vanessa's grandparents (Connor and MacLeod) who want 
to perpetrate their respectability in Manawaka Outside tfiis respectable groiqi of settlers, 
occiqiying an inib'ior position, are tfie Ukrainians such as tfie Kaslik family, and poor 
Anglo-Scot descendants like Christie Logan and the Winkler family. Finally ttiere are tfie 
Metis such as tfie Tonnerre family, who live in tfie valley on the outskirts of tfie town and 
are completely outside Manawaka's social order.
Moreover, the town of Manawaka has an ethnocentric society which privileges tfie 
white Anglo-Scots and mai^ginalizes the Native and the Metis. In Laurence's woric one can 
perceive a preoccupation in recuperating these silenced voices in order to present an 
unofficial view of a Canadian prairie town. The worics stimulate readers to revise and 
rediink history, perceiving the need of recovering lost memories. Hie autfior self­
consciously opposes aunijQed view of history which disregards tfie importance of people 
with indigenous blood in Canadian history by somewhat recovering tfieir history of 
deprivation and oppression. Laurence confesses tfiat the sad history of the Canadian 
Indians and Metis disturbed her : "The whole tragic areas of Canadian history which 
encompasses the struggles, against great odds, of the prairie Indian and Metis peoples in 
the 1800's is one which has long concerned and troubled me" (HS. 227). She is conscious 
tfiat the Eurocentric history of Canada does not acknow le^  the presence of Indian and 
Metis in Canada In Laurence's texts tfie Indians and Metis are present and are listened to.
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Their maiiginai condition, their state of poverty, abandonment and distress in a society 
regulated by white people are regarded in the Manawaka cycle.
In The Stone AneeK for example, the narrator H a ^  recalls her childftood and the 
time she used to walk in the Manawaka's cemetery. She tells us that "in summer the 
cemetery was rich and thick as synp with ttie fiineral parlour perfiime of the planted 
peonies, dark crimson and wallpaper pink, the pompous blossoms hanging leadenly..." (4). 
This was the rich part of the cemetery vi^ich belonged to the colonizer, who adorned it 
with inported flowers. On the mar^ gin, however, was the undesirable world, the one that 
belonged to the colonized natives:
But sometimes tfirou^ die hot rush of disrespectfiil wind that 
shook die scnib oak and die coarse couchgrass encroaching ipon 
the dutifully cared-for habitations of die dead, the scent of die 
cowslips would rise momentarily. Itiey were tou^-rooted, these 
wild and flowers, and aJdiough ftey were held back at die 
cemetery's edge, tom out by loving relatives determined to keep 
the plots clear and clearly civilized, for a second or two a person 
waUdng there could catch the &int, musky dust-tinged smell of 
diin^ diat grew untended and had grown alw ^s, before the portly 
peonies and die angels with rigid wings, when die prairie blufi& 
were walked only by Cree with enigmatic faces and greasy hair. (5)
Like the wild flowers, the Metis were kept on the mar;gin of tiie ordered white society.
TTie elite of Manawaka belong to tiie civilized world, wiiich is afraid of being 
contaminated by tiie substandard people widi indigenous blood. TTierefore people in 
Manawaka do not tolerate tiie Metis presence in tiieir "respectfiil" world. Hagar's M ier, 
for exanple, does not like his son to go "gallivanting around the country with a half-breed" 
(20). Repeating her’ faflier's prejudice, Hagar herself believes tiiat tiie Metis are not good 
conpar^ to a white person:
Once wdien I was out picking saskatoons near the trestle bridge. I 
saw him [ her son ] witii the Tonnerre boys. They were French 
halfbreeds, die son of Jules, wfao'd once been Matt's friend, and 1 
wouldn't have trusted ar^ of them as far as I could spit Hiey all
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lived in a swann in a shack somewhere — John always said their 
house was passably clean, but I gravely doubted it ( 127)
Hers is the discourse of a White Canadian wiio considers herself siqjerior to fee people 
w4io have indigenous blood. In feis w ^  fee precarious conditions of fee Metis is bound to 
persist in Manawaka. Scotch Canadians want to see feem poor, desolate, dirty and 
hopeless in order to justify fee Biglish-Scots colonizatioa
hi The Fire-Dwellers. ferough fee narrator and protagonist Stacey Cameron's 
monologues, exterior observation and contact wife ofeer people, we not only learn about 
her oppressed housewife's life but we also find some references to colonialism in Canada. 
Stacey invokes her childhood by Diamond Lake, fifly miles North of Manawaka, "where 
fee spruce trees had feemselves intensely still, darii and immutable as old hidian gods, 
holding up fee star-heavy siqr " (71). Later she recalls listening to fee voice of fee loons, 
"witch birds out feere in fee night lake, or voices of fee dead shamans, moumii^ fee 
departed Indiæi gods..." (158). The n^fsterious voice of fee loons reminds Stacey feat fee 
Indian gods have disappeared. But when she goes back to fee lake eight years later, fee 
loons have disappeared too : "When people came in numbers, fee loons went away, 
a lw ^ "  (159-60). TTie loons, like people wife indigenous blood in Canada, want to escape 
"civilization" in order to avoid oppression and humiliation. Tiie situation of fee loons, 
considered lunatic birds, can be associated with feat of fee Métis, v\1io had to leave feeir 
land wife fee coming of Eastern wiiite Canadians. But white civilization is everywhere and 
"feere isn't any place feat ftr norfe, that fer anywhere". Thus fee Metis s ^  on fee margin of 
civilization (160). TTiey are, like fee loons, discriminated by fee civilized world. As 
Stacey's yomjger sister reflects in A Jest of God, : "people s ^  loon meaning mad. Cra^y 
as loon " (174). Bofe fee bird and fee people are considered second-rate and degraded, 
having feeir space invaded by wiiite colonizers.
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Stacey's lover Luke Ventury, a writer of SF stories, tells Stacey about a region. 
North of Vancouver, iq) the Skeena River, where there is an Indian village. Ilie desolate 
state ofthe bidians is similar to tfie Metis in the Manawaka region:
... Indian village» a bunch of rundown huts and everytfiing dusty, even 
tfie kids and the dogs covered with dust like tfiey were all hundreds 
of years old which maybe they are and dying vviiich tfiey almost 
certainly are. And tfiey look at you with Aese dark slanted eyes they've 
got, all tfi9 people there. 'Hiey come out and look at you wi& a sort of 
inchoate haired and who could be surprised at it? Because lots of people 
visit the place every summer, for maji^e half an hour. Hie attraction is the 
totem poles. And there they are -- h i^ , thin, beaked, bleached in the sun, 
cracking and splintering, the totems oftfie dead. And oftfie living dead.
( 208)
Victims of the white invasion, the natives feel less and less able to face life. Besides this 
state of abandonment, the Ihdians feel (hey have become objects of curiosity and 
observation of white Canadians. The "civilized " regard the "heathen savages" as having an 
inferior mind. However, as colonizers, white Canadians feel the r i]^  to visit tfie Ihdians 
whenever they want to satisfy their curiosity. When the Indians realize that the visitors are 
there just to exh-act self-satisfaction, they hate the invaders. Luke, then, sjQrs to Stacey tfiat 
if he were one of the Indians he would also hate people like him coming from outside. 
Like the African Kwabena in 'Tlie Drummer of all the World", the native Canadians hate 
to be regarded as tokens of an exotic world. Condemned to silence, with a lost language, 
tfiey are not listened to but only commented oa Tliis is exactly what Mary Louise Pratt 
condemns when she refers to colonial travel writiag ; colonized people are seen but not 
listened to.
Stacey lives in Vancouver but was bom in Manawaka Her conqjrehension of the 
forsaken condition in which the Indians live in North of Vancouver leads her to perceive 
the state in which tfie Metis live. She recognizes tfiat they were once the lords ofthe prairie 
and now live completely abandoned and estranged in their own lands. la Vancouver Stacey
9-3
meets Valeotine, a member of the Tonnere family, whom she had known in her hometown 
Manawaka In her interior monologues Stacey thinks;
TTie Tonnerre family shack siin ounded by discarded tin cans and old car 
parts and extending in a series of lean-tos, at the foot of die hill in 
Manawaka, originally built a long time ago by old Jules Tonnerre, who was 
a boy tlien, when he stopped off and stî^ed in the Wachakwa Valley on 
his way back from the last uprising of his people, on his wî^ back from 
Batoche and Fish Creek, from &e last and failed atten^)t to save 
&emselves and their land, ttie last hopeless hope which was finished the 
year Riel was hanged in Regina. After that, Ae "Bois Brûlés", the French 
Indians, those lords, would be known as half-breeds and would live the 
way Üie Tonnerres lived, in ramshacledom, belonging nowhere. ( 240)
Stacey is very conscious of the damage white people have caused to the Metis. Bom in a 
middle-class Manawaka family and encouraged to think badly of them, only as an adult 
does Stacey learn that tiiey were victims of a  distorted history. When she was a  child in the 
racist Manawaka she knew Ae Metis only as "those Tonnerre”, for in Manawaka tfie 
children of British Canadian Emilies were tau^ t to see Ae Metis as inferior people who 
deserved only scorn.
Vanessa McLeod, ttie narrator and protagonist of A Bird in the House , went to 
school with the Metis girl Piquette Tonnerre. Piquette is Valentine's sister and the dauber 
of Lazarus and granddau^ter of Jules, who fought with Riel. TTirou^ Piquette, Vanessa 
awakens to the problems of the colonized Metis. She also becomes aware of the 
importance ofüie people in tfie history of her place. In the story significantly entitled "Tlie 
Loons”, Vanessa ponders about the Metis girl Piquette Tonnerre's gloomy state ; 'Tiquettte 
might have been (he only one, after ail, who had heard &e crying of the loons” (120). 
Hiroug^ Vanessa, Laurence denounces the depressed situation of tfie Metis in Manawaka ;
Just below Manawaka, where the Wachakwa River ran brown and noisy 
over the pebbles, the scnib oak and grey-green willow and chokecheny 
bushes grew in a dense diicket In a  clearing at the centre of Ae thicket 
stood &e Tonnerre Emily's shack. The basis of this dwelling was a small 
square cabin made of poplar poles and chinked witli mud, which had been
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built by Jules Tonnerre some fifty years before, when he came back from 
Batoche with a bullet in his thig^ the year that Riel waa hung and the 
voices of fee Metis entered their long silence... As die Tonnerres had 
increased, their settlement had been added to, until the clearing at the foot 
of the town hill was a chaos of lean-tos» wooden packing cases, warped 
lumber, discarded car tires, ramshackle chicken coops, tangled strands of 
barbed wire and rusty tin cans .(108)
Tte deteriorated state of the Indians and Metis is a  great contrast to the glorious 
past Before tiie invasion of ttie White Canadians, the Metis' livelihood was centred on Ae 
b u ^ o  hunt As we have seen in the second chuter, wdien referring to tiie history of the 
Canadian West, ttie Metis had a fine organization and siqjplied the traders widi dried meat 
and pemmicaa With tiie settlement of white men in flie area and ttie end of the bufialo, they 
became not only desolate but also hungry. Riel's death aggravated tiie desolation of tiie 
Metis, ending their hope of recovering land and of leading tiieir own lives. Hie Indians and 
Metis had to live on the edge of the cities, poor, abandoned, and suffering prejudice. 
Belonging novdiere, witti a lost language, ttiey also lose perspective for tiie &ture. As 
Vanessa ssq^  ;
Ilie Tonnerreg were French halâ>reed, and among themselves they spoke a 
patois tiiat was neither Cree nor French... They did not belong among the 
Cree of the Galloping Mountain reservation, fiirtfaer north, and they did 
not belong among the Scots-Lrish and Ukrainians of Manawaka, either.
They wei’e as n^  Grandmother McLeod would have put it neither fleali, 
fowl, nor good salt herring .(108-9)
The text calls the reader's attention to the injustice which was thrust upon Üie Metis. They 
inherited all the Indians' problems, but unlike Aeir cousins they did not receive land rigjits- 
As Patricia Morley says, "faced with overt discrimination they were forced to abandon Ae 
name of Metis, politically, they were nonexistent They inherited all tiie Indian problems, 
and tiieir tragedy climaxed and epitomized the \^4iole struggle of red man, or brown, 
against white"’ (Long Joumev 140).
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Id a  Bird in the House, Vanessa, like Stacey in Ilie Fire-Dwellers, remembers Ihat 
at school she was indifferent to her Metis classmate. With a different demeanour and health 
problems, Piquette was a humiliating presence at school ; "she existed for me only as a 
vaguely embarrassing pi^sence, with hoarse voice and her clumsy linking walk and her 
grimy cotton dresses that were a lw ^s miles too long.” (109). Vanessa was neither fiiendly 
nor unfriendly towards Piquette; as a middle-class girl, she ignored the presence of the 
Metis girl. A child of Scotch and Irish origins, Vanessa lived among people who either 
ignored or reproached the presence of the halfbreed in their regular life. When her father, a 
doctor, wants to take the Metis girl with his family to Diamond Lake for summer vacation, 
grandmother MacLeod reacts: "Ewen, if  that half-breed youngster comes along to Diamond 
Lake, Tm not going” (110). Grandmother MacLeod shares the intolerance vrfiite Canadians 
have against non-white people. C3rowing among this influence, Vanessa could not have ai^ 
interest in getting acquainted with Piquette. However, when she realizes that Piquette is a 
descendent of the Indians about w^om she has read in books, she changes her attitude. The 
Metis girl feen becomes an object of curiosity and observation:
Unlikely as it may seem, I had only juBt realized that tiie Toraierre 
family, whom I had always heard called half-breeds, were actually 
Indians, or as near as made no difference. My acquaintance with Indians 
was not extensive. I did not remember ever having seen a real Indian, and 
my new awareness that Piquette sprang from the people of Big Bear and 
Poundmaker, of Tecumseh, of tiie Iroquois who had eaten Father Brebeufs 
heart -- all this gave her an instot attraction in n ^  eyes. I was a devoted 
reader of Pauline Johnson at this age, and sometimes would orate aloud 
and in an exalted voice, (Vest Wind, blow from your prairie nest; Blow 
from the mountains, blow from west .(112)
The adult Vanessa recalls her dis^pointment when Piquette did not fulfill her romantic 
expectations. Piquette is not like die "tnie" indigenous she read in tfie books. Here Vanessa 
reminds us of the Englishman Hwdacre in "TTie Pure Diamond Man", who gets frustrated 
vrfien he visits Africa and realizes it is not tfie same country which the books had told him
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about Tlie colonizer tend to regard Ihe colonized as generally exotic people and when the 
reality comes out differently, the colonizer gets impatient and even angry. The lack of 
harmony and unison of the indigenous world is not understood by Vanessa who constructs 
a mythical reality of the colonized world. This fact is visible in any colonial situation As 
Said remari?s, "general grandeur and passion inspired a transcendent sense of things and 
little patience for actual reality" (1979: 102). The deplorable state of the Metis has made 
them iar from the heroes described in the books.
At school Piquette has failed several grades not only because of illness but also 
because of disinterest Later we learn that she married an Englishman, and when the 
marriage went sour, took to drinking and despondency. Like her sister Valentine in The- 
Fire-Dwellers, she surrendered to desolation after trying unsuccessfiilly to get along in 
white society. She died along with her children when the shack in which she lived caught 
fire. In tfie Diviners, her brother Jules Tonnerre, who becomes a folk singer, will lament 
Piquette’s pltiflil life and her death : "My sister's man/ Fb-e and snow—/ He ate her heart/ 
Tlien he made her go" (454). Piquette's attempt to break out of the segregation inq}osed on 
her by white society falters and she has no reason to live.
The protagonist of Tlie Diviners, Morag Gunn, while still at school, observes the 
neglected state of the Metis ; "Also, one of the Tonnerre girls, halfbreed from the valley, is 
worse dressed; she is at school she looks the worst because her dresses are long-gawky 
and dirty, and she has a limpwalk" (77). Later we are told about the Tonnerre place on the 
outskirt of Manawaka;
The Totmerre place, rig i^i beside &e Wachakwa River down &ere, is 
a square cabin made out of poplar poles chinked with mud. Also some 
ottier shanties, sheds and lean-tos, tacked onto the cabin and made out 
of old boards and pieces of flattened tin cans and tarpaper. Lots of old 
car parts and chicken wire and worn-out car tires living around, stuff like 
that (83)
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Tlie Tonnerre place confounds itself with the garbage w4iich surrounds it, with things 
considered undesirable and thus discarded by the British Canadians. Here, like in the 
previous work, ttie author invites the reader to reflect on the unh^py condition in w4iich 
the Metis live in Manawaka They are no) part of the city, they cannot share the privilege 
the colonizers have. At school Morag does not learn aitything about the Tonnerre's and, by 
extension, about the Metis history. However, as a poor white herself^ she can get close to a 
Metis boy, Skinner who, like Piquette and Valentine is Lazarus' child. Not belonging to 
"the elect" in Manawaka, Morag reveals sympathy towards Skinner who is discriminated 
at school (78). She obsers'es that Skinner is taller than other boys in the class because he 
is older than otilier students. Like his sisters he feels dislocated and is not interested in 
school ; "Sometimes Skinner goes off with his dad, old Lazarus Tonnerre, and disappears 
for weeks, setting traplines w ^  up at Galloping Mountain, some say " (79). People in 
Manawaka do not listen to (he Metis but they feel the r i ^  to comment on them and classify 
tiiem as inferior people ; "The Tonnerres ( there are an awfiil lot of them) are called those 
breeds, meaning halfbreedi. Tliey are part fiidian, part French from a w ^  back. Hiey are 
mysterious. People in Manawaka talk about them but don't talk to them" (79) . Later we 
leam (hat Skinner is not the real name of Morag's Metis classmate. His name is Jules 
Tonnerre but he is nicknamed Skinner, meaning all skin and bone — malnutrition and 
distress of the Tonnerre family. As Jules himself afBrms his nickname may also suggest that 
he is good at skinning "aity damn tiling, rabbit, muskrat, even deer " (84 ).
Jules is tfie most important character of the Tonnerre family. He is not only 
observed, but, tiirough Morag's friendship he will aJso be listened to. Unlike his sister in 
the previous works, Jules in The Diviners has a friend in whom he trusts and to whom he 
speaks out. Thus, more tiian othera, he represents tfie Tonnerre family and ttie Metis people 
w4io are alienated in a white society. In order to be more assiduous at school, Skinner 
leaves ttie valley and goes to live in town witti the lawyer Simon Peai’l and his wife. Many 
people in Manawaka say "it is foolhar<fy of the Pearls, who need not expect any gratitude
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from a halfbreed " (141). British Canadians consider the Metis just half-breed, or "not 
quite " fit for an ethnocentric society which considers them as subaltern to the vtliite race. 
Wlien Ae teacher Miss McMutrie leads the class to sing "The Mi^le Leaf Forever", 
Skinner, who significantly has the best voice in the class, refiises to sing. "lie comes from 
nowhere. He isn't anybo<fy" (80). Hie song celebrates the Scots, Irish and English as 
Canadians. It takes no account of Canadians with indigenous blood. Skinner's silence , 
then, is a refiisal to sing in the oppressor's voice. Significantly, later he becomes a singer 
and tfie &ther to Pique wlio will also use the voice to protest against tlie Metis conditions 
and to glorify the memoiy of her indigenous ancestors.
Rejection, alienation, deprivation of their r i^ ts  are part of Üie Metis world. Hie 
precarious conditions in w^ich they live confront tiie arrogant position of the British 
Canadians in Manawaka. The "civilized" world is opposed to the world of the Metis. Tlie 
colonized live abandoned on the peripheiy while flie colonizers live in comfortable brick 
houses with neat gardens. Hiis is a clear foil to the poor shacks where fte Metis live. 
Hagar, in The Stone Angel, tells us about the big brick house, "the second brick house to 
be built in Manawaka "(6). Vanessa recalls the sumptuous brick house, known to the rest of 
the town where she grew up, and comments about the garden : "On the lawn a few wild 
blue violets dared to grow, despite frequent beheadings from the clanking ^illotine lawn 
mower, and mauve-flowered Creeping Charley insinuated deceptively weak-looking 
tendrils up to the very edges of the flower beds where helmeted sn^dragon stood in 
precision" (11-12). Similarly to the cemetery scene, the divergence between the wild and 
cultivated flowera is akin to the confrontation between the native people and the white 
settlers in Manawaka. Tlie race, like the flower, considered inferior is condemned either 
to extermination or to a low-grade life.
Tlie forsaken state of Üie Metis is also visible through their lost language. They can 
speak neither French nor Cree, and ttieir English, as Vanessa points out in A Bird in the 
House, "is broken and fiill of obscenities" (108). Hie first thing tfiey learn in the
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colonizer’s language is how to deplore the desolate situation in which they live. From tiieir 
lost language the Metis keep also fragments and curses. English, however , will be for a 
long time a foreign and colonizing language. As Barbara Godard says, "English is the 
language of colonialism, and marginalizes other ethnic groins" (1990: 53). . lliose who 
cannot master the colonizer's language, like tiie Tonnerres, cannot participate in fte 
"respectable" society. Jules Tonnerre, even after a long time among English-speakii^ 
Canadians, feels uncomfortable in speaking English which is not /lis language::
The lost lai^age, forever lurking somewhere inside the ventricles of ttie 
hearts of those who had lost them. Jules, wiA two languages lost, 
retaining only broken fragmente of both French and Cree, and yet speaking 
English as thou^ forever it must be a foreign tongue to him. (264)
Jules has to suppress his emotion and desires by speaking in a foreign language. He is 
conscious that in adopting die English language he is in some w ^  assuming die colonizer’s 
culture, as Fanon asserts in Black Skin .White Masks (17). However, speaking a language 
which is different from die "correct" J^iglish, Jules's voice is a cry or a noise in die 
Anglo-Scot order of Manawaka. His sdiiggle for signification dirough fragments, curses, 
and an incorrect English contributes to undermine logocentrism in die town.
Pique, Morag and Jules's daughter, dso makes an unsuccess&I effort to retain die 
lost lan^age. She memorizes a poem written by Louis Riel wiiich she takes from a book. 
She says : "I only know how to make the sounds. I don't know what diey mean " ( 263), A 
similar situation is experienced by Morag's foster father wdio is of Scottish origin, but is 
poor and lives in tunnoil. Christie feels diat Gaelic, die language of his aicestors is 
forever lost (74). The lost language reinforces die displacement of die colonized , living 
in die periphery, in a world of disorder, where diey alwajfs feel strangers. As Morag 
ponders, the Tonnerre's fadier was "a sfranger in die place where he lived his whole life" 
(361/2). The mastery of language means die preservation of power and superiority over 
others and those who cannot master die English language are pushed to the margins of the
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town. From the margin they speak and contra/dict Üie supposed liannony of Manawaka. In 
The Diviners, broken language, curses, and dialects are listened to and help to violate the 
hierarchy of an Anglo-Scot "ordered" society. Dialects, foreign words, incoiTect Biglish 
denounce Hie disorder of Manawaka hidden by the monoglossia of Üiose w4io are in 
power.
In Laui'ence's Manawaka "order" means tiie white man's view of the world. Hie 
world of order belongs to those who are in power : it is an order which privileges one 
people and gineves otiiers. Hagar, in Tlie Stone Angel, tells us tiiat as a child living in an 
organized world, she had been aiixious "to be neat and orderly, imagining life had been 
created only to celebrate tidiness " (5). Hagar recalls how her fatiier tau^t her discipline, 
order, and perseverance. She did not like tiie advice, but years later she was string tiie 
same to her sons (13). Hagar's fatiier , Jason , does not pennit Hagar to live with people 
wlio do not belong to his rank. When Hagar manifests her desire to go to South Wachakwa, 
he reiiises her request and says : "You tiiink I'd let you go to tiie kind of dances they have 
tiiere, and let all tiie farm boys paw you ? " (44) . Hien he completes his reason : "You 
know notiling... Men have terrible tiiouglits" ( 44). Hie Anglo-Scots-Irish live in a world 
of order, cleanliness with an upri^t morality. According to Qrandniotiier MacLeod, in A 
Bird in tiie House, tiie MacLeods never tell lies. She wants her granddau^ter Vanessa to 
preserve tiie importance of tiie family in Manawaka. Thus she cannot bear slang , but likes 
tiie language of order, because, she says, "God loves order " (49) . Vanessa, however, 
aware tiiat tiie Metis live in a much poorer state tiian her family, concludes tiiat "whatever 
God miglit love in tiiis world, it was certainly not order " ( 61) . If God loved order, tiie 
Metis would have the same privileges the Anglo-Scots Canadians have. Unlike Hagar and 
Rachel , Vanessa manages to break away from the concepts and prejudices which were 
passed on her by her grandmotiiei’.
Tlirougliout The Diviners the division between the two worlds is clear. Morag 
notices tiiat tiie compartment where tiie colonizers live is opulent:
1Û1
... big yellow brick houses or wooden houses painted really nice. 
Lawns all neat and cut, and sprinklers, sprinkling, swirling around 
and making water rainbows. Flowers with pink and purple 
petunias, and red snapdragons like velvet, really rich velvet, and 
orange lilies with freckles on the throats. Hie blinds are pulled 
down over the front windows of ttie houses, to keep out flie heat 
Cream-coloured blinds, ail fringed with lace and tassels. (46)
Hie social order of Manawaka grants tfie colonizers with privileges which are never 
available to the Metis. Hie latter reside in a shack which ''has been put together with old 
planks, tarpaper , the lids of wooden crates, some shingles and flattened pieces of tin” 
(151). Hiere is no gai'den and around the shack ”lie old tires, a roll of chickenwire, die 
chassis of a rusted car, and an assortment of discarded fann machinery" (151). To the 
Scots-English of Manawaka, the poor side of the tov\oi is die "equivalent of die Other Side 
of the Tracks" (36). Rachel in A Jest of Qod tells us diat, as a Scots girl, she lives in die 
"good pai-t of die town", wliich is diffei’ent from "the odier side of die tracks, wiiere die 
shacks are and where the weeds are let gi’ow knee-hi^ not dutifiilly mown ... "( 17). Hius 
one sees that Manawaka shares chai'acteristics with Accra in This Side Jordan, where die 
city has two compailments ; die ordered civilized one widi nice gardens, and the 
unpleasant one where weeds grow. Rachel lets us know diat die two paiis are like "oil and 
water " (17). Hie town resembles Fanon's colonial world wliich is divided in two 
compartments widi no conciliation possible because there is a great economic gap between 
them. The town belonging to die colonized, as Fanon argues, is "a place of evil feme" 
inhabited by hungry people, lacking cleanliness and organi2ation (WE, 30). In Manawaka, 
the colonized Metis are joined by otiier dispossessed people. As Morag in Hie Diviners 
recalls , diey are "diose w4io liad not and never would do any good . Drunks . People 
peipetually on relief" (37). Significantly, diey live closer to die centre dian die Tonnen'e 
feniily. ]ii diis sense, maybe one could say that die town has more dian two compartments. 
Hiere is die place where die privileged English-Scots live, die centre; a place where die
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poor white live. Hill Sti’eet; and a place for the Metis , the valley - which belongs to the 
lower part of the town and is farther from the centre.
One can perceive that Manawaka is marked by racial and economic differences. 
Like in Fanon's analysis, while the colonizer's world boasts of its wealth and luxuries, the 
part of the colonized is bleak. This big difference in the w ^  of living of the two 
compartments can never conceal the economic inequalities (WE 31). The economic 
inferiority of the Metis in Manawaka helps the British to keep them under control , The 
Scots-British judge, comments on, and decides the colonized people's lives. In A Bird in 
tfie House one realizes that it is Doctor McLeod who decides whether Piquette can be 
cured of TB or not ( 109-10). The decision over the Metis' lives is always followed by 
commentary, observation, judgment
The Metis are considered unclean, less intelligent, la ^  and immoral and 
ungrate&l. Jules Tonnerre leaves the valley for downtown and stays with Simon Pearl and 
his wife in order to go to school more frequently. "Everybo<fy in Manawaka knows about 
this, and maity say it is foolhartfy of the Pearls, who need not expect ai^ gratitude from a 
halfbreed" (141). People who have wealth and "good" ancestry feel they have to judge 
others. As Laurie Lindberg afSrms in her analysis of Laurence's Manawaka novels, "the 
arbiters of Manawaka society are those happy fknilies which can boast of both their 
wei^ty contributions to the town's coffers and their Anglo-Scots ancestors" (28). Like 
Miklos, the owner of the 'Tartiienon Cafe" in Manawaka, many people believe that "the 
word Tonnerre spells only one thing. Trouble" (150). The Lawyer Simon Pearl decides 
that Jules Tonnerre is not intelligent enou^ to s tu ^  law. In this way he feels the r i^ t  to 
determine Jules's future, as Jules tells Morag;
Well, it was this way. I got some fancy notion Td like to be a Iwvyer, 
see, on account of if you've a lw ^s been screwed by people it seemed a 
good idea to do some of the dam^e yourself for a change. R i ^  ? So I
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asked old Simon how a guy would get to be a lawyer. He didn't actually 
laugh out loud, but he kinda covered his moudi with his hand to hide the 
smile. Ilien he tells me it’s ailne thing to get an education, but a person like 
me do well to set their sights a bit lower, and he will ask at the BA Oarage 
to ttdce me on as an apprentice mechanic after Grade eleven. (149)
The dominant Scotsi-Canadiana elaborate a discourse on the Metis in order to keep ruling 
tiieir lives. The colonizers believe tiiat the "trutii" about the natives is plain: they are 
inferior and must be controlled. Simon's argument reflects tiie British-Canadian discourse 
on tiie inferiority of the native or half-breed, also considered a half-man, a subhuman being 
who needs to be controlled by white English-speaking people. Assuming tiiat he has 
authority to say tiiat Skinner has no potential to become a lawj'er, Simon just reveals his 
fear of having a Metis as his equal. Thus his discourse on tiie inferiority of tiie Metis is a 
strategy to maintain the colonial situation. An uneducated Metis would be more easily 
submitted to tiie white man's interest At school Morag hears Miss McMurtrie comment on 
Jules Tonnerre: "oh, Skinner's bad enou^ but at least he's away from school half tiie time 
and not much missed by me I can tell you " ( 71). For the dominant class it is good to keep 
tiie Metis away from society so tiiey cannot challenge tiie power of the oppressor. This 
eiqilains whj' Simon Pearl does not want Jules to be a lawyer. It also eiqilains Jules' desire 
to "do some of tiie damage yourself' as cited above.
According to Simon's wish, Jules Tonnerre gives up tiie idea of becoming a 
lawyer. However, rather than working in a factory, Jules becomes a folk-singer to have the 
freedom to sing his so i^ . He preferred to move around tiie world like a wild flower: "like 
a dandelion seed carried by wind" ( 293). In tiiis way he is able to criticize tiie society tiiat 
despises him and his people.
Professor Herbert Zirker from tiie University of Trier (Germai^) suggests tiiat 
Jules Tonnerre can be read as a picaresque character. As Lazarus's son, he is a "Lazarillo" 
free to censure and scold tiie unjust world.^^ However, in spite of tiiis relative freedom, 
Jules' subjugation to \%1iite society does not end witii his decision to be a singer. Wliite
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society keeps dictating Jules' behaviour even when he is a folk singer. It is the wWte 
Canadian audience that decides what kind of songs Jules will sing and what kind of dress 
he will wear ; he has to play according to the white preconceptions of a red man, as he 
tells Morag:
"I don't dress like diis when I'm singing ", he s^s.
"I wish to Christ I could, but no go. You should see me. One-man 
circus. Satin shirt with a lotta beadwork, and sometimes a phoney 
doeskin jacket widi fringes and a lotta plastic porcupine quills in 
patterns. Thafs what they like....
Oh, it's not so bad. It's a load of shit, but don't worry much as 
long as diey let me do the singing.... (287)
In order to earn enough money to keep living the Metis have to subject to die white men's 
request One perceives die audior's indictment of the colonizers who desire to exploit 
people widi indigenous blood. After promoting the Metis dislike for life, the colonizers 
choose what kind of life the "halfbreeda" will have, in Manawaka die Metis have dieir 
destination decided by the white rulers, even after death . When Lazarus, the fadier of the 
Tonneire family dies, the white "rulers" of Manawaka decide that he cannot be buried in 
die Manawaka cemetery. Jules says: "I wanted to bury him in the valley, beside the shack, 
but I couldn't Not allowed. No, no, they said, you can't just bury bodies aitywhere. But they 
wouldn't let him be buried in die town graveyard, neither" ( 289). Bodi die Protestante and 
die Catholics justify dieir rejection of Lazarus's body for religious motives. Hiis attitude 
illustrates Abdul JanMohamed's affirmation that colonialist discourse transforms racial 
difference into ''moral and even metaphysical difference" (89). Jules, however , does not 
accept any justification. He laiows.that die colonial mind of Manawaka can never accept a 
halfbreed as their equal: "Yeah, well I guess I know why they really wouldn't have him, 
neither. His haJfbreed bones spoiling dieir cemetery" ( 289). Considered biologically and 
intellectually inferior to die white race by a British system of knowledge, die Metis are 
refiised burial in tiieir own land. Hiis system rules not only die present but also die future
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and the past of the colonized. The colonizers decide what to say, w^at to write, what to 
teach about the Metis.
Working for the Manawaka Banner, the town newspqier, Morag is sent to make a 
report on tlie death of Jules's sister Piquette Tonnerre and her children. Wanting to tell 
sometiiing about their history, Morag mentions diat Piquette's grandfather fou^t with Louis 
Riel in the Metis revolt against British-Canadian central government in 1885. Lacklan, the 
owner of the newsp£^er, however, allows her to publish only the news about the burning of 
tfie shack and the number of dead people. He deletes eveiything related to the histoiy of 
the Metis under tfie excuse that people in Manawaka would not like to read about it 
Obliterating tiie past of tfie Tonnerre family, Lacklan acts according to the colonizers' wish 
in Manawaka They do not want to see any relevance in fee Metis' past : only Scots- 
English Canadians have ttie right to be proud of their origin. The Metis' past is d io u ^  to 
consist of savagery and darkness, and &eir f i^ t  for justice is considered a bart)arity Vi4iich 
does not deserve to be mentioned. Lacklan's attitude confirms Tony Wilden's tiieory that 
Canadian history suffered many distortions and tends to delete rebellions against British 
domination ( 155). These "lapses of memory" are convenient; they help tiie colonizere to 
aQlrm that Canada has always been a harmonious country, with oppressed groups ht^jpy to 
be colonized.
In Manawaka, tfie Scots-E^lish who rule the town like to make a distinction 
between Scots-British and the "otiiers", especially the Metis. Before going to war in order 
to figiit "for the King and Country ", Jules Tonnerre has to wear a kilt in a pai’ade. He 
knows tliis is ridiculous but has to do because the "Cameron Hi^landers got so many 
Manawaka boys" (154). Hius Jules is humiliated in order to respect the Scots pride.
Hagar's father in The Stone Anael is another example of Scottish pride. Hagar 
starts her narrative in this way : "ABOVE THE TOWN, on tiie Hill brow , the stone angel 
used to stand ... my mother's angel that my father b ro u ^  in pride to mark her bones and 
proclaim his (fynasty" ( 3). Tlien she tells us that her father, Jason Curie, brought the statue
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"from Italy at a terrible expense ". Tlie angel was "pure white marble" and had been carved 
by descendants of Bernini. It was not the only angel in Manawaka cemeteiy, "but was Ihe 
first, the largest, and certainly ihe costliest " ( 3). Jason Curie, as a Scotchman, did not 
want a simple statue produced in Canada To his colonial mind, eveiything coming from 
Europe meant si^jeriority. Hius he wanted somediing to impress the people of "an uncou& 
land". He also planted flowers Qon-native of the region to distinguish from the wild 
flowers which are equivalent of native people. In this way, the Scots Jason reveals his 
pretension to power over other people. He likes to tell about his past, his hard beginning 
before becoming successful in Canada He has left Scotland at seventeen and woriced hard 
in Manawaka hi spirit, however, he still lives in Scotland and instructs his children to live 
according to Scottish values. Althou^ tiie Scots were also dispossessed by tiie English, he 
does not mention tiie fact to tiie children. He creates a fantasy to justify his position as 
"siqjerior". Hagar recollects;
It seemed to me, from his tales, tiie Highlanders must be tiie most 
fortunate of all men on eartii, spending tiieir days in flailing about 
them with cl^mores, and their nights in ei^itsome reels. They lived 
in castles, too, every man jack of tiiem, and all were gentlemen.
How bitterly I regretted he'd left and sired us here, the bald- 
headed prairie stretching out west of us with notiiing to speak of.... ( 15)
Later, in her memories, the ninety-year-old Hagar will recognize that she has 
adopted tiie discursive superiority of tiie Scottish heritage. She condemns her fether*s 
imperialism, his pride, lack of emotion, tiie importance he gives to good ^ ea ran ce , but 
she acts like her fatiier in many instances. For exanq)le, she teaches her son tiie importance 
of her past, of tiie Scottish heritage of tiie family : she does not like her son to be in tiie 
con^jany of tiie Tonnerre boys (17-18). To Hagar, being Scots-Canadian means being 
superior to otiier and, tiierefore, it is a mortification for a Scottish woman to serve otiier 
races (114).
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Ill A Jest of God , Rachel Cameron, as a Scottish descendent, was educated to 
have prejudice against other people. Her parents believed that tfie Scots were siqierior to 
the other people who inhabited Manawaka Even the Ulo^nians, considered good farmers, 
did not belong to the world of the "elect". Rachel remembers how she was trained to shun 
non-Scots people : "Mother used to say, TDon't play with those Galician youngsters'" ( 69). 
Tlie Galicians live in the bad side of the town and the Scottish want to maintain them there. 
According to Scottish belief Galicians would never become equal to Scots even beii^ 
well educated and speaking good English. May Cameron, Rachel's mother, has preached 
tiiat the Camerons are better than the Kazlik. Rachel was also taught discipline and 
repression of emotion in order to live according to her Scots heritage. Thus she could not 
act like the Galicians.
Because they are Europeans, Galicians do not suffer the same oppression as the 
Metis suffer in Canada. However, not being English-Scots, they do not have connection 
wife tfie "mofeer-country" and belong to an inferior social class. As John Porter, m his 
stuffy of the class mobility and migration in Canada points out, there is a relationship 
between the ethnic composition and the class structure of Canada. He explains that, as a 
charter group, Ihe British had better opportunities than other settlers, especially Eastern 
Europeans (57-59). Manawaka, like all of Canada, reveals the British dominance in terms 
of influence and prestige, si^jported by economic superiority. Like Rachel, Vanessa 
MacLeod (of Scots-Msh origin) is taught to be proud of her siqierior l in e ^ .  Vanessa 
questions the Manichean morality of her grandmother who repeats to her : "I was a 
Maclhnes before I got married. Hie Machines is a very ancient clan, the lairds of Morv'en 
and the constables of kinlochaline (49) . Tlie Grandmother gives Vanessa "a plaid-bound 
volume entitled The Class cutd Tartans o f  Scotland. Hie book could teach Vanessa about 
her ancestors and the motto of the family ; "Be then a wall of brass. Learn to suffer" (50). 
Grandmother MacLeod was bom in Ontario and has never been to Scotland but wants to 
perpetuate the old belief that the Scots were more important than other people. Her memory
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of Ae past would not imply any negative aspect if she treated other Canadians as equal. 
However, she retells tfie past in order to emphasize the family's superiority over others in 
Manawaka In this sense, her memoiy, contrary to that of the oppressed people, serves to 
maintain Scots privilege over other Canadians.
Like Hagar, Rachel, Stacey and Vanessa, Morag Gunn is of Scottish origia 
However, she is an orphan w4io feels she has come from nowhere and lives among the 
dispossessed people. At five years old die goes to live wife her step parents Christie and 
Prin Logan, who live in the poor side of the city. Laurence here complicates her own 
earlier models : ethnicity is somewhat deconstructed by the economic conditions. Thus 
Morag, because she is poor, shares the social alienation of the Metis people. Althou^ she 
learns from Christie Logan the motto and the war cry of the clan so that she can be proud of 
her heritage, unlike the other protagonists, Morag is not encouraged to use her ancestry as a 
means of feeling superior to others. Unlike Hagar, for exan^le, the sense of being Scottish 
does not bestow on Morag a sense of si^jeriority and disdain. By teaching her ethnic pride 
and introducing her to Scots histoiy, poetiy and music, Christie wants her to feel equal to 
the rich rulers of the town. Moreover, Christie wants her to f i^ t  against the "si^jeriority" 
of the Eiiglish wlio have oppressed ttie Scots and who "were bloody liars ttien as now"
(73). According to Christie's version, tiie Diglish claimed tiiat ttie Ossian songs "were not 
ttie real songs" just to delete ttie glorious Scots song-maker. Christie likes to oppose the 
Eiiglish to the Scots. For him Wordswortii's poem is much inferior to ttie Ossian poem 
which he shows to Morag. He s ^ s  that the "Daffodils" ( a poem associated witti English 
imperialism) was written by a "pan^ man" (72). Aware of historical power struggles, 
Christie contrasts even ttie Lowlanders to Highlanders Scots. As Flora Alexander 
remarks, "by contrast with Lowlander or English, the Highlander is frequently seen as the 
loser -  the adherent to lost causes". Laurence, however, chooses "a positive conception of 
ttie Highlander" (85). Morag is told by Christie that the H i^anders suffered subjugation 
and oppression but overcame ttie difficulties.
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Althou^ Hagar in Hie Stone Angel has also been tau^t that she is a Hi^Iander, 
she is not made aware of the fact that die Highlanders were victim of !&^ish colonization. 
Christie always emphasizes to Morag that B i^anders suffered the burden of colonization 
by die English. He tells her the tales of die Higjiland hero Piper Gunn and the trouble die 
Hi^landers suffered at "clearance" time. Throu^ Christie, Morag learns about die 'Ijattle 
of the moore", when die English government extended its control over the H i^ands of 
Scotland. She leams that die English defeated the Scots at Culloden by breaking iqi the 
clans and destroying the leadership of the clan chiefs. E^lalning to Morag the meaning of 
the motto of the Logans, "Hie Ridge of Tears", Christie makes her aware of the suffering of 
dieir people;
A sad cry for the cry, it is, for the sadness of my people. A cry 
heard at Culloden, in die black days of die battle, udien die clans 
stood together for die last time and the clans were broken by the 
Sassenach cannons and the damned bloody rifles of die redcoat 
swine. They mowed the clans down in cold blood, my dear, and it 
must have been enough to tear die heart and unhii^e the mind of 
die strongest coldest man alive, for our folk were poor bloody 
crofters, and were not wanting to f i ^  the wars of the chieftains at 
all. (57)
Hius Christie speaks to Morag from die colonized point of view. His lament over die 
destructive aggression of die English colonizer against indefensive Scots is similar to 
Nadianiel's conqilaint in This Side Jordan . As in die African writing, here one perceives 
Laurence's revisionism, her concern in reciqierating die history of oppressed people. In her 
introduction to die essay. "Road from die Isles", Margaret Laurence refers to die Highland 
Clearances and affirms diat she could understand die Scots clan sj^stem "dirough a certain 
amount of knowledge of die tribal sj'stem in Africa" ( HS, 158). So, we can see the audior 
detects a connection between die history' of Scots, Metis and Africans who had dieir system 
of life destroyed by Biglish colonialisnL
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What Christie tells Morag is based on the history of Prince Charlie's defeat by the 
Eiiglish at Culloden in 1745. Christie's first tale of Piper Gunn is also loosely based on the 
history of the Clearance. Ilie Duchess Elizabeth, the proprietress of the greater part of Hie 
Sutherlandshire, decided to remove the population of the shire in order to raise sheep. 
Many Scottish farmers, driven from the Highland where they lived and worried, came to 
Canada between 1811 and 1815. To Cliristie, the Duchess is the "Bitch Duchess":
Then, in those days, a darkness fell over all (he lands and the crofts of 
Sutherland. The Bitch-Duchess was living there then, and it was she who 
cast a daiiaiess over ttie land, and sowed the darkness and reaped gold., 
for her heart was cold as the gold coins and she loved no creature alive but 
only gold. And her tacksmen rode through the coimtryside, setting fire to 
the crofts and turning out the people from their homes which they had lived 
in since Ae beginning of all time. And it was old men and old women with 
diin shanks and men in iheir prime and women witli tiie child inside them and 
a great scattering of small children, like, and all of them was driven from 
the lands of their fathers and onto the wild rocks of ihe shore, then ,to fish 
iffliey could and pry the shellfish off the rocks there for food.
Well, now the Bitch-Duchess walked her castle, there, walked and walked...
Ml the lands o f  Sutherland will be raising the sheep , s ^  fte she-devil, 
for they'll pay better than folk. (58-59)
Through this tale, Christie foregrounds the issue of dispossession of a group of people by 
another with sheer profit as a goal. Further he tells Morag that Ais tale is the tale of her 
ancestor. Piper Gunn. Besides playing pipe very well, Piper Gunn was a great leader who 
encouraged tiie homeless on the rock to board a ship and come to Canada Referring to tfie 
historical fact ( the "Clearance") vt^ch inspired Christie’s tale , Laurence states :
This must surely be one of tlie most painful episodes in European history,
(he tale of how the Gaelic-speaking people of Northern Scotland were 
driven from die lands they had woriced for centuries, treated as sub-human 
by the ajglish-speaking bailijSs vdio burned their dwellings, and ignored by 
landowners who preferred tiie lights of Edinbur’^  or London. ( H , 160-61)
Christie wants Morag to have a sense of her past, of her ancestors. By telling her 
that fliey surmounted difficulties, he gives her die sense of vitally and strength she needs to
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overcome thé difficulties she faces as a poor child, üi another tale her foster father tells 
her, for example, that Colin Gunn had been his mate in the war. Both "worked the big gun 
together". Tlien he tells her that Colin Gurai saved his life, dragging him into the dugouts 
after an explosion (102-03). In his second tale of Piper Gunn, Christie tells how the ship 
fi-om Scotland landed on Üie wrong place and how Piper Gunn, together witii his wife, 
Morag, led the people to the final destination in the West In a letter to Bud Watson 
Margaret Laurence affirms : "I based the tales of Christie Logan, about Piper Gunn on 
actual history... the arrival of the first of the Selkirk settlers in 1815, w^en they indeed 
were landed mistakenly at Churchill... The leader was in real life Young MacDonald.
In Laurence's fiction the Scots-Canadian Christie wants to give Morag a glorious personal 
history. He names the historical leader "Gunn" and his wife "Morag". He constructs the 
story of her father's heroism in war expecting her to be proud of her past
Christie is conscious of his ( and Morag's) oppressed condition and wants to create 
a heritage for Morag: a past which can be the base for a fiiture. Tliat is why he tells her of 
the glorious deeds and the suffering of the Scots. However he is unable to connect the 
suffering of Highlanders wiüi the suffering of the Metis in Canada. His third tale of Piper 
Gunn is about the history of the Riel rebellion. Already in his previous tale he mentions to 
Morag tliat Piper Gunn slew Indians and Metis not because they were bad but because 
they "were just there" (97). When he tells the events of 1885, w^en the Metis were 
defeated by the Scots-English, he emphasizes tfie great deeds of the Scots and reinforces 
his rancour against the English. But he also reveals a colonizing mind when he does not 
acknowledge that the Metis rebellion has had a just cause : they were expelled from tiieir 
lands like tiie Highlanders. While he describes Piper Gunn as a tall man, to him, tiie Metis 
leader Riel was "a short little man" (144). By describing tiie Metis leader as pl^sically 
inferior, Christie reveals that he shares some of tiie prejudice the Scots of Manawaka have 
against the Metis. He also contradicts Jules Tonnerre's version, to whom Riel was very tall 
( 162). Even revealing tiiis subtle prejudice, however, Chi’istie never mentions tiie Metis as
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bad or immoral. Nor does he have any problem wiA the Tonnerre family, representative of 
the Metis in his days. Even telling about die battle against tlie Metis he speaks against the 
English. He tells that Riel and his men killed one or two Eiiglish, "but die Sudierlands 
didn't trust the goddamn English, them bloody Sassenachs from Down East, no more dian 
what they trusted the halibreeds" (144). He also reveals a kind of indignation against 
Eastern Canadians when he mentions diat Gunn and his sons regained control of die fort but 
"the army down East got die credit" (45-46).
Christie's anger against Eastern Canadians is an anger of colonized against 
colonizer. As many critics state, die Canadian West has been a colony of Central Canada^ 
This indignation against Eastern Canadians and against die Baglish does not make him 
revise the Scots hostility against the Metis. It is Morag's obsen'ation of his tales that helps 
him to perceive that the cause of Riel's rebellion was similar to the dispossession of 
Christie's and her ancestors in Scotland. When Cliristie finishes praising Piper Gurni, she 
says : "I like, though. Riel, I mean ". Hien she adds: "The book in History said he was nuts, 
but he didn't seem so nuts to me. Hie Metis were losing land -  it was taken from diem. All 
he wanted was for them to have their rights. Hie government hanged liim for dial " (146). 
Morag, like Margaret Laurence herself^ associates die suffering of the Metis with diat of 
the Higlilanders. Both are conscious that die plight of die Metis was even worse: diey had 
no escape. Clara TTiomaa, Laurence's close friend, tells us diat once, referring to die battle 
of Baioche, Margaret Laurence said "diey destroyed us" as if she were a Metis. Hiomas 
remarics that "she agonized, and her distress was very real ". Thomas adds dial Laurence 
expressed "similar intensity about die destruction of die clans at Culloden" (1992: 94). 
Through Morag's assertion about the appropriate rebellion of the Metis, Christie is offered 
an opportunity to connect die oppression his ancestor suffered witii diat of die Metis. Later 
he ponders : "Maybe die story didn't go quite like I said". It seems diat Christie only 
intends to stress die importance of Morag's ancestors. Even living in a poor economic 
condition he is a Scotsman w^o never admits to be inferior to die English. When Morag
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tells him Aai she is going to marry an Englishman, Christie replies: "... too bad he is 
English and not Scots ha ha ha " (222). The text presents Christie as a clown always 
associated with the marginalized people. He is Scottish but poor, white but not "orderly" 
and "neat" as the society of Manawaka is si^posed to be. He works witii trash which the 
"nice people" refuse. He is a clown who has social awareness and criticizes the hypocrisy 
of the society which wants to hide the "rotten stuff' of the town, (45).
Christie is a garbage collector who feels that the social structure of Manawaka is 
unjust So, besides learning about her Scots ancestry, at a very young agi Morag learns Hiat 
she belongs to a lower class. When she goes to the Nuisance Grounds, a place in 
Manawaka where Christie collects garbage, she suffers humiliation with Christie. Hie 
children whom she knows from school yell and sing:
"Christie Logan's the Scavenger Man- 
Gets his food from the garbage can!"
TTien she hears someone saying: "I got a better one. Hey, wait, listen! Listen ,
Ross!
Mo-rag! Mo-rag
Gets her clotiies from an ol' flour bag!". ( 46)
Christie is thought of as a "muck" by the privileged class of Manawaka He says to Morag : 
"Well, I am muck, but so are they... When I cany their refuse. I'm carryir^g off part of ftem, 
do you see ? " (47). Morag learns to see fee world as unjust and to be critical of it She 
also learns a language of rebellion which slie would develop later wifli Jules Tonnerre. In 
(his way she is privileged in lelation to ofeer prot^pnists; Unlike Hggar, Rachel, 
Stacey and Vanessa, Morag sees tlie ofjijresised world from ttie inside. Her surroundings 
are not a world of order and opulence: ou flu? corutnary, lives in a world characterizedI .. • • i
by disorder and lack o f coiiifort\
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Christie Logan's house was halfvv^ up the hill, and looked much ttie same 
as the other dwellings there. A square two-storey wooden box, once 
painted brown but wdien I knew it, no distinguishable colour, the paint 
having yielded long ago to the weattier, blistering summers and bone- 
chilling bli22sard winters... The yard a junk h e^ , where a few carrots and 
petunias fought a  losing battle against chickweed, lamb's quarters, 
creeping charlie , dandelions, couchgrass, old car axles, a decrepit black 
buggy with one wheel missing, pieces of iron and battered saucepans 
which might come in useiul someday but never did, a broken babycarriage 
and two ruined armchairs with ttie springs hanging out and the upholstery 
tom and mildewed. (37)
One realizes that Morag's environment offera her an opportunity to be critical o f a world 
which gives different privileges to different people. Livii\g in a house which "smells like 
pee or somettiing", Morag knows ttiat she lives in a poorer condition ttian her classmates 
live. At school she perceives ttiat her colleagues are much better dressed ttian she. While 
other girls have nice short dresses, she weal's a long one that Prin sewed "out of a wrap 
around which Prin is now too stout to wear" (39). At home Morag imagines how "Vanessa 
and Mavis and like ttiem" live (43). She is sure ttiat ttiey have better food ttian she. Tlien, 
revealing tiiat she has learat to curse with Clii’istie, she says : "TTie hell witti them. Screw 
ttiem all. They are stupid buggers” (44).
In Manawaka, the church helps the colonizer to establish and keep power. Hagar, 
of Ttie Stone Angel , grew attending the Presbyterian service. Tlie new Presbyterian 
church of Manawaka was built when she was e i^ t years old. It was ttie time when she was 
permitted to go to church instead of Sunday School. H^gar recalls ttiat the Reverend 
Douglas MacCulloch used to call ttie names of ttie people who gave money to the chm ch. 
When her father hears his name he turns to Hagar and says ; 'I and Luke McVitie must've 
given ttie most, as he called our names ttie first (16). Tiu’ough ttie Church Jason Currie 
can keep his pride. Hagar does not believe that her father is a God-fearing man, because 
he is so proud that he feat's nobo(fy. Jason judges ttiat the minister is a fool but keeps goiiig 
to church every Sunday (44). Rachel's mother is intolerant of people who do not beloi^ to 
her race or social position, but is an assiduous church-goer. Rachel knows ttiat goii^g to
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church is just a social occasion for her mother. "She loves coming to church because she 
sees everyone, and in spring the new hats are like a forest of tulips" (47). The church thus 
fiinctions for Rachel's mother as a meacs of being noticed among the h i^  society of 
Manawaka. Rachel realizes that the church will never work to change the social order. Hie 
Reverend never says anything v\^ich can shock Rachel's mother or any of the Manawaka's 
bouiigeoisie. If he said something against the order of the world, Ms. Cameron would not 
like it (47).
In Manawaka's dominant society, God is presented as a reflection of tfie 
aiitiioritarian elite which rejects people who are ethnically and economically "inferior." 
Morag's experiences make her declare that she does not like God, only Jesus (87). A 
poor girl, she goes to Sunday school where Mrs. McKee, the minister's wife, is her 
teacher. Enjoying poetiy, Morag writes a poem about baby Jesus which she shows to the 
teacher. Tlie poem seems to be nice but the teacher arbitrarily makes some corrections, 
without encouraging M o r^ s  creativity. Tlie teacher does not show either love for Morag 
or taste for poetry, she has only obeisance for hierarchic values. Rejecting Morag's poem, 
Mrs. McKee later armounces to the class that she is going to read a poem: "A talented 
poem written by one of our members, class ". When Morag expects it is her poem the 
teacher is talking about, Ms. Mckee says ; "It is by the English poet, Hilaire Belloc " (91). 
Tlie teacher does not even mention Morag's poem and tliis fact mortifies Morag.
Morag certifies that her religion teacher is evil in principle and practice when she 
gives preference to rich children in her class. Even having a good voice and loving to 
sing, Morag is turned down by the teacher : the ministei’'s wife chooses Vanessa MacLeod 
to sing a Solo at Christmas service ( 91-92). Vanessa is a doctor's dan^ter and is 
considered more important than die poor Morag. Morag leams to perceive the falsehood of 
people wiio go to Sunday services regularly. The constant church-goers do not greet her 
because she is poor : "When church is over, and they're all filing out chattering, die 
Camerons and MacLeods and Duncans and Gateses and McVitie and Helpems and them,
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no one will say Good Morning to Morag and Prin... Might soil their precious mouths" 
(121-22). Morag understands that her world is not "the world of the elect" because she 
does not belong to those who consider themselves the owners of Manawaka. Tlien she 
decides not to go to church anymore. Christie does not care if Morag goes to church or not 
He never goes, "althou^ a believer" (88) . Throu^ Christie, with Christie and like 
Christie, Morag learns that tfie church works in favour of those people who are in power. 
In Manawaka's church the inq)overished people have no significance.
In this sense, the Canadian town resembles the colonial world analyzed by Fanon. 
To Fanon the Church in the colonies is the church of the colonizers. The church does not 
teach God's ways, but tiie ways "of tiie white man, of the master, of the oppressor. And as 
we know, in this matter many are called but few are chosen" (32) . Indeed, as Peter 
Burroughts affirms, the established church in Canada was destined to act as a consei-vative 
ibrce to keep the people's loyally to central government (112). Hie Church helps to 
mflintain tlie order and traditions of the empire. When Lazarus Tonnerre dies, religious 
authorities deny him burial saying he was not a good church goer. They use the church to 
keep their racial difference : a Metis could not be buried among the elect Anglo-Scots. The 
chui’ch reassures the people's pride as founders of British Canada and therefore, as Carl 
B er^r affirms, "God's chosen people" (Thomas, 'Tlanted..." 9). Like in the African 
writing, in the Manawaka cycle one can perceive tfiat Laurence explores tiie connection of 
the church with colonialism. When the church sustains the colonizer's assumption of moral 
superiority over the colonized, it nourishes the colonial situation. Ihe way the church is 
presented in Manawaka just confirms that Manawaka, a microcosm of Canada, is veiy 
colonial.
The awareness of tiie colonial condition of the town develops progressively 
through the several Manawaka protagonists. In The Stone Angel , Hagar Currie Shipley, 
veiy proud of her Scots "superiority " over other people, at the end of her life, in the 
hospital, helps an oriental girl (300-01). Just before dying she also recognizes the nonsense
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of living in Canada and trying to be a Scot. But Hagar does nothing to change ttie discursive 
siqieriority of Anglo- Scots against the dispossessed in Manavi^aka Similarly, Rachel 
Cameron of A JestofOod inherits a colonial mentality. But even doing notliing to reverse 
the situation and sometimes repeating her mother's discriminating ideas, she reveals tiiat 
she does not agree witii her mottier's conception of the world (70). Stacey in The Fire- 
Dwellers, being married and somewhat colonized by gender, is more conscious tiian her 
sister Rachel. Stacey reveals feeling guilty for the dispossessed situation of tiie Metis. 
Piquette's presence is a reproach to her of tiie sins of her ancestors : "The debts are 
inherited and how could tiie damage ever be undone or forgiven? " (241). Stacey is 
conscious of tiie Metis suffering and recognizes her ancestors' guilt She feels she can do 
nothing, and tiie situation goes on the same. In A Bird in tiie House , the smart Vanessa, 
opposing her grandparents' authoritative behaviour, soon realizes tiiat her ancestors were 
not so great as tiiey preached. She regards the Metis first witii curiosity and later witii 
sympathy, but belonging to tiie bourgeoisie of Manawaka, she does nothing to reduce tiieir 
^ ie f  Tlie last work of tiie Manawaka cycle, however, has a prot^onist who fights for 
decolonization. The protagonist Morag in The Diviners challenges the codes and beliefs of 
Manawaka bourgeois people and resists the exclusion of the dispossessed Metis from 
Canadian histoiy. Unlike the other protagonists, Morag represents a rebellious woman, an 
artist who makes resistance to colonialism.
Morag gradually leanis how to resist an unjust world as she recognizes tiiat she 
does not have tiie same privileges some people in Manawaka do. It is throu^ her own 
wretched life that Morag starts tiie observ'ation of social injustices and etirnic 
discriminatioa Brought by a gartage collector and a feeble-minded and sluggish fat 
woman, who are mocked by tiie dominant society, she belongs to the dispossessed . She 
learns tiie language of rage against the social system. In her desolate state she learns tiiat 
"nice people" do not want to have anything to do witii tiie "Nuisance Grounds", witii tiie 
sad side of the town ( 45). In tiie name of respectability, people hide the dirt of tiie town,
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even undesired children (167). The town's "unofficial cemetery" helps the bourgeoisie to 
keep their hypocrisy (168). Iliey just wony about nice appearance disregarding any 
social problem. The aristocrats want to ignore that there is obscenity in their world, that 
downcast people like the Logans and the Tonnerres need be treated as their equal. It is 
throu^ her foster parents's poverty that Morag connects her life with the Metis Jules 
TomieiTe. Feeling inferior to other girls in class who, unlike her, wear nice clothes, Morag 
sits in tiie back row of tiie classroom. When she feels embarrassed at a question by Miss 
McMurtrie she receives tiie contempt of tiie class and tiie sympathy of Skinner TonneiTe 
"who also sits in tiie back row out of choice" (78). Botii Morag and Tonnerre are 
substandai’d in relation to tiie class and then undei-stand each otiier. This mutual 
understanding will be developed tiiroughout Hie Diviners. As the inequality of r i^ ts  in 
Manawaka is increasingly confirmed, the resistance to injustice is manifested.
It is tiirough Morag that Christie meets Jules Tonnerre. It is through her tiiat 
Cliristie is led to revise tiie defeat of tiie Metis. Throu^ Morag, too, Jules perceives tiiat 
Christie, a scavenger, living on the margin of society, is a victim of tiie system too. And 
Jules shows sympatiiy : "He's wortii a damn sight more tiian a lawyer -- all tiiose guys do is 
screw tilings up " (148). Christie is a resistant poor white who reads his environment with 
a critical mind. Morag, after listening to Christie's tales of the Scottish ancestors and tiieir 
suffering before coming to Canada, listens to a greater victim of injustice : the Metis Jules 
Tomierre. For tiie first time a white character really listens to tiie Metis voice. Morag 
leams more about tiie present state of tiieir life and tiieir past Visiting tiie Tonnerre place, 
she realizes how disconsolate Jules' father, Lazarus, lives ; "Once he must have been a 
veiy large man, taller tiian Jules, and broader, but now he looks a bit shrunken, his belly fat 
and loose, but liis ribs bending in upon tiiemselves " (155). Lazarus is tiiirty-nine years old 
but looks twice his age because of his miserable life. Having lost his style of life and his 
wife, he also loses his yeaming for life. He gets drunk, is sent to jail and sometimes gets 
mad at eveiytiiing. Jules tells Morag that "this town never done anytiiing for him" or for any
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of the Metis who sometimes face starving conditions (156). As ahalfbreed, Lazanis, like 
all the Toimerre family, feels deprived of flie right to maintain his dignity in a white 
society. Morag knows tliat, like Christie, the Tonnerres belong to the victimized groups of 
Manawaka. She learns, too, that the state of the Metis is even worse: they have no place in 
white society and they cannot see any hope of changing the situation. With Morag, the 
reader concludes that one can associate but never equate the p li^ t of the poor Scots with 
that of the Metis. The latter face a bleaker and more miserable life. Morag's interest in 
learning about and getting involved in the lives of the dispossessed is part of her resistance 
to the "order" of Manawaka By giving attention to critics of the social structure in her 
town, she reveals her desire to participate in the deconstruction of the codes presented by 
the dominant society.
Listening to Jules Tonnerre's tales, Morag learns about Rider Tonnerre, Jules' 
ancestor who fought for the Metis rights in the Canadian West Jules tells Morag what he 
has heard from Lazarus and recognizes that not everything is exactly as he s^s. He wants 
to tell about his past and his ancestors'. Hie tales about his grandfather, also named Jules 
Tonnen’e, vi^o fou^it with Louis Riel, reveal tliat official history betrayed his people. Tlie 
young Jules presents the Metis version of history in order to challenge the books ( written 
by white Canadians) which said Riel was insane. His description of Louis Riel also 
contradicts Christie's version. Jules tells Morag that Louis Riel was a prophet and after 
the Metis took tiie fort the Canadian central government "sent about ten thousand soldiei-s, 
with cannon and like that "(162).
Jules's narrative of the Metis combat against English imperialism reminds us of 
Nathaniel's reminiscence in Hiis Side Jordan ( 210-11). Hie British Canadian fight against 
the Metis is also similar to the Biglish fight against the Scots told by Christie. Both in the 
Canadian and in the African narrative one sees Hie confront of the technologically superior 
weapons of the colonizer against tiie weaker arms of the colonized. When Jules tells about
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the second battle of the Canadian government against the Metis, his rage against the 
colonizer's si^jeriority ofw e^ons is clearer:
What happens is that the government from Down East sends in this flicking 
huge army, see ? Not just wife rifles, hell no. Thej''ve got Ae woiits.
Cannon, even aching guns probably, if they were invented in tfiose d^s.
So die Metis ai'e die old ambusli, like bufialo hunt Well, Jules is 
dug in really fine, there covered up in a pit widi poplar branches,,.. (163)
Laurence has always worried about die colonized having to face superior technology in die 
form of destructive we^ons, as we see in her article 'The Poem and die Spear "
(HS 37-76). Patricia Morley notes diat, in fact, die Canadian government used high 
technology weapons against die Metis : "The first Machine gun ever devised, an American 
invention, was operated in Saskatchewan by Lieut Arthur Howard of New Haven, 
Connecticut, who used the Metis uprising as test-gj-ound for his weapon " (1991: 180). In 
his tale Jules denounces the superiority of the Canadian weapons against the Metis.
Jules' allusion to the buffalo hunt s u ^ s ts  that the Metis were good buffalo 
hunters. As mentioned in Chapter n, their marvelous organization of buffalo hunt provided 
the white settlers with meat The Metis i '^stem of life, which the Canadian government was 
destroying, was in fact symbolized by die buffalo.^  ^ Widi the end of die buffalo, the Metis 
began to face hunger and despair. The White Canadians saw the people with indigenous 
blood as an inconvenience for their profitable projects. Thus the Canadian government did 
not care about the Metis petition to have their land : die agriculture of white settlers would 
be more profitable. Throu^ Jules' memory', Morag and the reader learn about die 
injustices suffered by the Metis. Laurence's text contains what Barbara Harlow considers 
essential to the narratives of resistance, "the demand tiiey make on the reader in their 
historical referencing and the burden of historical knowledge such referencing enjoins '* 
(80). The reader, as Morag herself, is invited to rethink die history of die oppressed 
people.
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Facing a powerful enemy, the Metis were defeated at the Battle of Batoche. Louis 
Riel was hanged and those who were not killed had to escape to other lands or submit to a 
marginalized life. Jules Tonnerre, grandfather of Morag's friend Jules gets a bullet in his 
thij^ but survives and ends up living where the Tonnerre family lives, around Manawaka. 
It is interesting that Jules tells that among the Eastern Canadians who went to defeat the 
Metis there were many Scotchmen (160). Tliis version, in a way, contradicts Christie's 
opposition of Scots to Eastern Canadians. One understands that Christie's aim is to speak 
against the central government without speaking against people of Scot origin. He seems to 
suggest that Scottish history has affinity with the Metis in opposition to Eastern ( central) 
Canada In spite of such discrepancies, what is relevant to Morag is that her contact with 
oppressed people makes her aware of different versions of history. Listening to Jules 
Tonnerre she leams about the Metis past and understands that the official history was 
biased, pi'aising only the Anglo-Scots people. As she gets older she increasingly adopts 
the Metis perspective of the world.
The Diviners increasingly presents tlie Metis world from the inside. Tlirou^ 
Morag, we can listen to Jules Tonnerre's voice and leam about the imperial arrogance of 
the white people who rule the world of the dispossessed Morag is able to feel the Metis' 
rage against their despairing condition of life. When she observes that Lazarus at thirty- 
nine looks very old and downcast, she feels revolted. "Yet she feels his man-energy 
buming out towards her, all the same, so strongly that for a second it almost draws her in" 
(155). She acknowledges the Metis' right to hate white people and, as a white, she 
recognizes that she can be hated, because in a way she belong to the ranks of the 
oppressor. When Jules tells about the Metis suffering, Morag listens and comprehends that 
she has no r i^ t  to say anything (289). She is aware that for a White Canadian there is 
nothing more to be said, because there is "some kind of pain w4iich cannot be touched by 
her " (296). Morag knows she is different, she is conscious that being sympathetic to the
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Metis is not the same as being a Metis. So at Hiis moment she just listens to the oppressed 
people ; she cannot speak for Hiem.
Like Laurence hei’self  ^ Moi'ag wants to fight against the exclusion of tiie Metis 
voice in Canada. Morag's attitudes remind us of the narrator of The Prophet's Camel Bell 
who, speaking against imperialism, felt in some ways involved in it Laurence always 
reveals to be very conscious that representing oppressed people may be dangerous. Like 
Morag, her attitude towards coloniaJism is ambivalent because Canada itself has not been 
only colonized but also the colonizer of indigenous people. Morag and Laurence know that 
and thus "ambiguity is everywhere" (427). Morag's spiritual advisor and company, 
Catharine Parr Traill, somewhat reminds her of this ambivalent condition which many 
Canadians share; "Catharine Parr Traill, mid-1800s, botanist, drawing and naming 
wildflowers, writing a guide for settlers with one hand, whilst rearing a brace of young and 
working like a galley slave with the other" (197). Althou^ Morag's condition is much less 
colonizing than Traill's, both share the feeling of ambivalence. Morag is privileged 
because she is aware of her condition of colonizer even favouring the colonized. Her 
ambivalent feeling is, of course, greater than Traill's because Morag experiences tiie 
colonized world with more intensity : she lives among the dispossessed. So, Morag lives 
in between, here and there, a condition which allows her to f i^ t  against the unjust system 
of Manawaka She is able to pose questions of solidarity to the Metis in order to transform 
the established order which depreciates their lives and history. Hie writer Morag 
exchanges with her Metis friend experiences which fortify the revision and the 
reconstruction of Canadian society. Her interest in Jules Tonnerre's past is not only the 
result of curiosity but of a wish to recover lost or discarded voices in Canadian history. 
Both Morag as a writer worsts together with Jules who is a singer. Both are artists 
involved in disrupting the monoglossia of Canadian society.
Hirough Jules' voice Morag learns how discouraged is the life of Metis in Canada 
The system does not allow the Metis to succeed in a society ruled by Anglo-Scots. Tlie
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Tonnerre family lives in grief and despair and seems to have no escape. Lazarus dies alone 
after struggling to feed his children. Yet the town ignored him (288-89). Piquette survives 
TB, but is exploited by her Eiiglish husbaiid and dies with the children when the shack 
catches fire (173-74); Valentine, the oflier sister, refiises to go to hospital and dies in the 
street (363); Paul dis^pears when working as a tourist guide for Americans ( 364). 
Besides the young Jacques, who returns to Galloping Mountain, only Jules survives to sing 
and tell the Metis misery until his death of throat cancer. Because of his disease, his voice 
wiiich symbolizes his freedom to sing and tells his people's stories is silenced. His disease 
can be read then as the symbol of the silence imposed to all Metis in Canada. Thus one 
can s ^  that Jules' imposed silence is a cry which only people like Morag can hear.
Morag's attention to the Metis cry reflects Laurence's interest in decentering the 
Anglo-Scottish view of Canada. As Laurie Lindberg claims, "throu^ the relationship of 
Morag and Jules, Laurence moves the Metis experience to centre stage of tiie Manawaka 
scene" (30). Reproaching Manawaka's unfair social system, of which she is also a victim, 
Morag yearns to leave Manawaka as soon as she can. Her experience witii Christie, Prin 
and Jules Tonnerre has awakened her to the problem of exploitation of some people over 
others. However, even out of Manawaka, Morag will experience authoritarianism and 
domination, an experience which reinforces her resistance to the imperialist vision of 
Canada and awakens in her the need to rediscover and repatriate what was si^pressed in 
her and in other oppressed people.
A college student in Winnipeg, Morag meets the English professor Brooke Skelton 
to whom she gets married. Brooke wants to delete Morag's past in order to have her only 
for him (278). Brooke has a colonial mind inherited from his father who has si^jported tiie 
British right to be in India "in tiiat way, house and servants ... Brooke just says "Hush, 
love. You don't know. You just don't know" (235). When Morag writes a stoiy about a 
colonizer who wants to create a replica of his country in the colony, Brooke replies: "Quite 
frankly, it seems a little implausible to me, Morag" (209). Witii his colonizing mind,
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Brooke prevents Morag from speaking anything otiier than the language of the elite, 
opposing the undei^ground speech of Christie and Jules. When Morag complains about her 
boring life, just being a teacher's wife, Brooke answers: "H is the human coiidition. There 
is nothing anyone can do about it " (246). Brooke's answer is typical of an English 
Literature teacher who wants to avoid the discussion of injustice, slavery, colonialism and 
talk only about the universal "human condition". His aristocratic way of living and thinking 
cannot accept anything different from his world. Thus he discourages and finstrates her 
creativity. As an English teacher, he feels he has the right to decide a Canadian woman's 
destiny in the same w ^  that England had the right to decide about the colonies. Brooke 
wants to possess and govern Morag in all aspects of her life : "You're mine. My woman. 
n i  be with you and protect you always" (241). Like Johnnie Kestoe in This Side Jordan, 
Brooke sees a colonized female as a continent to be both possessed and destroyed. For 
him, the inferiority of people with indigenous blood is unquestionable. When he sees Jules 
Tonnerre drinking in his house, he says that he "thou^t it was supposed to be illegal to 
give liquor to Indians" (290). Realizing that her life was sterile with Brooke, Morag 
abandons him saying no to what felt like an imperialist domination. This experience makes 
part of the process which empowers Morag to fight against practices of domination and 
oppression.
Morag confirms her option for the marginal world in which Jules Toimerre lives. 
With Jules, she experiences a life of freedom where she does not have to ask permission to 
have a child (301). From her relationship with Jules, Morag gives birth to a child. Pique 
Tonnerre. Now, besides Jules, Morag has Pique to allow her to listen to the voice of the 
halfbreeds. Morag becomes more engaged in the halibreed experience and can write her 
texts from a minority perspective. She can write the tales and songs she hears from Jules. 
Pique learns her ancestors' stories and songs, which she will sing later. These pieces of 
oral literature glorify the Metis' deeds. They form the Metis counter-discourse which 
reveals a new reality free from flie colonial blot Jules and, later. Pique dismantle the
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European discourse which negates Metis culture. By including these songs and tales in her 
writing, Morag (and Laurence) challenges the dominant concept of literature and invites the 
reader to reflect on the system of domination and oppression. It is throu^ her friend Ella 
that Morag awakens to the fact that "English literature is not the only literature" (203). She 
realizes that she hei^elf can produce a different literature w4iich resists the British 
dominant view of the world. Morag's attention to the past which was discarded when 
living with Brooke leads her to visit Scotland. TTiere she only assures herself that her past 
is not in Europe but in the Canadian prairie where slie was bom (415). Rejecting the 
Scottish legacy, she tells Pique stories about Christie Logan, who is a Canadian, not Piper 
Gunn, the Scots colonizer who comes to Canada As a resistant writer, she knows that 
stories are never innocent and can thus provide the reader with a perspective to see the 
world.
Morag's resisting mind makes her reject Brooke's patronizing suggestions about her 
first book. Witfiout Brooke's knowledge, she publishes "Spear of fonocence" which , if 
nothing else, suggests "a bewildering diversity of views" (282). Morag wants to listen to 
other voices which she can disseminate throu^ her writing. Like Margaret Laurence, 
Morag the writer believes that the artist has social responsibility "to speak out against 
injustices" and to feel the reality of others".^ When Morag writes to Ella about her second 
novel, 'Trospero's Child", she tells her friend about her "presumption" to put Hie Tempest 
into "some different and contemporary frameworii and relevance" (353). Earlier when she 
disagrees with Brooke's students, Morag has revealed to be a reader who contests some 
"tmths" in Literature. Now she understands that Shakespeare's Hie Tempest privileges the 
colonizer Prospero and therefore is not relevant to her day-to-day living. Before a resisting 
writer, Morag reveals to be a resisting reader who, as Judith Fetterly proposes, gives an 
old text new direction (xix). As a critical reader she is able to re-write canonical texts, 
re-vising the old concepts long accepted as truth. As a writer, Morag wants to deconstmct 
the false Miranda, who obeys the colonizer Prospero, and create a new Miranda who
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shares Caliban's, not Ferdinand's world. Morag writes to Ella : "[Hie novel] is called 
Prosperous Child, she being the young woman who marries His Excellency, the Governor 
of some island in some ocean very far south, and wlio virtually worships him and then who 
has to go to the opposite extreme and reject nearly everything about him ..." (353). 
Morag's Miranda has to go the opposite extreme of her father Prospero. Thus, while 
Prospero considers Caliban his property to be enslaved and exploited, Morag's Miranda 
takes Caliban's side and fi^ ts against exploitation and colonialism. In this sense, if 
Morag/Laurence as an English Canadian writer "privileges Miranda over Caliban", as 
Chantai Zabus affirms, she does not privilege tfie Eurocentric vision of histoiy. Her 
Miranda is a rewriting of Shakespeare's Miranda and subverts tfie British male text for 
post-colonial purpose (35-50). In a way Miranda can be read as Morag herself, who 
rejects Brooke Skelton's colonizing view and joins Jules Tonnerre, whose view of the 
world is similar to hers. Morag's allegiance to Jules (Caliban) gives us also the possibility 
to see her as a Caliban. As Lisa Laframboise asserts, Morag plays both Miranda and 
Caliban (41-42). This is, ^ain, a revelation of her ambiguity. When she rejects tfie 
dictatorship of Brooke she reveals what she has hidden before: her "black Celt" character 
(246). She curses against the imperialist Brooke and refers to her "darlaiess, tfiat comes on 
sometimes" (278). She alludes to tfie apailnient vdiere she lives in Toronto as "a desert 
island or perhaps a cave", and her hair looks a mess ( 275-76). Later we leam tfiat she is 
"Morag Dhu. Black Morag" (400). These are some manifestations of her Calibanic 
chai’acteristics. Moreover her attitudes against imperialism, her rage against the traditional 
power and autfiority in Canada enable one to associate her attitudes with Caliban's.
After 'Trospero's Child" Morag writes a collection of stories, "Presences", and 
tfji ee novels: "Jonah", "Shadows of Heaven", and tfie last one which we can presume is 
entitled The Diviners. She listens to tfie tales of people forgotten by official histoiy, 
researches everything in connection with the past and rewrites history. She has leamt from 
Christie and from Jules Tonnerre that ofGcial history ignores those who do not belong to
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the ruling class. Morag knows, then, that the native people are disregarded as part of 
Canadian history and wants to revert the situation. The Diviners offers the reader an 
opportunity to know more about the plight of the Metis. Hirough stories, ballads and other 
songs one can listen to tlie voices of people often silenced by writers and historians. As 
Linda Hutcheon contends, in the hitroduction to her study of mulitcultural fiction in Canada,
Canada is not a new country; it is old in both phjrsical and cultio^ 
terms; it has been lived in by our native peoples for longer than it 
has been colonized. Yet our Euro-centric concepts of history more 
often than not fall to note this fact and thus condemn to silence the 
past of die land and its people. (Solitudes 8)
Laurence, like Morag, knows that a fiction-writer has social responsibility' and can work 
against injustices. Ihrougii fiction she can recover die memory of oppressed people. Morag 
confesses that she likes "the tiiou^t of history and fiction intenveaving" (444). She is 
aware diat her fiction can rewrite history. This is also Laurence's attitude towards fiction. 
The audior's posture echoes Fanon's declaration dial "the colonized man who writes for his 
people ought to use die past widi die intention of opening die fiiture, as invitation to action 
and a basis for hope" ( Wretcehd 187). Morag, like Laurence, understands dial die 
knowledge of one's historj' is an instrument for developing self-consciousness, which is 
indispensable to the struggle for a better future. By listening to die Metis voice, die 
novelist is helping to "transform spectators crushed with dieir inessentialitj' into privileged 
actors" as Fanon wants.
The Diviners, and tiius one can say, the Manawaka cycle, ends widi some hope for 
other generations of Metis. Their life goes on like die river diat keeps flowing. They still 
have a long way to really become privileged in Manawaka's and Canada's stage, but diey 
are figjiting. Laurence does not present an easy and unfaithfiil solution. Throu^ Morag 
there is an approximation of Scots and Metis. The union of die family is symbolized by die 
hunting knife which belonged to die Tonnerres and a plaid pin which belonged to die
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Scotch settlers. The history of the two icons starts in Hie Stone Angel when the Scots boy, 
John Shipley, Hagar's son, trades die plaid pin for Lazarus Tonnerre's knife. It was an 
unfair trade to Lazarus: he took the plaid pin believing it was worth a lot of money. Jules 
tells, however, lhat Lazarus could not sell it because "people would've thouglit he'd stolen 
it" (456). In TTie Diviners the knife goes back to Jules Tonnerre and the Scotch plaid pin to 
Morag. And it was a "fair trade" to both. Later Pique inherits Jules' knife, together with his 
songs, in die same way she will inherit Morag's plaid pin, representative of her Scottish 
heritage. Thus Pique, a combination of Scots and Metis race, inherits both Scots and Metis 
values. However, this is far from the end of the sad plight of the Metis. Although some 
critics see this as a resolution for the conflict between tlie colonizer and the colonized, I 
argue that this is not what the book suggests. For, having a small percentage of indigenous 
blood. Pique will not be treated equally. Like any colonized, she feels displaced, alienated 
and divided between two worlds, not belonging to any, as she says to Morag : "I am part 
Indian ... I don't want to be split. I want to be together. But Tm not. I don't know where I 
belong" ( 373). She will be discriminated for not being "quite white". Susan Warwick puts 
it very w ell:
While is tempting to see Pique as a symbolic representation of the blending 
of cultures in Canadian society, such a view is dangerously reductive of her 
character and experience. Hiroughout her life, she has suffered much 
conflict and abuse, and felt a sense of cultural dispai’ity. Given her feelings 
of being split, tom between tw'o parents and tfieir traditions, Pique cannot 
be interpreted as sin^ily an embodiment offlie fiising of different cultures 
to form a new unified identity ....( 61)
The prejudicial and racist Canadian society does not want to know whether she is the child 
of a Scotch woman and a Metis. Tliey just discriminate her because she is not of pure 
British-Scots origin. Eai’Iy at school. Pique is called "dii1y halfbreed" by her classmates. 
One of the mates who offends Pique is tiie son of a School Board member, therefore one 
belonging to the "con’ect" people (445-46). Morag recognizes that society has not changed
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and the racist outlook still prevails in her country: 'H ie old patterns, the one from both 
Morag's and Jules childhood's, the old patterns even in Pique's own life"
(446). Then Morag concludes that the school in Eiiglond was better than in Canada because 
there Pique would be accepted as normal among other colonized students, 'Takistani and 
African and West Indian kids" (446).
Later, traveling with her guitar in a small Western town Pique is victim of 
discrimination by some "middle-aged guys, pretty jowly and obviously the local 
businessmen or something" (119) . Pique concludes that they offended her because she 
"was walking in their town" (62; ray emphasis). She reports to the police only to realize 
that diey are against her too. On another occasion, hitchhiking, she is again the victim of 
prejudice. More than anything else the anger of people against Pique scares her : "TTiey 
think they're sweet reasonableness, and it's you that's in die wrong, just by being and not 
being like diem, or looking like them or wanting dieir kind of life. Ifs die anger you can 
feel..." (252). Eschewing discrimination. Pique ends up going to live with her Metis uncle, 
who has a small farm at Galloping Mountain (462). Hiere she can take care of the 
parentless Tonnerre children. Going to die Galloping Mountain to work witii Metis people. 
Pique withdraws from white society.
As a very honest writer, Laurence rejects a romantic fusion of tiie Metis and tiie 
white worlds. Having probably read Fanon, Laurence knows tiiat to be accepted by white 
society die marginalized people need first to unite themselves to struggle against 
oppression. (Wretched 37). It is what Jacques does with his people tiirou^ the meetings 
he attends at Winnipeg (463) and it is what Pique does by working with Metis children. 
But even if tiiere is no conciliation between the world of tiie colonized and tiiat of the 
colonizer, there is always a possibility of affecting tiie social order. Tlie consciousness of 
the unjust condition in which tiie colonized live makes them f i^ t  to transform the world by 
contamination. As a Metis Canadian, Pique recognizes that she needs to f i^ t  against 
discrimination. With Morag and Jules she detects the injustices tiie Metis suffered in the
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past She also recounts her people's histoiy in order to dismantle the European vision of 
history. She knows, like her mother, that this is a way of struggling for a better future. Pique 
can sing that "the valley and the mountain hold [ her] name", and reveals her pride to be a 
Metis (465). At Galloping Mountain, she learns more about Metis culture. She probably 
teaches the children both the stories and songs learnt from her father Jules Tonnerre and 
what she knows from tfie "civilized" world. Tliis hybridiiy, as Bliabha contends in tfie 
Introduction to The Location of Culture, is important for the historical transformation of 
minorities (2-4). Valuing what was marginalized, like her mother. Pique can participate in 
the process of decolonization. By propagating a new understanding of the Metis reality, she 
also instigates confrontations to injustices. As Judith Fetterly wrote in 1981 — and most 
feminist and post-colonial critics endorse "consciousness is power" (xix). Being aware of 
tfie injustice of the present and of their history demonstrated throu^out the novel, the Metis 
can face a future.
The Diviners suggests that the battle against discrimination is not an easy one, it is 
a long and painful labor. It gives, however, reason for the colonized people to live. When 
people know that they have a histoiy to be rewritten, they gain new motivation in their 
lives. The book denounces tfie injustices which the Metis suffered along Canadian histoiy. 
In an interview witli Louis Wilson, Margaret Laurence declares;
Sometimes we have to define things like Justice, even by the lack of it  
This comes very much in my novel The Diviners where I talk about tfie 
plight of the Metis people. A great and deep injustice has been done to 
fliose people and I am trying to point out diat it is not somediing we can 
is the fault of God or Fate ; it is our human fault.. Part of my faith is 
very definitely a sense of die neceasitj' to tiy to woiic for a  greater social 
justice.
Inviting die reader to listen to die voice of the dispossegfied who die ruling class considers 
inferior, Lam-ence's woiic is veiy political. It subverts die order established by colonizing 
literature. In Susan Wai’wick's words, die book is "not a political ti’act, but it is deeply
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political in its attention to the pligiit of the dispossessed, the disadvantaged and the 
environment" (12). I believe that the concern for social justice cannot be ignored in 
Laurence's last novel as in all her Canadiaa writing.
Hie Diviners is the culmination of Laurence's treatment of the colonial theme. 
One sees an evolution of tiie female protagonists from Hagar to Morag. Hie protagonist of 
Hie Stone Angel is totally unable to perceive that the Metis are victims of injustice. More 
than Hagar, Rachel, Stacey and Vanessa feel ^ropatiiy for the oppressed and discriminated 
people in Manawaka, but their milieu does not allow tiiem to change anytiiing. to The 
Diviners, Morag, educated among the dispossessed, learns to see the world from a 
marginalized perspective. Not only does she speak in favour of tiie dispossessed but she 
also listens to tfie Metis voice. It is through her that we also listen to tiie Metis voice, 
silenced by many writers.
Morag, a writer like Laurence, uses her writing to dismantle tiie imperial mind. 
Unlike in the previous worits, here one perceives not only denunciation of imperialism but 
resistance to imperialist domination. Hie strategies of resistance seem to be always 
connected with the recovering of memory and history in order to construct tiie identity of 
tiie colonized. Laurence is very conscious that re-vising tiie past helps to reshape the iiiture.
Disapproval of imperialism, resistance, defiance of tiie codes established by the 
ruling class in Manawaka — all this is folly developed in the Manawaka cycle which, as I 
have shown, can be read as one worli. Hiis reading facilitates tiie understanding of tiie 
social problem in a Canadian town like Manawaka. All protagonists are women w4io live 
in conflict, but only Morag in tiie last novel observes tiie town from tiie perspective of tiie 
poor and dispossessed. Having been raised by a garbage collector and later abandoning 
her husband to have a dau^ter by a Metis, Morag devotes her life to deconstructing tiie 
system presented since the first novel. By reading the Manawaka cycle as a unity one can 
perceive the development of the female protagonist's awareness of tiie unjust world.
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Moreover, as David Blewett ar^es, an analysis of Manawaka cycle as a wliole makes us 
able to comprehend better Margaret Laurence's vision of the world (Verduyn 176).
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CONCLUSION
Margaret Laurence's whole writing reveals an undeniable concern for social 
inequalities and injustices. It is impossible to ignore Laurence's concern with the 
dispossessed both in Canada and in Africa, and by extension in the whole world. Like 
Vanessa in A Bird in the House (which the author considers her only semi- 
autobiographical work), Laurence refuses to endorse the traditional histoiy which 
glorifies only Anglo-Scots and Irish Canadians. She does not want to exalt the colonizer's 
point of view which devaluates non-Europeans. Even being a Scots-Canadian, Laurence 
rejects those ideological discourses that assign Anglo-Scots the top ranks in a hierarchical 
society. This is significant for all Laurence's worit : like Vanessa, Laurence does not 
accept the world view transmitted to her by her colonizing ancestors. One can say that both 
Vanessa and Laurence occupy an ambiguous position, but the latter is more radical in her 
defense of the oppressed people.
The Canadian prairie, which is considered by many critics as a colony of Eastern 
Canada, fonned Laurence's anti-imperialist ideas. Brought up and educated in that region, 
Laurence started getting involved in left-wing movements when a student in Winnipeg. Her 
job as a journalist and her travel to Africa provided her with a vision of the injustice thrust 
upon some human beings. Aware of the disgrace caused by colonialism and refusing the 
colonizer's view, Laurence was able to connect Africa's colonialism with the Canadian 
situation. Tlie African experience, then, confirmed Laurence's convictions against 
colonialism and any kind of exploitation. Hiis political concern is revealed through the
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author's involvement in social causes and mainly in her writings. Of course, Laurence's 
works are not any political treatise; tfiey are works of art and therefore important for their 
aesthetic vaiue, but can be read from a political perspective. Her woriis can be considered 
decolonizing tejrts in the sense that they denounce the damage of colonialism with all its 
implications.
Although the term "post-colonial" may be confroversial, especially when referring 
to a White Canadian text, tiieories of post-colonialism provide a critical instrument for 
reading Canadian texts. For much of its history Canadahas been in different ways a colony 
and consequently English-Canada has a culture which has been shaded by the imperial 
force of Anglocentric culture. Thus to be Canadian, even being white Anglo-Saxon, means 
to be colonized or, as Barbara Godard says, "is to inhabit a colonial space from which one 
perceives discourse as a form of power and desire" (Moss 46). A Canadian writer can 
perceive the world from the colonized perspective. As Keimeth James Hu^es iriforms us , 
"an early nineteenth-century diary about experiences in Canada draws on Shakespeare's 
T/ie Tempest, and the writer, a British officer, quite literally sees himself as an imperial 
Prospero with divine r i^ t  to superiority over the despised French-Canadian Calibans" 
(Verduyn 104). A Post-colonial writer, on the contrary, is one who strives to subvert these 
imperial concepts and values and to exalt the Canadian Caliban. In this way, the colonial 
state caused by the dominance of British and also American culture in English Canada 
brings about diverse perceptions and resistance against colonialism. One feels that tliere is 
a freedom, or a decolonization to be fought for. Margaret Laurence, for example, 
repudiates the British concept of heroism while drawing our attention to the state of Ihe 
Metis-Caliban caused by imperialism.
In this sense theories of decolonization or post-colonial theories may be helpful to 
read Canadian texts which, like Laurence's, are written from the oppressed perspective. 
Althou^ not a unified field, such theories provide us with useiul strategies for perceiving 
textual resistance. Such is the case, as we have seen in Chapter I, of tfie works of O.
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Mannoni and mainly of Frantz Fanon, Edward Said, Mary Louise Pratt, and Homi 
Bhabha.
Often conflicting, such works may nevertheless be said to complement each other 
in their effort to dismantle hegemonic assumptions. Mannoni's stutfy of colonialism was 
Laurence's first contact with theories about a colonial situation and helps to examine 
Laurence's works. However, more than by Mannoni's theoiy, my analysis of Margaret 
Laurence's works has been greatly supported by Fanon's concepts. His analysis of the 
economic exploitation and psychological degradation imposed by imperial powers on the 
colonized and his invitation to fight for freedom are exemplified in Laurence's works. The 
recovering of the oppressed people's memoiy in order to rebuild the culture of the 
colonized and project afiiture is evident in Laurence's woric Both Africans and Métis need 
to recuperate their histoiy which was distorted by the colonizers. Said's concepts of the 
implications of the production of knowledge with the will to govern and control others 
have also been relevant to my analysis of Laurence's works. The discursive practice of the 
British colonizers guarantees their superiority on the colonized both in Africa and in 
Canada; Pratt's theory of the observation, classification and codification of the colonized 
by the colonizers who see but do not listen also helps to read Laurence's work. 
Furthermore Bhabha's deconshiiction of the polarity between the colonized and colonizer 
and his notions of "ambivalence", 'liybridity" and "negotiation" for die understanding of 
colonialism and achieving decolonization are also demonstrated in Laurence's writings.
Laurence's concern with the "world of others" makes her confess that Mannoni's 
theory was important to her writing. However, even before reading Mannoni, she was 
writing against colonialism. It seems to be safe to say that Mannoni was a reading 
Laurence was looking for, to confirm her belief that colonialism brings no benefit to 
people. Hiese ideas are clearly present in some of Laurence's African writing when she 
was perhaps too enthusiastic about the "psychology of colonization." La some stories of The 
Tomorrow-Tamer, as for example in "The Voices of Adamo", the author is criticized for
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being too didactic in her reproduction ofMannoni's theory. However, there are characters 
in her African writing who are angty and very opposing to colonialism, never dependent 
iTiey reveal to be acting according to Fanon's ideas of decolonization. Tl)us one mi^ say 
lhat Laurence is contradictory by revealing Fanon's influence and yet accepL'ng Mannoni's 
theories. As a Canadian she may be in a "both/and" condition and may be contra/dictory. 
Importani to note, however, is that Mannoni's ideas are essential for Laurence's perception 
of the world of the colonized. Fanon's theory illuminates the reading of Laurence's texts.
The rejection of an imposed imperial culture, the denial of being ruled in the 
colonized land are perceptible in Laurence's writing. Moreover, Laurence's concern with 
recovering memory in order to retell the past and revive the colonized culture reflects 
Fanon's theory. In this sense, Laurence is following Fanon's declaration that the colonized 
writer who wants to write against colonization has to dig tlie past of the oppressed people. 
In both her African and Canadian writing one sees Laurence's concern in recovering the 
oppressed history by listening to the voice of those people who were silenced by 
traditional fiction. The repressed histoiy of colonized people is retrieved in away that they 
can assert their dignity as human beings. Personal memories excite the remembrance of a 
collective past which usually serv^ es as critique of the received official history. In this 
sense, memory which is a constant concern in Laurence's writing, by recovering the 
oppressed voice, becomes very helpfiil in the process of decolonization. Moreover, 
Laurence's works suggest that the struggle for independence is a continuous process 
perceptible in the running waters of the rivers of her first (Tliis Side Jordan) and last novel 
( The Diviners) of the Manawaka cycle.
Hie trutii about die colonized people diwlged by imperialist texts is questioned 
and reworked in Laurence's writing. Said's concept of a discursive formation (connecting 
power with knowledge) to keep the subaltern always inferior helps to read Laurence's 
texts when they denounce the British discourse on Africans, Indigenous Canadians or other 
non-British people. A resistance to domination emei^es from the subjugated situation of
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the colonized In Laurence's texts, resistance to imperialism, the desire to displace (he 
traditional and imperial discourse is perceived in several forms. TTiey undermine the 
privilege of some races over others by valuing the cultures of African people, by retelling 
African stories and listening to Ihe Africans' views of the world. By listening to the 
oppressed voice, Laurence does what Maiy Louise Pratt advises writers to do : before 
writing about people who are seen, people should listen to Ihem. In this way, the autiior 
provides us with a re-vision and a re-thinking of the ideological practices, drawing our 
attention to questions of multiple voices not usually heard in a colonized country. If it is 
impossible to say that the author presents a solution for the problem which she denounces, 
her texts help to deconstruct the authority of the "Western" texts which give a imivocal or 
monologic interpretation of histoiy and representation in colonial or post-colonial 
countries, instead of a monologue one sees dialectical texts w^ich accept contra/dictions 
and ambivalence as part of the inheritance of colonialism. One cannot ignore in 
Laurence's texts a constant interrogation of the "universal" truth which exposes as normal 
the "superiority" of one people over another. In this sense, her works serve to destabilize 
imperial formation presenting a counter-discourse of post-colonialism, listening to 
unheard voices.
It is clear that Laurence's woriis are not homogeneous in their connection with 
post-colonial theories. Sometimes they are radical in condemning colonialism, sometimes 
they reveal ambivalence showing that the link between colonizer and colonized has both 
good and bad consequences. Tliis reminds us of Memmi's statement that fee bond between 
colonizer and colonized can have its good side too (89). Laurence's texts do not deny this 
doubleness, and feey are feemselves ambivalent Even wife feis ambivalence and 
sometimes working wifein fee dominant environment, feey are resisting texts which 
undermine fee traditional discourse. Strategies of resistance are not unified in Laurence's 
work eifeer.
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Mimicry, which for Fanon is the result of colonial indoctrination, is proposed by 
Bhabha, as we have mentioned before, as a strategy to interrogate the European vision of 
the World. Mimicry reveals the relationship between colonizer and colonized and tries 
to destabilize it. It emerges as "the representation of a difference that is itself a process of 
disavowal" and is constructed around an ambivalence. Mimicry is the sign of "double 
articulation" : it discloses the ambivaJence of coloniai discourse, disrupting its authority. 
In this way it is a colonizing strategy ^propriated by the colonized to dismantle 
colonialism. By showing the "almost quite but not the same" condition of the colonial 
world, the colonized can expose the insecurity of the colonial world. It is the discourse of 
the colonized "other" penetrating in the "superior" world of the colonizer. In this sense, the 
ambivalence and uncertainty of the colonizer's authority are revealed.
Laurence's writings are ambivalent texts which lie "here and there" in the post­
colonial context As an Eiiglish-speaking Canadian, Margaret Laurence reveals to be 
aware of the strong cultural presence of the empire in Canada, both in the past and in the 
present. Laurence is also aware of the uncomfortable situation in which she lives. She 
knows that as a white Canadian she occupies an ambivalent position: the experience of 
colonialism in Canada is not the same as it is , for example, in the West Indies, or Africa 
or India. Moreover, Canada is a colonized but in some circumstances also a colonizing 
country, and Laurence's works reveal this dilemma. Laurence always starts with a 
character and lets her/him speak as she/he goes throu^ different experiences. There is no 
stereotype in the representations of the characters. She condemns British colonization and 
imperialism but does not present all English colonizers as stances of evil and all 
colonized as examples of correctness.
In Tlie Prophet's Camel Bell tlie auflior confesses tliat condemning inqierialism and 
at the same time being part of it sounded like an irony to her: a white Canadian in Africa 
and condemning imperialism. As a Canadian, she can speak from a colonized perspective 
which is different from the AO’ican perspective. In many otfier instances her texts suggest
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that a white Canadian cannot see the problem of colonization from the same view the Black 
Africans or indigenous Canadians see. The author's recognition of this ambivalent position 
is usefiil for her fight against decolonization: she knows that she cannot represent the 
colonized but must speak from a position which can support their challenge to central 
domination. Urns there is ambivalence (and contra/diction) in both her African and 
Canadian writing. It seems to be true that in the Canadian writing the characters are even 
less stereotyped and more ambivalent than in the African writing. A middle-class Irish- 
Scots Canadian like Vanessa, for example, is able to criticize the colonizing attitudes of 
her grandparents. Vanessa does nothing to change the p li^ t of the Metis but is able to 
draw our attention to the injustice they suffer. Christie Logan, a Scots man, reveals hatred 
against the English colonizer who distorted the oppressed history of the Scots, but is not 
able to realize what they did to the Metis. Both Vanessa and Christie are Scots-Canadian 
who live in ambivalent position. Tliey have at the same time colonizing attitudes but 
condemn colonialism Even being ambivalent they help the reader to re-think Canadian 
history and realize that the Canadian system offers both privileges to some groups and 
compulsion to others. Hius the ambiguity of these characters does not prevent them from 
fighting against colonialism. Morag, more educated than Christie and more oppressed than 
Vanessa, can make connections between different kinds of oppression. She does act to 
revert the colonial situation of her town and country. However, like Vanessa and Cliristie, 
she is not of indigenous blood and acknowledges her ambiguous situation. Very conscious 
of her position, Morag helps to transform spectators and victims into actors who can 
foresee a better and freer life. Like her character Morag, Laurence is conscious that her 
texts may not solve the problems but can disrupt a hegemonic and univocal discourse. 
Thus a white Canadian has not the same perspective as a Canadian with indigenous blood 
but can speak against colonialism and posit questions of solidarity to Africans and Metis 
who, at a deeper level, suffer colonialism. Here one remembers Fanon's statement in A 
Dvine Colonialism diat settlers also fight against colonialism and exploitation of native
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people. The "in between" condition of settler's is sometimes strategic to help the native 
colonized (140). In some way the ambivalence in Laurence's writing helps to construct the 
resistance to imperialism. As Stephen Slemon says, literary resistance is necessarily in a 
place of ambivalence and ambiguity: between two worlds. Ambivalence, Slemon sustains, 
is the condition of white Literatures produced in countries like Australia, New Zealand 
and Canada ( in Adam and TiflQn 30-41). One realizes that Laurence's texts question 
colonial authority and invite the reader to listen to forgotten or silenced voices, but at the 
same time they are not a "pure" condemnation of everything related to the British empire 
both in Africa and in Canada. By inviting the reader to listen to other voices which have 
been silenced in many fictions , Laurence subverts fee monologic discourse of fee 
colonizer.
hi bofe her African and Canadian writing, fee oppressed are listened to so feat fee 
reader has fee opportunity to see anofeer reality, different from fee traditional one. There is 
a multiplicity of voices which permits to dismantle a belief in a unified trufe. In bofe her 
African and Canadian writing one sees feat, besides a denunciation of imperialism, fee 
books offer strategies to dismantle imperialism. In her African writing one realizes an 
increasing multiplicity of voices which emerge from a colonial world. Alfeou^ feere is 
not a clear strategy of resistance, fee colonized seek in feeir memory and in feeir dialogues 
away to escape domination. In fee Canadian writing fee Metis, from a disturi)ing presence 
in fee first book, take an important position in The Diviners. Therefore feere is an 
increasing concern for fee Metis and feou^ at fee end fee problem of fee discrimination 
feey suffer is not solved, feere is a hope wdiich allows feem to believe in projecting a 
fiiture.
As Laurence herself asserted, her Canadian writing is a continuation of her African 
writing. She does not regard her African books "as separate entities from [her] Canadian 
books" (TFP 7). According to Laurence, bofe fee African countries and Canada are ex­
colonial nations which need to struggle to maintain feeir own culture in fee face of
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''overwhelming cultural imperiaJism." It was in Africa that she could learn more about her 
own country and reflect about Ihe damages of colonialism. As in Africa, she realizes that in 
her country there was a devaluation of the local culture in order to privilege the 
metropolitan. What was produced in the colonies or ex-colonies was always evaluated 
under the light of the original British ("mother") country. It is against this colonial 
condition which Laurence speaks in all her writing.
More important than revealing the "in between" condition of a Canadian post­
colonial writer, Laurence's writing displays the author's concern about exploitation , 
social injustice, and unequal opportunities in colonial counties. As she confesses to Ian 
Drabek in 1982, she is "concerned about social injustices and man's inhumanity to man, 
wherever it appears".^ Tlius, by writirig either about Africa or about Canada she saw the 
opportunity to present counter-voices which challenge the traditional voices of the imperial 
and "universal" knowledge. In this sense her writing manifests the author's reproach to 
colonialism and any kind of injustice. As a Brazilian, and therefore a colonized reader, I 
could not avoid reading Laurence's works from the colonized perspective; as Silvia 
SOderlind contends, "a wi'iting in the margin... demands a reading in the mar^n" (234).
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Chapter I
iRae Murphy, I^e Essentials o f Canadian History: Canada since 1867 : The Post-Confederate Nation.
(N. Jersey : Essentials, 1993), p. IE 
2 , The Canadian Pocket Encyclopedia 34-35.
In a letter to Margaret Laurence in July 1984, Laurence's archives, Scott Library. York University,
 ^Diana Brydon suggests that Canada should be described as 'invader settler" colony to remind readers that 
the indigenous people's land was taken be European through invasion,
Chapter n
^.'Margaret Laurence to Adele Wiseman on May 17 1981. Laufence'a Archives, Scott Library, Yoric 
University.
^.Margaret Laurence "The Canadian Conference for frish Studies, Trent University March 18 1981.
.^In her essay “Where the World Began" L.aurence emphasizes the importance o f her origin in the 
Canadian West in her all life, in Heatl of a Stratieer iToronto : Seal Books, 1980.
®.See Howard Adarns "Causes of the 1885 Struggle" in Melnyii, George op.ciL p.78.
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George ed; Riel to Reform : A History of Protest in Western Canada. Saskatoon: Fifth House, 1992.p.72. 
*®.See for exanple Imperial Eves pp. 60-61.
''.Letter to A1 Purdy June 12 1 974. Margaret Laurence's Archives.
' .^Margaret Lauraice in a Letter to Aiigeliica Maesec Link in 1982 wrote; “One Has social respoiisibility 
as well - if this is political, wrhich in some way it for me it is connected to the Old CCF in the provinces 
... Theories of such people as J. S. Woodawoith and Tommy Douglas". In Margaret Laui’ence Ai'chivea, 
Scott Library, Yorii University.
'^.See The Canadian Pocket Eiicyclopedia p.33.
If "Quoted by Richard AJlen in 'The Social Gospel as the Religion of the Agrarian Revolt" in Ever, op. cit 
0.139.
L.aurence's Archives.
‘^ MacLeanMav2 1983.
* .^See Desmond Morton's Bre^ e^ Historia do Canada p. 192.
' .^Indirections vol. 2. no. 2 Winter 1977. See also "Books that Mattei'ed to me" in Verduyn, 240/1. 
' .^Mai’garet Laurence in Border Croesinfe vol.5 No 4. Winnipeg Man. Fall 1986.
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2'.See Patricia Morley, Margai*et Laurence ; Ihe long Journey Home Montreal: McGill-Queen, 1991,20. 
22.See the Film Mareai’et L.aurence : The First Lady of Manawaka. Toronto : NFB, 1978.
^ .Margaret Laurence ; Conversation with Clara Ihomas . Videorecording, Toronto; ECW, 1985. 
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^.Mai'gai'et Laurence's Archives. Scott Libraiy, York University.
^.Letter to Calir Mowat dated May 26 1 984. Margaret Laurence's Archives.
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1983.
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^.Letter to Don Bayley March 18 1983.
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Chapter III
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